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58.202 Excerpt from Abdias\fn{by Adalbert Stifter (1805-1868)} Oberplan (now Horni Plana), Jihocesky Region, The
Czech Republic (M) 11
… There are people on whom falls such a torrent of misfortune out of a clear sky that in the end they submit
and allow the hailstorm to come down on them; just as there are others who are so persistently singled out by
fortune for its visitations that it seems as if the laws of nature were reversed, and that all things worked together
only for their good.
It was in this way that the ancients came upon the idea of fatum, and we upon the gentler one of destiny.
But indeed there is something awful in the careless innocence with which the laws of nature work, making us
feel as if an invisible arm were reaching out of the clouds and performing the incredible before our eyes; for today
with the same gracious countenance comes blessing, and tomorrow there is horror. And when both have passed,
there is the same guilelessness in nature as before.
Here, for instance, flows a stream, rising, falling, like a beautiful silver mirror, a boy falls into it, the water ripples lovingly around his curls, he sinks; and again after a while the silver mirror, rising, falling, flows as before.
There the Bedouin is riding between the dark cloud of his sky and the yellow sand of his desert, when a light
shining spark leaps on his head, he feels an unknown trickle through his nerves, drunken, he still hears the
thunderclouds in his ears, and then no more forever.
This was fatum to the ancients, a terrible last unyielding cause of events, beyond which one cannot look, and
beyond which, indeed, there is nothing, so that even the gods must submit to it. To us it is destiny, sent by a higher
power for us to receive. The strong will submit humbly, the weak storm against it with lamentations, and the
common man is struck dumb when the monstrous is happening—or else goes mad and commits a crime.
*
It is conceivable, however, that neither is there a fatum to deny meaning to existence, nor will the single event
be sent on to us; no, the chain of cause and effect, a gay flower-strewn chain, hangs suspended across the infinite
universe, and its luster is shed into our hearts; and into man’s mind the most beautiful of these flowers has been
cast—reason, the eye of the soul—in order to wind the chain on to it, and on it to count from flower to flower,
link by link, down at last to that hand wherein the end is resting.
And one day if we have counted rightly and can survey the telling, there will then be no more chance for us,
but only consequences; no more misfortune, but only guilt; for the gaps that there are, now cause the unexpected,
and our misuse of it, misfortune.
Indeed, the human race has been counting from one millennium to the next, but only a few single petals of the
great chain are uncovered while mysterious and perplexing events are happening all around us; grief still enters
and leaves the human heart—and is not the heart itself, perhaps, a flower on that chain? Who can fathom it? If
someone asks why this chain is so large that only a few fragrant petals have been disclosed in thousands of years,
we must answer:
Thus immeasurable is the store because each of the coming generations may find something; the little that is
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found is nevertheless a great magnificent richness, and greater, ever more splendid, becomes the richness as more
of those come who live and reveal. And whatever the tidal waters of the future may bring, we can hardly
foreknow the thousandth of the thousandth part of it ...
We do not want to go on speculating about these things, but to relate simply the story of a man in whom some
of this is represented, and of whom it is uncertain whether his fate be the stranger thing, or his heart. At all events
his life will stimulate the question, “Why now this?” and one will be lured into a gloomy pondering over predicttion, fate, and the ultimate cause of all things.
It is about the Jew Abdias that I want to tell you.
*
If perchance you have heard of him, or even seen the ninety-year-old, bent figure sitting before the little white
house, do not put bitter feelings into words, utter neither curse nor blessing (he has gathered both plentifully in his
life)—but keep his picture in view once more as his story is told. And let him who never before heard of this man
follow us, if he would, to the end, as we attempt to show his nature simply, only then may he form such judgments about the Jew Abdias as his heart may prompt.
*
Deep in the desert, within the Atlas mouintains,\fn{ I.e., in North Africa.} stands an old Roman town that history
has lost sight of. It has decayed gradually; for centuries it has had no name, and no one knows how long it is since
it had any inhabitants.
The European has not marked it on his maps because he has never even suspected its existence; and the Berber,
dashing past on his fleet horse, and seeing the hanging walls, either did not think of it and its purpose, or else
palliated the awe in his mind with a few superstitious thoughts till the last piece of masonry had disappeared from
view, and the last sound of the jackals that dwelt there from his ear. Then he rode on happily, and nothing
surrounded him but the picture which had become familiar and dear to him of a lonely and beautiful desert.
Yet besides jackals, and unknown to the rest of the world, there lived other inhabitants amongst the ruins. They
were children of that most exclusive race which—though it be homesick for but one specific part of this earth—is
dispersed throughout all the countries of mankind, and which had, as it were, from its vast seas splashed a few
drops into this remoteness.
Gloomy, dark, dirty Jews moved like shadows about the ruins, went in and out of them, and lived in them with
the jackals that they sometimes fed. No man knew of them save the other brothers in the faith who lived outside.
They traded in gold and silver and other things from the land of Egypt; also in pestilential rags and woolens by
which at times they became infected themselves and so perished, but in submission and patience the son took his
father’s staff and wandered and did likewise, waiting for what fate had decreed for him. If one of them was slain
and robbed by a Cabile, the whole tribe that was spread far and wide over the desolate country would mourn
noisily—and then it was over and forgotten until long afterwards the Cabile also was found slain somewhere.
Such were the people from whom Abdias had sprung.
*
Through a Roman triumphal arch, past two trunks of withered palms, one reached a clump of walls whose
purpose could no longer be recognized. Now it was the dwelling of Aaron, Abdias’s father. Atop were the ruins of
an aqueduct; at the bottom lay unrecognizable pieces over which one had to pass to get to the hole in the wall
through which one entered Aaron’s home. Beyond, the battered opening steps led down; these were cornices of
the Doric order, and had in an unknown time and through the agency of an unknown destructive chance found
their way here. They led down to a spacious dwelling such as one would not expect to find under the bulk of walls
and debris outside.
It was a room surrounded by several of those small closets that the Romans had loved, but on the floor was
neither tile nor board nor mosaic, but the bare earth; along the walls there were no pictures or ornaments, but
Roman bricks were to be seen; and everywhere there were spread out many bundles, bales and commodities, so
that one could see the wretched and manifold things the Jew Aaron was trading in. Mostly these were clothes and
torn rags of all colors and all ages, which hung down and carried in themselves the dust of nearly all the countries
of Africa. There were piles of old materials to sit or recline on.
The table and the other equipment were stones which had been collected from the old town. Behind a hanging
bush of yellow and gray caftans was a hole in the wall, which was much smaller than the one that served as a
doorway, and out of it looked darkness as from a dungeon in ruins. One would not have thought that one could
enter there.
But if one stooped and crept through it one came, when one had passed along the crooked passage beyond it, to
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a room round which were several others. On the floor was spread a carpet from Persia like, or identical with, those
in the other rooms; along the walls and in the niches were divans and hangings and next to them tables of fine
stone and bowls and a bath.
*
Here sat Esther, Aaron’s wife. Her body rested on the silken fabric from Damascus, head and shoulders were
flatteringly draped by the softest and most glowing of all materials, the woven fairy tale from Kashmir such as
bedecks the Sultana of Stamboul.\fn{Istanbul} Round her were a few maids who wore beautiful shawls round their
handsome and intelligent foreheads, and pearls on their breasts.
Hither Aaron brought all that appears good and flattering and beneficent to poor mortals. The jewels were
laced on tables and distributed along the walls. From up high, windows overgrown with myrtle and sometimes
choked by yellow desert sand gave light to the room, and when evening fell and the lamps were burning
everything glittered and sparkled with a wealth of radiant light.
But the greatest gem Aaron possessed apart from his wife was her son, a boy who played on the carpet, a boy
with black rolling eyeballs and dight\fn{ Adorned} with all the oriental beauty of his race. This boy was Abdias, the
boy whose story I wish to tell, now a delicate flower sprung from Esther.
Aaron was the richest man in the old Roman town. This the others who lived with him, as they were often
companions of his joy, knew well, just as he knew all about them; but so far as one could tell, his riches had never
been known to the Bedouin who hurried past or to the slothful Bey in the harem; the somber secret hung over the
dead town, as if there were never a sound heard in it but the rustle of the wind that filled it with sand or the short
hot cry of the beast of prey when the glowing disk of the moon stood over it and shone down on it.
The Jews traded among the tribes: they were left alone and were never asked much about their home—and if
one of their other co-habitants, a jackal, came out, he was killed and thrown into a ditch.
On his two most-valued treasures Aaron heaped all the things which he thought might be good for them. And
when he had been abroad; when, after he had been beaten and hustled from one place to another, he came home
and enjoyed what those old kings of his people, and Solomon above all others, imagined to be the joy of life, he
felt indeed a delirious voluptuousness.
And if at times he yet felt that there existed other pleasures, the pleasures of the heart, he thought this feeling
painful and one that had to be shunned, and he did shun it. He did, it is true, resolve that one day he was going to
put the boy Abdias on a camel and take him to Kahira\fn{ Cairo} to a doctor, that he might become wise as the old
prophets and leaders of his race had been.
But nothing came of this either, because it sank into oblivion. The boy had nothing else to impress him apart
from standing often on the top of the debris and taking the wide immensity of the sky that he saw for the hem of
Jehovah’s mantle, knowing that He had once been on this earth to create it and to choose His people, with whom
for the enjoyment of His heart He shared food and communed.
But Esther called him down again and dressed him in a little brown coat, and then in a yellow one, and again in
a brown one. She also put jewels on him, and let the beauty of the pearl dawn on his dark fine skin or the fire of
the diamond blaze next to it. She put a ribbon round his forehead, caressed his hair or rubbed his little limbs and
his face with soft fine woolen rags. Often she dressed him up like a girl or anointed his eyebrows so that they
were fine black lines over the shining eyes, and put the silver-edged glass in front of him that he might see
himself.
*
When one year after another had passed Aaron his father led him out one day into the front room, put on him a
torn caftan, and said:
“Son Abdias, now go out in the world; for in this world a man has nothing save what he earns and what he can
earn again at any moment, and nothing makes us so secure as the capacity for earning. Go, therefore, and learn it.
Here I give you a camel and a golden coin, and until you have earned as much as a single man needs for the
conduct of life I shall give you no more; and if you become a wastrel I shall not even give you anything after my
death. If you wish, and are not too far away, you may visit me and your mother sometimes; and when you have as
much as a man needs to live on, come back. I shall add to it so that a second creature and several others will be
able to live on it. You may bring a wife, and we shall try to make another room for you in our cave, wherein you
may live and enjoy what Jehovah sends you and your wife.
“Now, son Abdias, be blessed, go hence, and to no man let your lips utter any word concerning the nest where
you were bred.”
Thus Aaron had spoken and led his son out to the palms where the cane was lying. Then he blessed him, and
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his hands fumbled with the curly crown of his head. Esther lay on the rug within, and sobbed, and beat the floor
with her hands.
Abdias, now the blessing was given, seated himself on the camel that was lying in front of him, and which, as
soon as it noticed its burden, rose and lifted the youth up. And as Abdias felt the fanning of the strange air coming
as though from afar he looked at his father once again, and then rode obediently away.
*
From now on Abdias bore the lashing of the rain and hail on his face; he wandered land in, land out, over
waters and streams from one season to another. He knew no language and learnt them all; he had no money and
earned it, to hide it in caverns that only he could find again; he had no knowledge, and could only direct his fiery
eyes into the immense emptiness and think, as he sat his meager camel. He lived very simply, often eating nothing
more than a handful of dried dates; and yet he was surpassingly lovely, like one of those heavenly messengers
who had in far-off days appeared so often to his people.
So had Mohammed, for weeks at a time alone with his beast in the wide sands, pondered over thoughts that
became a flame and raced across the globe.
At other times Abdias was a thing that the silliest Turk believed himself justified in kicking, and did kick. He
was hard and stubborn when it meant his advantage, he was malicious towards Moslems and Christians—and at
night when he stretched himself out amidst the caravan and laid his head very gently on the neck of his camel, and
when through his slumber and dreams he heard the animal’s breathing, he felt warm and friendly towards it; and if
it had been chafed sore he denied himself the sweet water and with it washed the sore and spread ointment on it.
He had been wandering over the place where the old “Queen of Commerce,” Carthage, had stood; he had seen
the Nile and crossed the Euphrates and the Tigris; he had drunk from the Ganges; he had suffered want, he had
profiteered, amassed and hoarded. But he had not even once visited his parents, as he had been so far away.
*
And after fifteen years had passed he came back for the first time to the forgotten Roman town. He came in the
night, he came on foot, for he had been robbed of his camel. He was clad in torn clothes, and carried in his hand a
piece of horse carcass to throw to the jackals that he might divert their attention from his own body.
Thus he reached the Roman triumphal arch and the two old palm trunks that were still standing there and drew
black lines at night against the sky. He knocked at the first of the three cane-plaited doors before the hole in the
wall by which one entered his father’s dwelling. He called out, repeating his own name and his father’s—and he
had to wait for a long time before someone heard him and awoke the old Jew.
They all got up in the house when they heard who had come and Aaron, after first talking to him through the
door, opened it and let him in. Abdias asked his father to conduct him first to the cellar where, after locking the
cane door there, he counted out to him golden coins of all countries which he had earned, a greater sum than
anyone could have expected. Aaron watched him silently until he had finished; then he piled up all the gold pieces
in one stone, dropped them handful after handful into the leather bag in which Abdias had brought them, and put
the bag sideways into a hole that was between marble friezes.
Then, as if the armor were suddenly pierced, or as if he had had to restrain his fatherly joy till business was
done, he flung himself into his son’s arms, embraced him, pressed him to his body, shouted loudly, and blessed
him, murmured, and touched him, and bedewed his face with tears.
But Abdias, when this was over, went up again to the anteroom, threw himself on a pile of mats that were lying
there, and let his eyes melt into tears that flowed so mildly and sweetly, for his body was tired to death.
*
The father had him undressed of his rags, and they put his body into a soothing, cleansing bath, then rubbed
his limbs with delicious and healing ointments, and clad him in a festive dress. Then he was taken into the interior
rooms, where Esther was sitting on the divan, waiting patiently until his father should lead him in. She rose when
they arrived, entering beneath the curtains of the room, but it was no longer the sweet, delicate, beautiful boy that
once she had loved so much, and whose cheeks had been the smooth cushion for her lips; he had become very
dark, his countenance sterner and loftier and his eyes much more fiery. But he was looking at his mother also.
She, too, had become different, and the sinister play of the years showed in her face. When he had come forward
to her side she took him to her heart, drew him towards her on the divan, and pressed her mouth to his cheeks, his
forehead, his hair, to his eyes and to his ears.
Old Aaron stood aside, with his head bent, and the maids sat in an adjoining closet behind yellow curtains, and
whispered.
But the others who belonged to the household went outside to do the business that they were told to do.
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Though the night had already reached its height and was declining towards morning, and the well-known pictures
of the stars, that come over from Egypt at night, had passed overhead and were even now standing beyond and
journeying to the desert, the arrival had to be celebrated, according to custom. By candlelight a lamb was
slaughtered, roasted in the kitchen and put on the table. They all went to it, all ate of it, and the servants were also
given to eat. Thereupon all went to rest, and slumbered far into the next day, when the desert sun was shining
down on the ruins, like a big round diamond that every day sparkles solitary in the empty sky.
From that time forward, there were feasts of joy for three days. The neighbors were called in; the camel, the
donkey, and the dog of the house were not forgotten, and for the beasts of the desert a share was put out in distant
parts of the ruins—for the walls reached far into the plain, and animals came to seek shelter wherever man was
not.
*
When the feast was over and a little time had passed, Abdias took leave of his parents, for he was traveling to
Baalbek,\fn{Still a city of Syria} to fetch the beautiful-eyed Deborah, whom he had seen there and remembered, and
who with all her kin belonged to his race. He traveled as a beggar and arrived there after two months. He returned
as an armed Turk, amid a large caravan, for the treasure he was leading with him he could not hide in caverns and
could not earn again if it should be lost.
At that time conversation in all the caravansaries ran on the beauty of the traveling Moslem and the even
greater beauty of his slave—but this conversation, like a glittering stream in the desert, gradually vanished, and
after some time nobody wondered whither those two might have gone, and nobody talked about it any more.
But they were in the home of old Aaron, where in the vaults under the debris a room was prepared for them,
curtains hung, and cushions and carpets spread for Deborah.
Aaron shared his fortune with his son, as he had promised, and Abdias now went out into the lands to trade.
As he had been obedient once, so he now brought together, from all places, whatever would delight the senses
of his parents; he humbled himself before the obstinate whims of his father and suffered the unreasonable chiding
of his mother.
When Aaron had become old and imbecile, Abdias went in beautiful clothes with shining and well-prepared
weapons and he founded undertakings with his fellow-merchants just as the great trading-men in Europe do.
When the parents had become helpless children they died, one after the other, and Abdias buried them under the
stones that were lying next to an old Roman capital.
From now on, he was alone in the vaults, under the debris piled high, next to the triumphal arch and the two
trunks of withered palms.
Now he traveled further and further, while Deborah sat at home with her maidens and waited for him. He
became better known amongst the people abroad, and drew the shimmering road of wealth ever nearer the desert.
*
When several years had passed after Aaron’s and Esther’s death, it came to pass that things changed in the
house next to the palms.
Fortune and wealth continued to accumulate. Abdias was zealous in his work, ever expanding it, and did good
to animals, slaves and neighbors. But they hated him for it. The wife of his heart, whom he had chosen, he
overwhelmed with worldly goods and brought to her the most diverse things from all countries, though she was
barren. Once he had fallen ill at Odessa and inherited the wicked plague of smallpox that made him deformed and
ugly. Deborah loathed him when he came home and turned from him forever. For he had brought him only the
voice that she knew, not the body; and as often as she glanced towards him at the familiar sound—she always
[word missing] and left the house.
She had been given only physical eyes to see the body’s beauty, not spiritual ones to see the heart’s. Abdias had
not known this, but when his eye fell upon her in Baalbek he also saw nothing but her great beauty, and when he
had gone away he carried with him nothing but the memory of this beauty. Therefore for Deborah all was now
over.
But he, when he saw to what pass things had come, went into his lonely chamber and wrote the bill of
divorcement, so that it should be ready when she should demand it from him, she would go from him, after being
with him for so many years.
But she did not ask for it, but lived on at his side, was obedient to him and remained sad when the sun rose and
sad when the sun set. The neighbors, though, laughed about his face, and said that it was Jehovah’s angel of
leprosy who had taken hold of him and imprinted His mark on him.
He said nothing and time dragged on.
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He traveled as before, returned home, and traveled again. He sought wealth on all his journeys, irresistible
compelling it to himself with burning avarice; at times he wasted it, and when he was out there among men he
loaded all voluptuousness on to his body.
Then he came home, sat many an afternoon behind the high-piled debris that he loved to visit, next to the torn
aloe, and held his already graying head in both his hands. He longed, as he thought, for the cold rainy continent of
Europe; it would be good if he knew what the wise men there knew, and if he lived like the nobles there. Then he
fixed his eyes on the sand, that scorched and glittered, and glance sidelong when the shadow of the sad Deborah
went round the corner of a ruined wall and did not ask him what he was pondering over.
But these were only thoughts, as elusive as the snowflake before the eyes of the wanderer across the Atlas
mountains.
*
But when once again Abdias was sitting high on his camel, amidst the caravan, commanding and ruling, he
was a different man again, and sparkling with joy were the scarred lines of his face that was so unspeakably ugly;
and present still was the splendor of his eyes—yet at those times they became still more beautiful when the
pressure of people, animals and good was vibrant around him, when the grandeur and boldness of the company of
travelers became apparent and he could move on with them, rather like a king of caravans. For abroad there fell to
his lot what his home denied him: reverence, esteem, and sovereignty.
He told himself this, often courting it that he might see it—and the more he commanded and exacted, the more
the others did what he wanted, as if it had to be so and as if he had a right to it. Though he vaguely surmised that
it was the gold that gave him this power, he held fast to it and relished it. Once he had kept waiting the richly
dressed gentleman Malek-ben-Amar (the emissary of the Bey, whom the latter had sent to the town of Bona to
force a loan) for a good long time, and forced him to ask for it most urgently before he gave it to him; then his
heart was nearly satisfied.
When from there he made a journey through Libya he also tasted the joy of battles. There were merchants,
pilgrims, warriors, rabble and people of all kinds that had come together in one great caravan to cross the desert.
Abdias, with silken clothes and shining weapons, was among them; for since he had become ugly he loved
splendor even more.
*
On the seventh day of their journey, when black rocks were around them and the camels gripped the hills of
soft sand with the soles of their feet, a cloud of Bedouins flew towards them. Before those in the middle, where
the big baggage was, were able to ask what the matter was, the long muskets of the caravan’s outposts were
already blazing away and blades were seen flashing in the sun. Presently those in the center set up a yelling and
lamenting; many did not know what to do; many dismounted and threw themselves on their knees to pray. And
then it was that the haggard Jew, who had also been riding in the center near the large bales, rose on his animal
and shouted battle orders as they came into his mind.
He rode towards the fight, and drew his curved blade; there were the white figures with the veiled heads and
several of the caravan struggling with them. One of them turned towards him at once; with the blade over the neck
of the camel he was aiming for his head, but Abdias at that moment knew what was to be done; he crouched
sideways against the neck of the camel, pushed his animal close to the enemy and pierced him out of his saddle so
that a pool of blood was spilt over the white garment.
At those who came next he fired his pistols. Then he shouted orders, which were comprehended and obeyed by
those about him—and when the others saw how it was, their courage grew; more and ever more came near, and
while yet only the second and third of his adversaries had fallen, a wild joy overtook him, the demon of murder
rejoiced, and the whole caravan pressed forward.
Abdias himself felt exalted; he lifted his black face, his scars were fiery flames, the eyes were white stars in the
dark countenance, swiftly and sonorously the low sounds of Arabic came from his lips, and as he, so to speak,
dipped his breast into the heat of sabers, he rode ever deeper into it like a general who commands, stretching forth
the dark, meager arm from which the silken sleeve had fallen back.
In the thin shadow of the smoke that dispersed quickly (as none had time now to load) and in the flashes of the
terrible desert sun that stood vertically overhead, the aspect of things changed quickly; those who had attacked
before were now the harassed and piteous. They looked for rescue. One of them first drew his long gun gently
towards his body and fled from the circle; another threw his weapons away and abandoned the reins, leaving his
fate to the noble horse that headed for the desert on the wings of the wind; while others, forgetful of flight, were
rooted to the ground and begged for mercy.
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But all was in vain. Abdias, who had commanded, now could lead no more; the tide swept on, and those who
had prayed before now raged, and thrust their knives into the hearts of those who were prostrate on their knees
and begged for mercy.
When at last all was over, and the victors were plundering the dead, the wounded, and the saddle-bags on their
animals, Abdias halted his camel and threw away the bloody saber. A Turk who stood cowering nearby
misunderstood this movement and took it for an order: he wiped the blade on his own caftan and returned it to the
brave emir.
*
As they moved on after the battle, and there was again day after day the lonely scene of the desert, Abdias
thought: if he had killed the Bey and become Bey himself, if he became Sultan, if he conquered the whole earth
and subjugated it—how then would it be?
These were unknown things, dimly though invitingly discernible as something that might yet come about.
But indeed he did not become the Bey, but (if we may be allowed so to express it) on the whole of this journey
that took him far abroad a sad, dark angel was already hovering over him. They had come again into the
flourishing countries of men; he had to travel in many directions, and joined now this caravan, now that; and often
—as is the way with human beings—while he was wandering in foreign countries the thought suddenly came to
him: if only no misfortune had happened at home! But he punished these thoughts himself by saying:
“What could have happened at home? At home no misfortune is possible.”
And he went from desert to desert, had to do business and did it successfully, saw many a district and town,
and many months had passed before he, after all that circling around, saw a shimmering again the blue of the
Atlas Mountains and was aware that behind them was his home.
He drew towards it. He left his beautiful garments in a village, where there was a synagogue in a grove, and in
a beautiful, joyful, starry night he broke free from the last caravan that he had been wandering with, and turned
aside towards the plain through which one reaches the mountains, and beyond them the old Roman town.
There the angel departed from over his head; for what was to happen had happened.
*
Now when Abdias was still riding as a ragged man, traveling on his camel alone in the sand, and was already
approaching the end of his wanderings, he saw a faint blue layer of mist over the ghostly town, like a brooding
veil of clouds, as oft they threw their phantom on the desert. He did not take much notice of it, though, for the
other part of the sky had also begun to cover itself with a milky film, and the hot sun stood in it like a red dim eye
which in these districts always means the approach of the rainy season.
But when he finally reached the well-known ruin and rode into the inhabited parts of it, he saw that the oncedestroyed town had been destroyed anew; for the few miserable beams, which had been dragged here from far
countries and erected, were lying spread about and smoldering; dirty ashes of palm leaves, the roofs of huts, lay
between black stones whetted by fire—he rode faster—and when he had come to the triumphal arch and the two
withered palm trunks he saw strangers, who were carrying things out of his house.
Their mules were already heavily laden, and judging by the wretched stuff they were bearing away in their
hands he realized that this was the last of it. By the palm trunks, high on his mare sat Malek-ben-Amar and
several men were round him. When Abdias had quickly forced his beast to kneel down, he dismounted, ran
towards them as if to the rescue, and recognized the man, whose face grinned down at him as he smiled. In his
turn Abdias, with indescribably fervent disdain and hatred, bared his teeth—but now he had no time, he leapt past
him into the front room, where the old clothes were lying to see. …
But here several neighbors had gathered in greedy exultation to gloat; and when they became aware of Abdias
arriving thus unexpectedly, they rejoiced noisily and with much shouting at once took hold of him; they beat him,
spat in his face, and called out:
“There you are! It is you! You! You have fouled your own nest, you have revealed your own nest, and shown it
to the vultures. You have been strutting about wearing their foppish clothes and they have grown suspicious; the
wrath of the Lord has found and crushed you, and us with you. You must replace what has been taken, you must
replace all, you must replace it ten times and more.”
Abdias, powerless against so many hands, let them go on and said not a word. They pulled him back towards
the door and were about to shout and assault him further, when the messenger of the Bey entered with several
soldiers and called out to the Jews:
“Let the merchant go, or else each of you will be impaled on a spear, just as you stand there. What does it
concern you that he is a dog? For you are the same. Will you let him go, I say?”
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Thereupon they withdrew. The mercenaries of Melek now searched Abdias’ clothes and took away whatever
they fancied—he suffered it very patiently; then Melek said to him:
“It was not meet, Abdias-ben-Aaron, that in this hiding-place you should have embezzled property and taxes;
we could punish you, but we shall not. Farewell, noble merchant. If your way passes through our town, visit us;
we shall show you the securities of your claims and pay you the interest. Now set him free that he may increase
again and bear fruit.”
Laughing and shouting they left him alone—this too he suffered very patiently and had not stirred, except for
his eyes, which had turned side very shyly at their sneers, like a powerless, baited tiger.
But when they had gone, were mounted and preparing to ride away over the hills of sand, he sprang after them
with a bound, pulled the pistols out of his camel’s holster where they had been forgotten on the meager despised
animal when the other baggage had been cut off, and he fired them both at Melek. But he did not hit him. then
some soldiers returned and beat him on the back and loins with their spears and left him, taking him for dead.
Then the train continued through the ruins away towards that side of the plain that is overgrown with short coarse
grass and through which is the nearest way to inhabited countries.
*
Abdias remained lying in the sand and did not stir. But when no more sound could be heard of their cries as
they rode away he pulled himself up and shook his limbs. He went back to the camel, which was still on its knees,
took from the bottom of the well-patched holster two small pistols that were hidden there, and betook himself to
his dwelling. There were, by the palms as in his rooms, several of his tribe that had flocked together, and were still
waiting to know what was to be done next. Stealthily he passed through the door, pressed against the wall, and
shouted in a hoarse voice:
“Him among you who will linger here for but another breath, yea, who will but jerk his foot as though he
wanted to be the last to leave, I shall shoot down with this weapon, and his neighbor with the other—then may
happen what will—praised be the Lord.”
Saying these words he had crept back to the far side of the room and directed his eyes, the stars of sight,
towards them. His ugly face was sparkling in boundless determination, the eyes shone, and some declared
afterwards that they had at that moment seen quite distinctly an unnatural light round his head, from which the
hair had stood up erect like fine spears. They hesitated yet a little and then went out singly through the door. He
looked after them, gnashed his teeth, like a hyena in the mountains. When finally the last one had put his foot
across the threshold and was no longer visible, he murmured:
“There they go, they go—wait! There will be a time of reckoning between us, and for you also, Melek!”
Outside they were probably thinking it over: if he were the man that had ruined them, he should also be the
man to succor them; he should replace; they would spare him now, and press him later. He heard their words from
within, and listened to them. But there were fewer and fewer of them, until at last no more was audible, a sign that
they had all gone away.
Abdias lingered for a while, breathed long and deeply. Then he wanted to see Deborah, whom now he had
begun to pity. He put his pistols inside his caftan, stepped over the pile of garments which had formerly hung in
front of the entrance to the inner room but were now lying on the ground. He groped along the passage where the
lamp had been thrown down, and entered the apartments. There, through the myrtle-clad windows above, the light
fell on to the floor. But no longer were there carpets or mats—only the earth and the bare stones of the thousandyear-old walls, raked up at all places for treasures; it looked to him like a murderers’ den.
He did indeed find Deborah in the bigger room, where she had always liked to be, and—behold! How strange
are the ways and decrees of things!—on this very night she had born him a little girl. Through the mother’s terror
it had arrived too early, and she held it up to him from the pile of loose earth whereupon she lay. But he, at this
moment, was standing like one who I shaken by a terrible blow. Nothing but these single words did he say:
“Shall I not ride after them and fling the child onto the spears of the soldiers?”
After a little while of lingering he went nearer to it, lifted it up and looked at it. then, without putting it back,
he went to the next room and looked long and intently towards a corner, and the stones that were fitted together
there; then he came out again and said:
“I thought so, you fools, I have kept enough away from you—oh, you sevenfold fools!” Then he fell down on
his knees and prayed:
“Jehovah, glory, praise and honor be thine, now and eternally.”
*
Then he went back to Deborah and put the child down at her side. He dipped his finger into a little bowl of
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water that stood not far from her, and moistened her lips, as there was not a single person—no midwife, no
servant, no handmaiden—in the whole house. And when he had done this he scrutinized her yet more closely and,
hovering by her head, he caressed her sick features that were already aging.
But she, for the first time in five years, smiled at him with her gloomy, sad face as if the old love had come
back anew. Meanwhile the ugly head of a neighbor, who most likely could restrain his greed least, looked through
even this inner half-broken door, but he withdrew.
Abdias took no notice: scales fell from his eyes, for in the midst of this destruction it seemed to him only that
the greatest happiness on earth had come upon him. And as he sat on the naked floor next to the mother, and as he
touched the little whimpering creature with his hands, he felt in his heart the beginning of that salvation which
had never come and which he had never known where to seek. It was here now, and it was infinitely sweeter and
milder than he had ever imagined. Deborah held his hand, pressed it and fondled it—he looked tenderly at her—
she said to him:
“Abdias, you are now not so ugly as before, much more beautiful.” And his heart trembled in his body.
“Deborah,” he said, “there is nobody here who could offer you anything: perhaps you are hungry?”
“No, I am not hungry,” she answered, “but I am weary.”
“Wait,” he said. “I shall bring you something that will strengthen you; and I shall give you the nourishment
you probably need and shall prepare for you a better couch.”
Then he got sup and had to stretch himself a little before he could go on, for the pain had intensified during the
short rest. Then he went out and carried in a handful of old clothes that were lying outside, and prepared next to
her a better couch on to which he lifted her; then he covered her with a coat, still warm from his body, as he
thought she was cold—for she was very pale.
Then he went to the place where the tinderbox lay that served for lighting a fire. As it was paltry it was
untouched. He lighted a little candle, put it into the horn lantern, and walked outside, down some steps into the
ground, where the wine used to be store. But the casks had been emptied and the wine spoiled. Out of the little
pool that had remained on the ground he put a drop into a vessel. Then he fetched water from the cistern, for that
in the little bowl was becoming tepid and a little stale, and then with the mixture of wine and fresh water he
wetted her lips, and told her to take the liquid off with her tongue and swallow it: it would help her for the
moment.
When she had done this and repeated it several times, he put down the vessel of wine and water and said that
he was going to prepare some food for her. Among his scattered traveling things he searched for a canister in
which he always carried the condensed substance of a good broth. Then he went out into the kitchen to look for a
tin vessel that might be serviceable. And when he had found one, he came back, put water and that substance into
it, lit a spirit flame and put the pannikin on a stand over it. He stayed by the vessel to watch the concentrated broth
dissolve. Deborah seemed to feel much better now and was quieter, for when he looked at her he saw that the eyes
that were watching him often dropped their lids as if she wanted to sleep. It was very quiet in the house, because
all the maidens and servants had run away. When his brother substance was entirely dissolved in the warm water,
he took the vessel off to allow it all to cool a little. He knelt down by her face and sat on his feet in the fashion of
the Orientals.
“Deborah, are you sleepy?” he asked.
“Yes, very sleepy” she answered.
He held the vessel for some time between his hands, and when it had become sufficiently cool he passed her
the drink and told her to sip it. She sipped. It seemed to have done her good, for once more she looked up with her
sleepy eyes at his face as he sat thus next to her; then she really fell asleep, softly and sweetly.
He remained seated for yet a little while, and looked at her. The child, covered by the wide sleeves of the
caftan, slept as well. Then he got up and put the vessel aside.
*
The time of this sleep he wanted to use for seeing what might be still lying in his dwelling that one could use
provisionally as equipment. He also wanted, if possible, to look quickly outside, to see whether he could not
perceive any of his men or maid-servants that they might watch for some time while he went to see about food, at
least for the next moment. He went through the rooms, came out again to Deborah; and as he was looking about
him and continually glancing back to the door to see what he could do to lock it when he went away—for it all
hung down, half-torn and broken), his Abyssinian slave Uram crouched near.
He dragged himself along the ground and fixed his eyes on Abdias, because he expected a terrible
chastisement, as he had run away with the other when the marauders came. But Abdias had reward in mind rather
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than punishment as he had been the first to come back.
“Uram,” he said, “where are the others?”
“I don’t know,” the slave answered, pausing as he crept near.
“Did you not all run away together?”
“Yes, but all have scattered. And when I heard that you had returned, I came back, and I thought the others
would be here too, as you will protect us.”
“No, they are not here,” said Abdias, “not a single one is here. Boy Uram,” he then continued very gently,
“come near and listen to what I shall tell you.”
The youth jumped up and stared at Abdias. The latter spoke:
“I shall give you a very handsome turban with a white heron plume on it. I shall make you overseer over all the
others if you do exactly as I direct you. You must, for as long as I am away—for I shall go away for a time—
watch over your sick mistress and this child. Sit down on this pile of earth—like this. Here you have a gun; it is a
pistol; you must hold it so—”
“I know this,” said the boy.
“Good,” Abdias continued. “Now if somebody enters and wants to touch the sleeping woman and the child, tell
him he should go or you will kill him. If he does not go, hold the opening towards him, press the iron tongue and
shoot him dead. You understand all this?”
Uram nodded and sat down on the floor as he was bidden.
Abdias looked at him for a while and then, holding the butt of the other pistol with his hand in his caftan, he
went along the passage into the outer room.
*
Everything was lying strewn about as he had left it, and there was no human being in the spacious cave. When
he had looked round everywhere, he decided to leave it altogether. He had to stretch again because of the acute
pain in his loins, and then he crossed the threshold of the door out to the palm trees. It was indeed quite deserted
here, as he had anticipated, for the neighbors most likely had gone to their houses or wherever else it pleased them
to go.
When he came to the sand hill where he had been beaten with the lances his camel was no longer there—they
had taken it, together with the rags, as compensation. He skirted the triumphal arch and the remote ruins, and
when he had come to the high pile of debris that was lying on top of his house, he mounted to a yet higher crag
behind it, where sand and far-strewn blocks were lying, and where there was a wide view over all things and
where the dusky circuit of the desert opened out. There he lifted up a stone and pulled out a golden ring from
under it. Then he stood there and looked about him for a few moments.
The sun that had not long since been a dim red glowing point was now no longer visible, but a veiled hot gray
sky stood over the place. We, in our countries, would call such air very hot, but there it appeared much cooler
compared with days when the sun beat down incessantly. Abdias breathed it in like a cordial and several times
passed the palms of his hands over the sides of his body. He looked at the silent debris that lay beneath him and
then descended. When he reached the torn aloe small drops began to fall and—a rarity in these zones—a gray fine
continuous gentle rain was gradually shrouding the whole quiet plain; for this also is rare, that the rainy season
approaches so quietly, without powerful storms.
Abdias descended on the opposite side to that by which he had mounted and wandered through the familiar
network and windings of the ruins; he had to go rather a long way before he reached what he was making for,
namely, the home of the most esteemed of his neighbors. Where he believed he might find more of them. There
were in fact several of them there, and when the rumor had spread that he had crossed Gaal’s threshold still more
came to join them. He said to them:
“If, by wearing more beautiful clothes and doing more extensive trade, I have betrayed our haunt, enticed the
plunderers to come here and caused damage, I shall repay you for this as well as I can. You will not have lost
everything, for you are wise and have hidden jewels. Bring a paper or parchment, and ink. I have many
outstanding claims abroad, these my friends must pay as soon as the time is up. I shall write them down here and
shall add an authorization for you to collect this money as your property.”
“Who knows whether it is true that he has outstanding claims?” said one of those present.
“If it is not true,” answered Abdias, “you have me here always, and you may stone me or do what else may
please you.”
“That is true, let him write!” called the others, as they brought in parchment and the ink was moved towards
him.
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“He is as wise as Solomon,” said those who had abused and mocked him most that day.
And when he had written down a long column on parchment he presented it to them, and they all said that they
would be satisfied for the time being, until he had recovered and could replace the rest also. Then he drew the ring
out of his caftan and said:
“You have a she-ass in milk, Gaal. If you will let me have her I shall be prepared to give you in exchange this
ring, which is of great value.”
“The ring you owe us as compensation, we shall take it from you,” several of them called out at once.
“If you take this,” he answered, “I shall close my mouth and never tell you in future either where I keep my
money, or who owes me anything, or where I have gained something through trade, and you shall never get
anything back from me that might mitigate your loss.”
“That is true,” said one, “leave him the ring, Gaal, and give him the ass for it.”
Meanwhile they had looked at the ring and, when they had realized that it was much more precious than the
price of the ass warranted, Gaal said he would give him the ass if he could add a piece of money to it.
“I cannot add anything,” Abdias answered, “for they have taken everything from me, as you have yourself
seen. Give me the ring: I shall go away without the ass.”
“Leave the ring,” said Gaal, “I shall send the ass.”
“No,” said Abdias, “you must not send her, but you must give me a strap so that I can lead her away. Or give
the ring back.”
“I shall give you the strap and the ass,” said Gaal.
“At once,” Abdias said.
“At once,” answered Gaal. “Go out, Jephram, and lead it I up out of the pit where it is standing.”
While the servant went to fetch the ass, Abdias asked the people whether they had not seen any of his servants
or of his wife’s maidens: “For,” he said, “they have all left.”
“Are all your servants gone?” they asked. “No, we have not seen them.”
“Is perhaps one of them with you, Gad, or with you, Simeon, or with another one?”
“No, no, we ourselves ran away and saw none of them.”
Meanwhile Jephrem had come with the ass, Abdias walked across the threshold of Gaal’s den, they put the
strap into his hand, and he led the ass off across the debris. Heads thrust themselves out of the windows and
watched him.
*
He went along the paths among the ruins and intended to search out a remote place which he knew well and
had frequently made use of as a refuge, thinking that one or other of his servants might have fled thither and
might there be found. Meanwhile the rain, though still fine, was falling more persistently. He passed through the
pap of the sand, or passed the creepers that came out of the different crevices and had overgrown the recumbent
fragments of masonry; he passed nodding aloe blossoms and ripening myrtle. Nobody met him on the way, and no
human being was to be seen around.
When he came to the place that he had thought of, he went through the low porch that stood half-buried in the
sand, and drew the ass behind him. He went through all the rooms of the hidden vaults; but he found them quite
empty. Then he went out again on to another piece of wall, in order to look round, thinking that perhaps he might
see someone there—but nothing was to be seen, as everywhere was the same picture of centuries-old ruins, over
which the fine (and here so rare) water was busily purling from all sides, making them shine as with a somber
varnish.
He did not see a single human being in it, nor did he hear anything but the gentle purling of the running waters.
He did not want to raise his voice to call, for if anyone wanted him and had heard him, he could just as easily find
the way to his dwelling place and await his orders there. Surely their hiding-place would be with one of the tribe,
who would not divulge it. They would now, he reflected, probably take him for a beggar and avoid him, and he
accepted this behavior as natural.
He climbed down from the piece of wall, took the ass’s strap which he had in the meantime wound round a
capital, and set out on his way to the triumphal arch. As he had spread his coat over Deborah, he was wet through
yet he did not heed it and dragged the beast behind him. When he reached his home, he went through the door into
the front room, leading the ass in and tethering it there. He had found nobody in the room. As he entered the
narrow passage it passed through his mind that, if there were nobody within either, he himself would be
Deborah’s servant and nurse her as far as he was able to in his present circumstances.
But she was no longer in need of nursing, for while he had been away from home she had not slumbered, but
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died. The inexperienced woman had bled to death like a helpless animal. She did not know herself that she was
dying, but when Abdias had given her the strengthening broth she was as one who, utterly weary, falls gently
asleep. But she fell asleep never to wake.
When Abdias entered, the room was still lonely, and here, too, no one had returned. Uram, like an image cast
in dark bronze, was sitting beside Deborah’s bed and was still watching as before, with his eyes fixed steadily on
the door and his pistol leveled; but she was lying there like an image of wax, pale and beautiful and motionless
behind him, and the child at her side was slumbering sweetly and, dreaming, moved its little lips as if it were
sucking.
Abdias glanced furtively at this, and crept nearer; at once the danger dawned on him and he thought of what he
had forgotten before—from surprise he uttered a soft cry—then he took away the cloak and other rags that he had
spread on her before in order to see; it was clear what he hand neglected and she had not known. Out of a garment
he pulled a thread that was very delicate and lighter than a down feather could be and held it before her lips—but
it did not move. He laid his hand on her heart, he did not feel it beat. He gripped her bare arms: they had already
begun to cool. He had seen people die, in caravans, in deserts and in the hospital, and he knew the sight.
He stood up and walked about in the room with his wet clothing sticking to his body. The boy Uram remained
seated in the same position on the floor, and let his eyes follow the movements of his master. Finally the latter
went to the adjoining room, threw his wet clothing from his body on to a heap, and selected an attire from the
things that were lying about. Then he went out in the front room to fill a bowl with ass’s milk, carried the milk in,
folded a little rag, dipped it into the milk so that it was soaked, and held it to the mouth of the child. This now
sucked at it as it would have done at a mother’s breast. Then, moving its lips more and more slowly, it finally
ceased and fell asleep again.
*
He lifted it away from the mother’s side into a little bed he had made with clothes in a wall niche. Then he sat
down on a bench formed by stones that happened to protrude out of a wall corner. As he was sitting there tears
streamed out of his eyes like molten ore. Deborah stood before him, as he had seen her first in Baalbek, when he
passed her house by chance, and the gold of the evening floated not only around the battlements of her house, but
also round those of all the others.
From a white piece of wall a bird of paradise flew up and dipped its wings into the yellow glow. He then had
fetched her, she being accompanied by her relatives across the terrace and was blessed by them, and he had taken
her away from all the family and lifted her on his camel. Now she will be with her dead father, and will tell him
how it has been in Abdias’s house.
He continued to sit on the stones where he had settled down. There was nobody with him in the quiet room but
Uram, who watched him.
When at length this day drew to an end, and it had gradually become so dark in this cavern that one could
hardly see anything, he got up and said:
“Uram, dear boy, put this weapon away, there is nobody here to be guarded, but light the horn lantern and go to
our neighbors and to the wailing women, tell them that your mistress is dead and that they should come to wash
her and dress her in different raiment. Tell them that I yet possess two pieces of gold that I shall give them.”
The boy put the pistol on the loose earth, stood up, searched for the tinder box in the place well known to him,
lit the lantern that Abdias had put down when he had come up from the cellar, and went out. The ray of light was
seen moving along the passage as the lantern was taken away, and in here it was more gloomy now than it had
been before, because the light had caused the contrast. Abdias lit nothing for himself, but felt for the cheek of his
wife, knelt down and kissed her farewell. But it was already cold. Then he went to the tinder box beside which a
piece of candle lay, kindled a light and set it down to throw its light on the woman.
The countenance was the same as the one with which she had looked at him when he had given her the cordial,
and then she had fallen asleep. He thought if he could only look more closely he would see her stirring and her
breast lifting as she breathed. But there was no breathing, and the stiffness of the dead limbs lasted on.
The child did not more either, as if it had died as well. He went to look at it. But it was lying there fast asleep
and many little drops stood on its forehead. From overcarefulness he had wrapped it up too heavily with clothing.
Therefore he took some of this off to lighten the wrappings. While he was doing this his long shadow fell away
from his back across the body of the dead wife. Perhaps he was searching the little face to discover traces of the
features of the dead. But he did not discover them, for the child was too small yet.
For a long time the slave Uram did not return, as if he were afraid and did not want to come, but when the stub
of candle had nearly burnt down and Abdias had already lit another, a confused murmuring and calling ap13

proached the door, and Uram at the head of a crowd of people entered the room.
It consisted mainly of women. Some of them had come to lament and weep, as was their business, other to
excite themselves with the misfortune, and yet others just to watch it. Amongst the newcomers was Mirta, the
personal servant of Deborah, who had always loved her most of all and lavished all her affection on her since she
had withdrawn it from her husband. Like the others, Mirta had run away from fear when the plunderers had
broken in, and she had not returned thereafter from hatred of Abdias.
But when she had heard in the evening that her mistress had borne a child and then had died she joined the
crowd of people that one saw going along the rain-soaked paths with a lantern through the crowding ruins towards
Abdias’s dwelling-place. She wanted to see whether both these facts were true. When she had entered the room
and saw her lady’s master standing there, she pushed through the crowd, crying and weeping, threw herself down
in front of him, clasped his feet, and demanded punishment. Yet these were the only words he spoke:
“Get up and look after Deborah’s child, and protect it; it is lying there and has nobody to nurse it.”
When she had come away also from the body of her mistress and had consoled herself a little, he took her hand
and led her to the child. With her eyes constantly fixed on him, she sat down beside it, and she covered its face
with a cloth to protect it from bewitching eyes. The other people, who had come near, all called confusedly:
“Oh, the calamity! Oh, the misery! Oh, the misfortune!” But Abdias shouted at them:
“Let her rest, you whom it does not concern; but you whose business this mater is, mourn for her, bathe her,
anoint her and give her her jewels—but she has no jewels left: just that the best of what is lying about and attire
her, for she is to be buried.”
Those who had bent over her and were trying to fumble over her body dispersed—but the others laid hands on
her to perform the duty for which they had come. Abdias sat down in the shadow that the throng of people threw
into the far corner, for they had lit two lamps in order to see better all they had to do.
“This is a stubborn man,” some were muttering among themselves.
The women had removed the topmost clothes of the corpse, lifted her up and carried her to the next room to be
able to undress her completely. Then they fetched water from the cisterns which had been filled by the rain that
day, lit a fire in the kitchen to warm it, and poured it into a tub and bathed and washed the corpse that was not yet
right and became less so in the warmth of the water which made the limbs hang down loosely. When it was clean
the put it on a cloth, and anointed it all over with ointments that they had brought with them for this purpose. Then
they tore out of the open chests, and selected from the floor, what had remained and dressed the corpse
completely. What was left of the wrappings after this task they packed together and carried home.
The corpse was carried back into the room where it had been before, and was laid down on the ground.
Deborah was now lying there dressed like the wife of a poor man. Groups were formed to watch at night; those
who had prepared her burial also returned, some people went to and fro along the ruined corridors in Abdias’
cave; and in the anteroom that led outside lamented and howled the women that had come for monetary reward.
The next day Abdias buried his wife in the stony grave and paid the promised two gold pieces.
She had had little happiness in matrimony, and when it might have set in, she had to die.
The neighbors blessed her by word of mouth right into her grave, which was then sealed with the same stones
beneath which Aaron and Esther slept, and they said that it was really Abdias that had broken her life. …
49.145 Krambambuli\fn{by Marie Freifrau von Ebner-Eschenback (1830-1916)} Zdislavic, nr. Vlasim, Stredocesky
Region, The Czech Republic (F) 5
A man may feel a liking for all kinds of things, but real, undying love comes but once, if ever. That at least was
the opinion of Hopp, the gamekeeper. He had any number of dogs and liked them all, but only Krambambuli
inspired a love he could not forget. He bought him at the Lion at Wischau from a vagabond woodman, or rather
swapped him.
At the very firsts sight of the dog he took a fancy to him that was to last till his dying day. The dog’s master
was sitting at the table with an empty glass in front of him, abusing the innkeeper because he would not let him
have a second without payment. He was a little fellow, with a rascally look, and though still a young man he was
as sallow as a withered tree, with yellow hair and a sparse yellow beard. The coat he wore suggested the faded
glories of his last settled job, and it bore the marks of a night spent in a damp ditch.
Although Hopp was not fond of keeping low company he sat down beside the man and began talking to him at
once. It soon came out that the ne’er-do-well had already pledged his gun and cartridge-bag for drink and now
wanted to pledge his dog too; but the innkeeper, the dirty skinflint, would have nothing to do with a pledge that
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needed feeding.
Hopp said nothing at first about having taken a fancy to the dog, but he ordered a bottle of the good Dantzig
cherry brandy, which the Lion stocked at that time, and poured out a glass for the woodman—and, to cut a long
story short, in an hour it was all settled. The gamekeeper offered twelve bottles of the same brand and the deal
was done—the vagrant gave up his dog, much against his will, to his honor be it said. His hands trembled so
violently as he tied the cord round the dog’s neck that it seemed he would never get it done.
Hopp waited patiently, admiring the animal in silence, for he was a wonderful dog in spite of the poor
condition he was in. He looked two years old at most and in color he resembled the scoundrel who was handing
him over, though a shade or two darker. He had a white mark on his forehead, which branched into two thin lines
like the needles on a fir twig. His eyes were large, black and lustrous and rimmed with light yellow as clear as
dew; his long ears were set high and perfect in shape. Everything about him was perfect from his claws to his
keenly scenting nose and his strong agile frame; his legs and feet were beyond all praise, four living pillars which
might have carried a stag, and no thicker than a hare’s.
By St. Hubert,\fn{The patron saint of hunters (656-727, born in Toulouse, France) } the animal must have had a pedigree
as old and untarnished as that of a knight of a German order.
The gamekeeper’s heart rejoiced within him at the fine bargain he had made. He stood up and took hold of the
cord which the woodman had at last succeeded in knotting.
“What’s his name?” he asked.
“His name is the same as what you gave for him—Krambambuli,” was the answer.
“Right. Come along, Krambambuli.”
It was no good calling, whistling and tugging—the dog would not obey him but turned his head to the man he
still took to be his master, yelping when he was told to go, and though he got a kick into the bargain, even then he
struggled hard to get loose. It took Hopp all his time to get hold of the dog. At last he had to put him in a sack and
carry him on his back to his gamekeeper’s cottage, which was some hours’ walk away.
*
Two whole months passed before Krambambuli, half beaten to death and kept on a chain with a spiked collar
after every attempt to escape, at last understood to whom he now belonged. But, once his submission was
complete, what a dog he was!
No tongue can describe the heights he attained to, not only in the exercise of his profession, but as zealous
servant, good friend and protector. It is often said of intelligent dogs that they can do everything but speak.
Krambambuli did not lack even this. His master at least had long talks with him.
The gamekeeper’s wife was thoroughly jealous of Buli, as she contemptuously called him, and often reproached her husband. She spent the whole day knitting in silence when she was not tidying up, washing or
cooking. At night after supper when she started on her knitting again she would have liked to have someone to
speak to for once.
“You’ve plenty to say to Buli, but you’ve nothing to say to me. You talk so much to animals you’ve forgotten
how to talk to human beings.”
The gamekeeper admitted there was some truth in this but he did not know what to do about it. What was there
they could talk about? They had never had children, they were not allowed to keep a cow, and chickens were of
no interest to a gamekeeper in their living state and of not much more when roasted.
On the other hand his wife took no interest in pheasant rearing or shooting stories.
Hopp at last found a way out of his dilemma; instead of talking to Krambambuli he talked about Krambambuli,
about the glories he reflected on him on every hand, about the envy he excited, about the fantastic sums he was
offered for him and which he scornfully rejected.
*
When two years had gone by the Countess, the wife of his employer paid a visit one day to the keeper’s
cottage. He knew at once what the object of it was and as soon as the amiable and beautiful lady began:
“Good morning, Hopp, it is the Count’s birthday—” he quietly concluded her sentence for her with a smile:
“And so your ladyship would like to give the Count a present and you don’t know of anything that would
please him so much as Krambambuli.”
“Yes, Hopp—” and the Countess flushed with pleasure at his friendly way of meeting the suggestion, said how
grateful she was and asked him to name what price he liked for the dog. The old fox of a gamekeeper chuckled
and then, putting on an air of resignation, he came out with it:
“Your ladyship, if the dog stays at the castle and doesn’t bite through every cord and break every chain, or if he
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doesn’t strangle himself in trying, then you can keep him for nothing, for in that case he is no more good to me.”
The trial was made, but it did not get as far as strangling, for before that the Count lost all interest in the
obstinate animal. In vain they tried to win him over first by kindness and then with harshness. He bit every one
who approached him, refused to eat and—for a keeper’s dog has little flesh to lose—began to pine away.
After a few weeks Hopp was told he could come and fetch his cur. He lost no time and when he went to find
the dog in his kennel there was a scene of the wildest delight. Krambambuli barked in a frenzy of joy, jumped up
at his master and with his forefeet on his chest licked away the tears of joy which ran down the old man’s cheeks.
On the evening of this happy day they went to the inn together. The keeper played Taroc with the doctor and
the solicitor while Krambambuli lay in a corner behind his master, who often glanced round at him, and then the
dog, however fast asleep he seemed to be, began to beat the floor with his tail, as though to say:
“Here I am.”
And when Hopp absentmindedly started singing his little triumphal song: “What’s my Krambamblui doing?”
the dog rose with respectful dignity and his bright eyes answered:
“I’m all right.”
*
About this time there was a gang of poachers at work, not only in the Count’s forests but throughout the whole
neighborhood. They were reckless fellows and the leader of them was said to be a thorough bad lot. The
woodmen, who sometimes came across him drinking brandy in disreputable alehouses, called him the Yellowskin; so did the keepers, who had got on his track now and again but had never been able to catch him, and so did
his own spies of whom he had many among the roughs in every village.
He was the most impudent customer that ever an honest keeper had to deal with and he must at one time have
been a keeper or a woodman himself, otherwise he would not have known so well where game was to be found
nor been able to elude so skillfully every trap that was set for him.
Such depredations had never been known before and keepers and foresters were roused to revengeful fury. In
consequence insignificant trespasses were too often visited with harsher punishment than was either customary or
justifiable. There was great indignation over this in all the villages.
The head forester, who was the first to incur hatred, was given a number of well-meant warnings. It was going
round that the poachers had sworn to take a stern revenge on him at the first opportunity. He was a headstrong and
fearless man and instead of paying the least attention he let it be known far and wide that he had instructed his underlings to treat all trespassers with the utmost severity and that he took full responsibility for the consequences.
He was always telling Hopp to keep his eyes open and sometimes accused him of being slow, at which the old
man only smiled. But Krambambuli, whom the keeper was wont to look down at on such occasions, yawned
loudly and contemptuously.
Neither he nor his master took it amiss of the head forester. Hopp never forgot that it was the forester’s father
who had taught him the noble art of venery\fn{ Hunting} and Hopp in turn had taught the son the rudiments of it
when he was a little boy. The trouble he had spent on him once upon a time was still a pleasure to look back on;
he was proud of his one-time pupil and loved him in spite of the rough treatment that he as well as everybody else
had to take at his hands.
One morning in June he came across him again when he was after some trespassers.
It was in the circular group of lime trees at the bottom of the park where it bordered on the “Count’s Wood”
and not far from the tree nursery, which the head forester would dearly have liked to protect with gunpowder
mines. The limes were just in full bloom and a gang of small boys had come stealing the blossom. They were
climbing like squirrels along the branches of the fine trees, breaking off all the sprays they could reach and
throwing them down to the ground. Two women were hastily collecting them and stuffing them into baskets,
which were already more than half full of the fragrant plunder.
The head forester came striding up in ungovernable rage. He told his men to shake the children from the trees,
never mind from what height they fell. While they crawled at his feet whimpering and crying, one with a torn
face, another with his arm out of joint, a third with a broken leg, he thrashed the two women with his own hands.
Hopp did not feel very happy about it when he recognized one of them as the wanton who was rumored to be the
Yellow-skin’s sweetheart. And when, after the baskets and shawls of the women and the hats of the boys had been
impounded, Hopp was instructed to bring the culprits to justice, he could not help a dark foreboding.
The head forester, raging like the devil in hell and like him surrounded by wailing and suffering sinners,
shouted the order after him and these were the last words the keeper ever heard him speak. A week later he came
across him again among the lime trees—dead. The state in which the body was found showed that it had been
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dragged over marshy as well as stony ground in order to be laid out on that particular spot. The head forester lay
on a bier of branches; round his head was a thick wreath of lime blossom and another was wound about his chest
as a bandoleer. His hat was beside him, full of lime blossoms. The murderer had left him his cartridge-bag, only
he had taken out the cartridges and put in lime blossom instead. His fine breech-loader was missing and replaced
by a wretched old blunderbuss. When later the bullet was extracted from his chest, it was found to fit exactly in
the barrel of the blunderbuss which had been mockingly laid over his shoulder.
At the sight of the corpse Hopp came to a stop, motionless with horror. He could not have raised a finger, and
even his brain seemed paralyzed; he only stared and stared and at first thought of nothing at all. It was only after
some moments that he came to his senses and mutely asked himself the question:
What’s the matter with the dog?
Krambambuli was sniffing at the dead man and then running round about him as though bereft of his senses,
his nose always to the ground. Once he gave a whimper, once he uttered a shrill bark of joy, ran forward a few
steps, barked again and behaved exactly as though the memory of something long forgotten had come back to
him.
“Come to heel,” Hopp called, “Come here!” and Krambambuli obeyed, but looked up at his master in the
wildest excitement and—as the keeper used to say—said to him:
“I implore you by all that’s holy, can’t you see anything? Don’t you smell anything? … Dear mother, just look,
just smell! Master, do come! Come here!” And after nozzling at his knee, he crept back to the corpse, looking
round, as though to ask: “Are you following me?” and started lifting and pushing the heavy gun and taking it in
his jaws with the obvious intention of bringing it along with him.
A shudder ran down the keeper’s spine and a dim conjecture formed in his mind. But conjecture was no
concern of his and also it was none of his business to teach the authorities their business, but rather to leave his
ghastly find just as he had found it and go his way, which in this case was straight to the police. So he did simply
what he though it his business to do.
When he had done it, and all the formalities which the law prescribed in such catastrophes had been completed
and the whole day and part of the night spent over them, Hopp, before going to sleep took counsel once more with
his dog.
“Kirambambuli,” he said, “the police are afoot now and there’ll be an everlasting coming and going. Are we
going to leave it to others to finish off the scoundrel who shot our head forester? My dog knows the dirty loafer,
he knows him all right. But nobody need know that. I have never said a word … I … I’ll bring my dog into this
story … that’s an idea!”
He bent over Krambambuli, who was sitting between his knees, pressed his cheek to the dog’s head and was
gratefully caressed in return. Meanwhile he murmured: “What’s my Krambambuli doing?” until sleep over came
him.
*
Psychologists have tried to explain the strange impulse that often takes a criminal back again and again to the
scene of his crime. Hopp knew nothing of these learned investigations, but all the same he and his dog were never
long away from the circle of lime trees. On the tenth day after the murder he had been thinking for the first time
for some hours on end of something else than his revenge and was busied in the “Count’s Wood” marking the
trees which were next to be felled.
When he had done he slung his gun over his shoulder again and made a bee-line through the wood for he
pheasant coops near the limes. Just as he was about to emerge on the footpath which ran along the beech hedge he
thought he heard a rustle among the leaves. But next moment there was utter silence.
He might have thought he had been mistaken if the dog’s attention had not been so strangely roused. He stood
with his coat bristling, his neck stretched out, his tail erect, gazing at a particular spot in the hedge. Ha, ha! Hopp
thought. You wait, my lad, if that’s you. He then stepped behind a tree and cocked his gun. His heart pounded and,
as he was always a bit short-winded, he was scarcely able to breathe. Then suddenly the Yellow-skin stepped out
of the hedge onto the footpath. Two leverets hung out of his side pockets and over his shoulder, by the leather
strap Hopp knew so well, hung the head forester’s breech-loader.
Now was the moment to shoot the blackguard from a safe ambush.
But Hopp was not the man to shoot at even the worst of scoundrels without giving him warning. In one stride
he left the shelter of the tree and shouted from the footpath:
“Hands up, you skunk!”
Then as the poacher’s only answer was to snatch the breech-loader from his shoulder, the keeper fired … by all
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the saints in heaven, a fine shot. The only report was a click. He had left his gun too long against a tree, with the
cap exposed and there was a misfire.
Goodnight, that’s what dying means—went through the old man’s head and at the same moment his hat flew
into the grass … The other’s luck was out too, the swine. He had wasted the only shot he had in the breech and
there was an interval while he felt in his pocket for another cartridge …
“Go for him!” Hopp shouted hoarsely to his dog, “go for him!”
“Come here to me, here, Krambambuli,” the dog hear from over there in a caressing voice he had once known
and loved so well.
Krambambuli recognized his old master and ran half way towards him. Then Hopp whistled and he turned
round. The Yellow-skin whistled and he turned round again, and kept on revolving on one spot midway between
the keeper and the poacher, torn both ways …
At last the poor animal gave up and made an end of his agonizing doubts, though not of the agonies they
caused him. Whimpering and whining, with his belly to the ground, wriggling his body along, head in the air as
though calling heaven to witness his agony of mind, he crawled—to his first master.
Hopp saw red at the sight. His fingers trembled and he put a fresh cap beneath the hammer and deliberately
took his aim. The Yellow-skin too put his rifle to his shoulder. This time there would be no mistake. They knew
that, as they drew a bead on each other and, come what might, aimed as quietly as if they were marksmen in a
painted picture.
Two bullets flew. The keeper’s found its mark, the poacher’s—missed. At the very moment he pressed the
trigger the dog jumped up at him in a frenzy of joy to lick his face and jerked his aim. “You beast,” he hissed and
then fell backwards and moved no more.
*
The man who had killed him came slowly up. You’ve done for yourself, he thought, you’re not worth powder
and shot. Nevertheless he put the stock to the ground and loaded again. The dog sat upright on his haunches, his
tongue out, his breath coming in short pants, looking at him. And when the keeper had done loading and picked
up his gun they had a talk of which no third person would have understood a word even though he had been alive
instead of dead.
“Do you know who this bullet’s for?”
“I can make a guess.”
“Deserter, traitor—”
“Yes, master, I know.”
“You were my joy. Now it’s over. I shall never have joy in you again.”
“I quite understand, master,” and Krambambuli laid his head on his paws and looked at the gamekeeper.
Yes, if only the cursed brute had not looked at him! Then he would have put an end to him on the spot and
saved himself and the dog much misery.
But you cannot shoot a creature that looks at you like that. Hopp muttered a few curses through his teeth, one
blasphemy after another, shouldered his gun, took the poacher’s leverets from him and went away.
The dog followed him with his eyes until he was lost to sight among the trees and then he got up and his longdrawn, piercing howl rang through the wood. He turned round in circles once or twice and then sat down on his
haunches again beside the dead man. He was still there when the police, and Hopp with them, came back at
nightfall to view the poacher’s body and remove it. Krambambuli retreated a little way as the men came up.
“That’s your dog, isn’t it?” one of them remarked to the keeper.
“I left him there on guard,” Hopp replied, for he was ashamed to confess the truth. But what was the use? It all
came out when the corpse was put in the cart and driven away and Krambambuli trotted behind it with his head
down and his tail between his legs.
*
Next day the court usher saw him hanging about the mortuary, where the body of the Yellow-skin had been
laid out. He gave him a kick and told him to go home. Krambambuli showed his teeth and ran away in the
direction of the keeper’s cottage, the man said. But he never got there. He led a wretched vagabond life.
He slunk about the outskirts of the village, where the poorer cottagers lived, in a half wild state until he was
reduced to skin and bone. One day he rushed out at a child outside a cottage on the extreme edge of the village
and greedily snatched from his hand the piece of bread he was eating. The child was transfixed with fright, but a
little Pomeranian ran out of the cottage and barked at the thief, who let his plunder drop and ran away.
That night Hopp was standing at the window before going to bed and looking out into the starlit summer night.
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He thought he saw his dog sitting at the edge of the wood across the meadow, gazing fixedly and yearningly at the
scene of his past happiness—the truest of the true, homeless and masterless.
The keeper shut the window and went to bed. But after a time he got up and went back to the window—the
dog was no longer there. He lay down and tried to sleep and again could find no rest.
He could stand it no longer. Let bygones be bygones—he could stand it no longer without his dog. I’ll fetch
him home, he thought, and as soon as he came to this decision he felt a new man. He put on his clothes at
daybreak, told his wife not to wait dinner for him and hurried out. But as he opened the door his journey was
ended.
His foot kicked against a body on the doorstep.
It was Krambambuli, dead, with his head pressed to the threshold he had not dared to cross again.
*
The gamekeeper never got over his grief. His happiest moments were those in which he forget that he had lost
him. Then sunk in happy memories he hummed his famous
“What’s my Krambambuli …” But stopping in the middle, he shook his head and said with a deep sigh:
“Pity about that dog.”
49.154 The Journey\fn{by Svatopluk Czech (1846-1908)} Ostredek, nr. Benesov, Stredocesky Region, The Czech
Republic (M) 9
Proud Odessa disappeared in the distance.
It was the first time that my eyes had beheld only sky and water. The circle of the sea rolled in splendor on all
sides, and nothing disturbed the first overpowering impression. Peculiar emotions arose within me, as I gave
myself over to this spectacle. The dimensions of the sea exalted my spirit, and at the same time oppressed it. At
sight of the measureless horizon my chest expanded in blessed sensations of freedom.
Today the usually treacherous Black Sea was gentle. The waves rolled themselves calmly and regularly to their
mountainous curves, and then spread out in white, gleaming foam. Sometimes the color was green, sometimes
blue, but in the distance it was always black. Sometimes great white sea mews settled down upon the curving
waves, moving their wings as if in rhythm with emancipated Russian women, smoking their inevitable cigarettes.
A stuck-up Greek who had tasted the civilization of the West, who was reading the Odyssey with a new Greek
accent, and a German professor who was promenading for his health. The outward appearance of this professor
was diametrically opposed to the visions of the fabulous old world of the East, which the turbans in Odessa call
up.
How out of place against the background of this measureless sea was this thin, dried-up figure, in the long,
carefully buttoned coat, a green umbrella under one arm, huge gold spectacles on the nose, and a spy glass in a
worn case, hanging from one shoulder. The first time my eyes rested on this figure I wished the Black Sea would
rise and swallow him and his pedantry. But now when the brilliantly colored pictures of the Orient had somewhat
faded from my memory, I must confess that in those days I cherished a sort of hatred for all of that Western
Europe from which the German professor came.
My German professor was, to the honor of truth be it said, a man in the best years of life. He was shapely. He
had thick blond hair and a blond beard and noble features. His exterior gave at once the impression of acuteness
and depth, but these qualities unfortunately were united with a prosaic pedantry which at that time particularly
displeased my Oriental mood.
I was convinced that he was looking upon the Black Sea for the first time, perhaps this was his first experience
in traveling upon any sea. He was probably looking upon the interesting group upon the lower deck for the first
time, and yet he was promenading without any admiration or interest. His dully eyes rested upon the toes of his
shoes, as if all his intellectual activity were focused upon counting the number of steps in today’s promenade.
At length he paused and directed his walk toward my inconsequential self. He took a seat beside me, set his
spectacles straight and—was silent. I made use of this opportunity to prove that I was correct in regard to his
profession and nationality.
“It seems that we are going to have smooth weather today,” I ventured in the German language. Without the
quiver of an eyelash, he replied in the same language:
“Don’t rejoice too soon. The Pontus Euxinus\fn{As the Romans named it} has a very unstable disposition. When
there is no wind, sometimes it rages, from the very depths, seamen say.”
The first half of my supposition was correct, and evidently a part of the second. This “Pontus Euxinus” smelled
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strong of the Professor’s chair. The dry, sharp tone in which he spoke of the Black Sea irritated me. In an official
voice he said to me:
“May I ask your name?”
I gave it.
“Thanks.”
“Where do you come from?”
“Bohemia, Prague.”
“And where are you going?”
“To Novorossysk.”
“What for?”
“My name is Heinrich Walter. I am a professor in Munich. With my wife and nephew I am on my way to the
Crimea for practical study.”
He said these words in a tone just touched with irony. I meditated for a moment as just how best to classify the
dry example of professorship.
“For geological study?”
“No—Callobiotic.” I looked at him amazed. My glance met his. It rested calmly upon my face.
“The sound of this word means nothing to you, am I not correct? It is a new science. It has not yet been
properly introduced. I hope to perform a service to humanity by introducing it to you.”
“Probably I have at least heard of it,” I replied, likewise ironically.
“All that has been done up to now in this science does not deserve a name. I hope I shall be successful in
laying properly the foundation, upon which, in time, a proud and noble science will be erected.” He paused a
moment, then continued with fervor.
*
“It is not only a science, but an art—yes, the most exalted of all arts. It is not a question merely of projecting
certain basic formulas, in accordance with which men—within defined limits—may enjoy the highest physical
and intellectual rewards. It aims at something higher, namely, that human life instead of being a group of
accidental and disconnected incidents, shall develop into a veritable work of art, inspired by one dominating idea.
Life will become, my good sir, not a drama, but an epic!
“You will understand that the developing of such a science is no child’s undertaking. Just as a bee gathers
honey from various flowers, so must I gather knowledge from all other sciences, press out their honey for the
sweetening and ennobling of the life of man. I must distribute light and shade with skill, in order to create a
beautiful and harmonious ideal of human existence.”
I confined myself merely to a shrug of the shoulders in reply to this daring thinking. Walter paid no attention to
it and went on:
“As a usual thing man is unhappy because he is dissatisfied with his lot in life. Imagination pictures happiness
always as something in the distance, but which does not exist in the present. If he ever succeeds in reaching this
dreamed of realization, he finds that it is not what he thought it was.
“As a result, he becomes bitter and disillusioned, and then, in revenge, he begins to run after some fresh
phantom of happiness—some gayer butterfly of joy—which in turn likewise becomes colorless and dull under the
touch of his fingers.
“My object in life, my ambition, is to make dream and reality one. I have inherited a great fortune, and
although wealth is not to be despised, I live without show or luxury, just as I did when I was poor. With perfect
calmness I could read—in Sevastopol—a telegram announcing the loss of my fortune.” I permitted myself to
doubt—in silence—the truth of this last report.
“I have just married a young and lovely girl,” the professor went on. “I love her and she loves me. I am happy
and I hope always to remain so. After due consideration I concluded that it is better for earthly happiness not to
follow the advice of St. Paul,\fn{ Who suggests somewhere in one of his letters that the single state is the best } and that is the
reason I married. I did not look for an ideal; I looked for a good, educated girl, such as are common enough, and
then I proposed to her without any somnambulistic fantasies. My honeymoon was not a sense-destroying orgy,
after which comes disillusion. I sought in marriage instead a calm and even happiness. I am educating my wife to
this. Her imagination and modern methods of education had troubled her outlook in this respect. All sorts of
romantic folly floated in her head. Now I intend to cure her of this romanticism.”
I imagined right then a tiny rose satin slipper, and under it the neck of the professor in a none too dignified
position. He went on:
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“I want her to travel, to see people and the world, and to learn to form judgments according to my instructions.
But—there she comes now!”
Not only I, but the rest of the passengers upon the upper deck, looked with pleasure at the extremely pretty
young woman who was approaching. With envy in my voice I whispered to Walter:
“You are living neither a play nor an epic, but instead a love song.”
She was following her steamer rug which hung from the arm of a tall, handsome youth. In the youth there was
that commingling of timidity and boldness which distinguishes the students of German universities. His face was
smooth and fair as a girl’s, and it showed an effort toward appearance of energy by a black court plaster upon the
forehead, and the first shadow of down upon the upper lip.
He was a youth who would be dangerous to women of a certain age.
Walter introduced me to his wife. A brief conversation convinced me that she was not one of those adorable
statues into which nature has forgotten to breathe intelligence. I must confess that she was the most seductive
proof possible of the value of this new science.
On a point of the monstrous circle, whose line the green sea marked sharply from the azure of the sky, a white
sail appeared. It is not necessary to travel long upon the sea to comprehend the lively impression which the
appearance of a distant sail causes. What wonder that our travelers assembled upon the upper deck, when the
white dot blew up over the horizon!
Frau\fn{Mrs.} Walter let her self be swept along with the rest. Her husband hurried after her taking the spyglass out of its worn covering. As if with intention the nephew loitered behind. From an empty place near the pilot
house, his blond curly head resting upon one hand, he observed the gay confusion of the lower deck. Soon I found
that his persistent, dreamy gaze was riveted upon a young Jewess from the Crimea, whose slender, graceful body
was draped in a black dress, and formed a pleasant contrast to the bright-hued crowd.
We have many beautiful Jewesses with us, but beside those of the Orient our fairest Esthers are only field
daisies. This particular Jewess was not pronounced in type; indeed, one could not at a glance be quite sure of her
race. I would have taken her at first for a Greek. The pure pallor of her face, the black, finely arched brows, and
the large dreamy eyes, from which the poetry of the Orient looked out, made her especially attractive.
Involuntarily I compared the two, the blond youth by the pilot house and the beautiful Jewess. Both were in the
first bloom of youth, and yet they were so different. They exchanged glances which expressed eagerness and
longing. I recalled Heine’s\fn{ Heinrich Heine (1797-1856), German poet.} words of the pine in the North dreaming of a
palm in the South. After watching them a while I sat down beside William and remarked.
“Just look at that handsome Jewess down there!” He looked at me shyly and blushed. Then as if conscious of
his importance as a student, he moved his head carelessly and said in an unfriendly manner:
“Black, but beautiful! For such a Rachel I would not mind herding sheep.”
“But you wouldn’t take Leah along in the bargain, would you?”
“Why not?”
“I suppose you are a student of that new science of your uncle’s are you not?”
“He has been boring you with that has he?” was the quick reply, his features suddenly becoming animated.
“Isn’t that the biggest piece of nonsense? I am genuinely sorry I was forced to travel with him. That constant
school-mastering of his makes life gall and wormwood. If I am enjoying the wine in a hotel, he lifts his fingers
and measures every drink. If I look at a girl he spoils my pleasure by a preachment on the subject of sexual
impulses. His plan of travel disgusts me because he had though it all out to the smallest detail. All the pleasure of
traveling he estimates by that new science of his, and I rage in my heart. By heaven!—if it were not—”
Here he paused and looked down. I tried to guess what that unfinished sentence might be. Evidently something
chained the hot-headed youth to the uncle which he would not confide to any human ear. After a moment I said,
looking him directly in the eye:
“And how does Frau Walter get on with her husband’s hobbies?” He looked at me shyly and blushed. I did not
look away.
“With patience,” he replied slowly. “Of course, like all women, she tries to get her own way, and sometimes
she succeeds. But of course anyone can see that to a sympathetic person like her, that cold, pedantic treatment is
not particularly pleasant.”
“Frau Walter is a woman to be worshiped,” I answered. I said the last words with emphasis. The young man
did not answer; he seemed as if buried in thought and his silence continued.
The supper bell rang. The sound of this bell, to which Byron\fn{ George Gordon Byron (1788-1824), English poet; Commander-in-Chief (from January, 1824) of the Greek armed forces fighting for the independence of Greece from Turkish domination }
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devotes a verse in his Don Juan,\fn{Completed in 1823; begun in 1818} impresses one, whether it be heard in the
peopled palace of a king, in a silent cloister, or here upon a ship in the crystal realm of Neptune.
I went down to the little second class salon, while my new acquaintances ate in the first class salon. At the well
set table I drank good Crimean wine, and listened to the Russian conversation of the other occupants of the table,
who talked of shipwreck and adventures by sea, and tarried at table until evening. When again I came upon deck,
the sky was gray, rain drizzled down and cooled deck and rigging of our Juno, which were scorched with heat.
*
Upon deck the professor was walking with an umbrella.
“I have been pondering over our previous conversation, Herr Professor. We did not end it. I wish to ask you if
you would put up as calmly with the loss of your wife, as you declare you would with loss of your fortune?”
“Loss of my wife? I should yield to the law of life, and with all my strength rely upon the healing power of
nature, with hope that at length the painful wound would be healed.”
“But what if her love for you should die? Of course you do not need ever to fear such a thing, but, for the sake
of argument—suppose she should be unfaithful?”
He looked at me sharply. I thought his brow clouded slightly. In the meantime it had grown dark. We were
walking in the center of the deck, around a little four-cornered light-tower whose glass walls let light into the
salon of the first class. Now it was brightly lighted, and there I saw a scene which suddenly stopped my steps.
Frau Walter and the nephew were sitting facing each other upon an upholstered fauteuil,\fn{Armchair} and
amusing themselves by playing ball with a large yellow orange. The pretty woman threw it in dangerous
proximity to the young man’s nose and face. She was delighted with this childish play. Her eyes were bright, her
cheeks glowed, and teasing laughter played about her lips. I looked so persistently at this picture that at length
Walter’s eyes were drawn that way. When at length we took up your promenade, I observed:
“You are certainly giving your nephew an excellent vacation.”
“I do not enjoy the companionship of the little windbag, but my wife insisted upon taking him along.” The last
words he said as if to himself, and slowly.
Now we stood on the lookout bridge. The scene had changed. The fauteuils were side by side, and their two
heads were bent so close together over the table, that the blond curls and brown curls touched. In front of them
upon the table lay an illustrated weekly journal. They were looking at some pictures which showed the
rendezvous of a pretty Signora and a slender youthful page, in an old forgotten park.
The professor murmured good night and left me. I, too, sought my cabin, which they tried to make comfortable
with a hard mattress and a pillow, and soon the sea cradled me to sleep.
*
When I came upon the upper deck in the morning, I saw a narrow strip of land, upon it some little white
houses, a richly decorated mosque, two slender minarets, a Russian church, and a number of windmills. Our
steamer was anchoring at Eupatoria.\fn{A city in the Crimea} Upon the emerald green water about us numberless
little boats of different shapes and sizes, filled with gaily dressed Greeks and Tartars, were offering their services.
But our ears and purses remained closed to their enticements; the time of our stay at Zozlov, which had been
officially changed to classic Eupatoria, was limited. We had to content ourselves with a glance at the white city,
and the multitude of craft anchored in front, whose tall swaying masts and many-hued sails presented an interesting picture.
From Eupatoria we sailed on past low bare shore land. In the distance towered mighty Tschatertagh (Tent
Mountain), whose outlines really suggested a giant tent.
I walked about the deck for some time without catching glimpse of my interesting friends. At length the
nephew appeared, took me confidingly by the arm, and drew me toward an empty seat by the pilot house!
“Imagine,” he began merrily, “the old man pulled us out at day break. I suppose you think he wanted us to
observe a sunrise at sea. He wanted to tell us the story of the Crimean War\fn{ Fought (1853-1856) between Russia on one
side, and the United Kingdom, the French Empire, the Turkish Empire, and the Kingdom of Piedmont (from January, 1855), on the other. }
before we reached Sevastopol. For this purpose he unpacked a lot of books and photographs, a map adorned with
bright flags, and I think, also, a globe. He arranged this collection upon the table, placed one of us on his right, the
other on his left, and began his lecture. He recited in order the Crimean Khans, reached the Russian occupation,
and was just ready for the Crimean war.
“Just at the moment when the hero [Aleksandr] Kozarsky succeeded with unparalleled skill in freeing his ship
Mercury from the enemy ships of three nations, I managed to slip away. I pity my poor aunt, who by this time,
probably, is right in front of the harbor of Sevastopol, and exposed to the guns of the English, French, and Turkish
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fleets.”
The poor youth could not rejoice in his freedom long. Hardly had he ended his confidence when he saw the
green umbrella coming up the stairs, and looking out from under it, two sharp eyes.
“Now it’s all over with me,” whispered the nephew. “But I will not surrender without resistance.”
He got up and slipped away toward the stairs which led to the ethnographical display on the lower deck. My
eyes rested upon the place where he had disappeared. There upon the deck I saw a folded paper. I picked it up.
Upon it was writing in German without address or subscription. The writing was as follows:
I do not live, I dream. Always I see you before me; your sweet dark eyes look at me reproachfully. You are so near me
—so near! I breathe the fragrance of the fresh flowers in your hair. My arm can reach you—and yet what an abyss
separates us!

Upon the same paper, written in a woman’s hand were the words:
Vain longing!

Just at this moment some one touched my arm. I looked up and saw Walter. The grieved, angry expression
upon his usually placid face surprised me. He was pale; his forehead was scowling.
“I see you have had the same experience that I have had. I have found a lost love letter too,” he said in a voice
very different from the jesting manner he tried to assume. “Look here—yesterday evening I found two. Let us
compare the writing.”
He drew from his pocket book two little notes, which were just like the one I held in my hand. With a peculiar
smile he handed them to me. At a glance I saw that the writing was the same. Upon these likewise a woman’s
hand had written. Upon one,
Old friends

and upon the other,
Not enough

“Give me your letter,” demanded Walter after hesitating; “I will make a collection of them. Perhaps before I
reach the end of the trip I shall have a novel.
The bitter tone of voice provided explanation. I did not wish such a gloomy suspicion to grow in his heart, so I
said:
“There’s nothing of importance in them.”
“No. It has not reached the climax. We’ll wait for the chapters to follow. Thank you.”
He took my note and put it carefully away with the others, nodded his head and walked away. I remained,
meditating, where he left me, until I was disturbed by voice of the nephew.
“My uncle wasn’t looking for me, was he?”
“He did not mention your name.”
“Out of gratitude I’ll go back and expose myself to the cross fire of the allied fleets in front of Sevastopol.
Anyway, this being bossed about by my uncle is not going to last much longer. Then—you’ll see!”
With these words he glanced up at me with a merry laugh.
I, on the contrary, had lost all inclination to merriment. Deeply meditative I watched the fine, vigorous young
fellow walk away. When I considered, in cold blood, what I had seen in this short time, the individual peculiarity
of each member of the Walter family, their relations to each other, the senseless lack of tact of the husband, the
youth and beauty of the wife, the handsome nephew, the scene of the day before in the salon, the mysterious
letters, and the last words of the youth, I could not put aside the fear that all was not as it should be.
*
Then excitement upon the upper deck drew my attention. The travelers were leaning excitedly over the railing;
joy and interest were upon their faces. From mouth to mouth flew the word:
“Sevastopol! Sevastopol!”
We were just entering the great Gulf of Sevastopol, which, with one or two other indentations, is cut out of the
sold rock.
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The hills on all sides, and the space of level land, gleamed brightly now under the midday sun, showed the
ruins of those fortifications that had once been so formidable. Walls, redoubts, towers, houses. Across the Gulf the
remains of the gigantic dock stared back at us from long rows of empty windows. Right beside upon a decliv-ity,
beside the ruins of numberless houses,\fn{The city sustained an eleven month siege during the war } stood the Russian
Church, rejoicing in its imposing outlook. In the upper part of the harbor a magnificent stone archway attracted
our attention, the remains evidently of some prince’s harbor. On the other side the steep, hanging Garden of
Kozarsky charmed the eye.
We sailed close to shore and landed.
The landing place was a merry sight. There were crowds of people; important and unimportant figures in trim
uniforms, long caftans, richly colored skirts with turbans, a wooly cap, a fez, a low hat, wide or tight trousers, in
high black boots, or low, yellow slippers.
From moment to moment this kaleidoscopic, bright-hued scene changed.
Some heads carried baskets or boards upon which pastry was displayed for sale. Oranges, melons, fish of all
colors, resembling the rainbow, enticed to eat. Some merchants sat behind a little improvised counter where they
sold pickles, garlic, cabbage; others offered rose-sherbet in cheap glasses.
This picture was enriched when the passengers upon the lower deck of our steamer went ashore. We, the passengers of the first and second class, waited for the confusion to subside, before going ashore to make use of the
three hours given us to see the ruins of Sevastopol. The passengers hired the light, comfortable vehicle of the
Russian isvochtschik, and the little bells of the curved duga chimed merrily as we drove away.
The Walter family and I determined to walk to the boulevard Kozarsky. After we had passed the memorial of
this hero of the sea, we remained standing by a little kiosk. Our eyes traveled delightedly over the picturesque
landscape outspread beneath us. Calmly the marvelous gulf shone at our feet, a glittering sapphire set in sunburnished shores.
*
After we had looked long enough we went down into the city. The Professor worked himself up into such
furors of Circeronian eloquence, that his brow cleared and he became happy. The nephew appeared nervous and
impatient. He looked about shyly, and from time to time his eyes rested upon the form of Frau Walter, who was
fluttering along beside her husband, in unalloyed delight.
In front of a ruin, whose half-fallen wall the enthusiastic professor began to climb, the nephew suddenly felt in
his breast pocket, and after he had pulled his hand out empty, he went up to his aunt and began to whisper to her.
She took from her dress a pretty little notebook, tore a leaf out and handed it to him, along with a handsome
pencil.
The youth sat down hurriedly near the ruins and wrote a few lines. When the zealous and inspired uncle fell
down exactly at his nephew’s feet, the latter had already written the note, and returned the pencil to its owner.
We went on. Presently the pretty woman became faint, said that she had a headache, and felt so ill that she
must return to the steamer. The professor was so absorbed in his study of the ruins that he let her go away unobserved.
After a while he asked me where she had gone, but he paid no attention to my answer. He signaled an
isvochtschik and invited me to drive with him. We visited the Malakaf-Kurhan, the graveyards, and heaven knows
what else we should have seen, had I not called his attention to the fact that it was high time for us to return to the
steamer.
And it was in fact high time. When our troika reached the harbor, the sailors were loosening the ropes that
made it fast. We jumped out and hastened toward the ship.
*
Just then, from among the gaping crowd a figure stepped forth and handed Walter a folded letter. He opened
and read it. His face turned white; his hands trembled. When he turned the paper over and read the words on the
other side, it fluttered from his hands. He stood there as if he had been struck by lightning, his eyes wide, his face
white. Then he groaned and covered his face with his hands. A Greek standing near picked the paper up and
handed it to him. Walter dropped his hands from his face and looked at me despairingly.
“Read that! Deceived! Deserted!”
I took the paper. It was the one Frau Walter had torn from her notebook and read:
Dear Uncle:
While you are reading these lines I shall be far away, beyond Sevastopol. I’ve got to confess that that manuscript of
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yours about the new science—from which you read to us morning and evening, all your learned articles, have given
you wife and me many an unhappy hour. So then, farewell! Our ways part. I have taken nothing with me that was yours
—that is, only one thing. Probably that is your greatest treasure. But it had to be. Otherwise you would have tormented
your poor wife to death. I, therefore, take this pearl with me; it rests upon my heart. The bells of the troika sound
merrily in our ears. You will never be able to catch us.
William

On the back of this piece of paper, a woman’s hand had written the words:
Pardon, Heinrich.

I recognized the handwriting of both. It was that of the piece of paper I had found upon the deck.
Sympathetically I looked at the poor husband. Then the crew of the Juno called to us to hasten. They pointed
to the gangplank which they were ready to lift. At this moment Walter called:
“Hurry, Sir!”
“And you—”
“I am going after the fugitives.”
“But how can you know in which direction they have gone?”
“Don’t worry—I’ll find them.”
“And your luggage?”
“What do I care about that! Throw it into the sea—”
In despair he beat his breast, from which I saw a revolver gleam. One sailor seized me by the arm, another
pointed toward the gangplank. I do not remember how I came upon deck. I recall hearing the voice of Walter
saying:
“Tell the captain that we are going by land to Yalta. And, if you will be so kind, then, send my luggage to the
Hôtel Crimée.”
While the steamer was pushing off I saw Walter standing in the midst of a group of people and gesticulating
wildly in effort to make some Tartars understand. This was no easy thing. At length, however, they seemed to
understand, anyway they began to fight among themselves, and pointing various directions. After the quarreling
was over Walter and one of the Tartars disappeared in a cloud of dust. I could see no more. For just then we
steamed out of the Gulf.
*
When Sevastopol had long disappeared from view, I recalled Walter’s parting words. I went to the captain’s
cabin. To my great astonishment just then Frau Walter came up the stairs. My astonishment was so great that I all
but shrieked, and called to her as soon as she reached the top step.
“You here—Madam?”
She looked quickly around the deck, and then at me. Her face was paler than usual, and her eyes dim. As if she
had read what had occurred in my agitated face, she looked again quickly at the group of passengers on deck, and
then asked anxiously:
“Where is Walter? Have you seen my husband?”
“Permit me, dear Madam, before I reply, to inquire of you if the young nephew is in the cabin?”
“William? No. He came to the steamer with me and then hastened to the city with the remark that he was going
to do the rest of the sightseeing alone. From that moment I have not seen him. Ill with a headache, I lay down
upon the sofa in my cabin, and suddenly I fell asleep and slept until now.”
I stood in front of her confused and ashamed. I felt that her dark eyes hung upon my words. Should I tell her
all? Should I tell her the foul suspicion with which her name had been darkened. And yet—the clearness of
William’s letter, and the words she had written on the other side. What a tangle! I longed for enlightenment.
“Well—dear Madam, I suppose I must tell you all. Yet do not be needlessly upset, no great misfortune has
befallen. Let us step aside, a little where we shall not be exposed to the curiosity of the other travelers.”
“Deserted!”—she groaned. “Deserted!”
I must confess that at just this moment I felt no particular sympathy for the young woman. In fact I contemplated with a certain satisfaction her bowed head with its graceful curls.
In addition, the situation had changed since the moment when I saw Walter with the revolver buttoned within
his coat; it had lost its tragic character. In fact it opened up for me a very amusing prospect. While the husband
was wandering about God knows where among the mountains of the Crimea, his lovely wife was sitting beside
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me. And except me, she had not a soul to whom she could turn for help or address. I was the Knight, the protector,
of the deserted lady. Frau Walter dropped her hands from her tear-filled eyes to her lap and spoke to me with lips
that trembled.
“God knows if we shall ever meet again!”
“Do not worry needlessly, dear Madam. This little piece of land which is Crimea is not so large. Somewhere in
Bakschi Serai, Simferopol, Alupka or Kaffa, your husband will find the culprit. Everything will be cleared up.
They will at once start for Yalta convinced that you will have gone to a hotel there to await their arrival.”
“Oh! Now I know that he never loved me. If he had, he could never have thought such a thing.”
“Justice demands that I defend your husband. The complication was so arranged that there was nothing else to
think. If the contents of William’s letter had left a doubt, your writing upon the back of that letter would have
removed it.”
“Oh, those fateful words!” she exclaimed taking out the tasteful little note-book. “This little book was my only
friend. To its pages I confided my love for Heinrich. William asked me in Sevastopol for a piece of paper. I tore a
leaf out for him, without observing what was written upon it.”
“Pardon me, dear Madam. Walter found three love letters in the cabin.” For the friendly reader let it here be
remarked that I blushed slightly.
“They were love letters written by William, and upon them were words in your writing. One would suppose
that these were intended for you.”
“What a chain of misunderstandings! These letters were not for me, but for my younger sister, with whom
William is head over heels in love. He chose me to confide in, because my husband had punished him several
times for this. Everywhere, where he could get hold of a piece of paper he wrote his effusions. I scolded him, too,
for doing this, but I see now that Heinrich must have looked upon it with suspicion.”
Now I was disarmed. I determined to remain in Yalta and help Frau Walter find her husband. She accepted my
offer with gratitude, and her lovely eyes began to look happier.
*
One could not, indeed, with gloomy looks contemplate the scenery that confronted us now, the wildly cleft,
towering Crimean coast. There were fantastically formed cliffs, making romantic groups, lifting their heads far up
into the undefiled blue. Sometimes they looked as if they had been frozen together at time of some violent and
ancient war. In their multiform grouping lay a peculiar charm, and the vividness of the impression was heightened
by their varied colors.
Here a rock jutted out as if preparing for a leap into the sea, then a lonely group of giant stone made a background that united splendor and terror as it leaped toward the sky. Here again smooth walls of rock fell straight
down in the sea, or a saw tooth formation cut deep into the land.
Steaming on we passed the mountain which is connected with the Greek myth about Iphigenia.\fn{ Iphigenia was
a daughter of Agemenon and Clytemnestra. She was offered by her father as a sacrifice to Artemis, either to appease the goddess, who had
been angered by the killing of a sacred hind and had becalmed the Greek fleet at Aulis, or to keep a vow. In its best known version, the
goddess snatched her from the altar and carried her to Tauris, making her a priestess } Next we saw the cloister of the holy

George, perched like a nest on the edge of a rocky wall, and the noble tower which is a part of the cloister, and
which looks far over the sea and friendly Balaklava.
We were now approaching the fabulously lovely southern shore. Even now we could glimpse its fresh green
land, from which the flat roofs of Tartar villages were visible, the white columns, and proud façades of princely
castles; country homes, of the most charming artistry and grace, greet us across the water. Every style of architecture is represented: English, Swiss, Gothic, Byzantine, Moorish, Arabic, Tartar. Above appears beautiful Alupta
and now—now—
The dining room bell rings and—despite the verses of Byron about it—I hear nothing, I see nothing, not even
the lovely woman who is standing beside me, I am staring with astonished eyes at the scene before me. Like the
beautiful princess in the fairy tale the coast of Yalta—fair as Paradise, richly green as the emerald—breathes upon
me its intoxication. I stand motionless on deck, the warm, inspiring wind of the south blowing about me; my eyes
discover fresh loveliness from moment to moment, and I cannot look enough upon that enticing landscape.
Suddenly my eyes grow dim and fill with tears; it is not easy to explain this. It was as if never before had
nature presented herself to me in all her loveliness, as if my Northern nature must melt and dissolve in this glow
and warmth of the South.
When the Juno anchored at Yalta I drew a deep breath, as if suddenly I had awakened from a dream. Now I
looked about for my protégée. She stood by my side, absorbed like myself in the beauty of the scene. The weight
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of my duty as protector came to my mind.
*
With help of a steward I carried all the bundles and packages to the deck, defended myself against the offers of
assistance of some picturesquely dressed Greek rascals, and at length gathered all the belongings in a little boat,
such as come out in numbers to the steamers. More than sufficient reward for my trouble was the little white
finger of Frau Walter which rested upon my arm while I assisted her into the boat. In a little while we were under
the hospitable roof of the Hôtel Crimée. We rented two rooms whose outer doors had a balcony in common from
which there was a view of Yalta and the Sea.
Soon I felt that the balcony confined me. I went out into the radiant summer world, first to the landing place,
from where a long avenue of cypress trees stretched toward the country.
Next I walked along the broad, white streets toward the country estates. I breathed in with delight the pleasant
air, which was spread abroad from thousands of flowers; my eyes rested upon fig trees, blooming magnolias,
plane trees, olives, vines, richly gilded garden gates, behind which young pretty Russian women were amusing
themselves at playing at ball with oranges. Even upon old gray bearded Tartars who sat upon their sorry nags with
a certain elegance, I looked with pleasure, and upon the nets which the fishers were hauling in, and the baskets
filled to the rim with little fish.
In the meantime night had come, a night of beauty. The sky was strewn thickly with stars, perfume of flowers
floated up to the balcony, and there I stood alone leaning upon the railing. Until late in the night I stood there. I do
not know whether I expected that my charming neighbor would leave her sultry room and come out on the
balcony, in order to enjoy the splendor of the night, but I do know that until dawn I could not sleep.
*
The next day while we were drinking our tea, I unfolded to Frau Walter my plan for finding her wandering
husband. And this plan I proceeded to put into execution.
Slowly I rode in the direction of Alupka and one hundred times I paused, sometimes before a neat villa whose
windows were all but covered with flowers, sometimes by an abyss in whose yawning depth a foaming river ran.
Then again I turned toward the sapphire Gulf, over whose surface sea mews were spreading their white wings.
At Alupka I turned about and came back to Yalta. Then accompanied by a Tartar I rode to Bakschi Serai, stood
long by the fountain Marie Potocki, and spent the night in what was once the palace of a Crimean Khan. From this
journey likewise I returned without information. In Gurzuf and Kaffa I found no trace of Walter. I must say that I
did not exhaust a great deal of effort in looking for him; he will come back to Yalta without doubt.
From these expedition I returned to the Hôtel Crimée where I sat and talked with Frau Walter in the gardens, I
consoled her for the failure of my efforts, and made her hope results would soon be better. She relied upon me
with childish faith. How I enjoyed looking into her shining eyes, how attentively I followed the slightest gesture
of her little hands! Each night I tarried later on the balcony, but my charming neighbor did not once come out.
*
One afternoon—the first week of our stay in Yalta was nearing an end—we were standing on the balcony
looking out across the white street. Suddenly Frau Walter seized my arm and screamed:
“Heinrich! Heinrich!”
I, alone, should not have know him. Covered with dirt, in ragged clothes, he was riding wildly along the street
on a Tartar horse. A bright colored cloth was tied about his head, and the ends were fluttering in the wind. His hair
hung in disorder about his dirty, sunburned face, and his beard was ragged. I limited my emotions to a smile, and
said to the jubilant lady:
“Come in, please. I will inform him at once that you are here. I wish to dissipate once and for all your
suspicions about his affection.” She agreed and returned to her room. I went to meet Walter.
“You here!” He called in surprise.
“I changed my plans. Well, did you find the fugitives?”
“Upstairs I’ll tell you all about it,” he replied in a sad voice with a shake of his head. I led him through my
room to the balcony. As we stood there he covered his face with his hands, sighed deeply and exclaimed:
“All lost! Why chase a woman whose heart is gone? I went in the wrong direction. In Sevastopol I learned that
a man and a beautiful woman, who left our ship, had hired a carriage and driven to Simferopol. I rode like
lightning after them. That was a devil of an unlucky ride! I followed them like a hunter Late in the evening I saw
them get out of the wagon in front of a little house in the outskirts of Simferopol. Like a madman I ran up and
knocked upon the door. A Jew opened it. I seized my revolver and tried to force an entrance. The Jew shrieked:
‘Help! Help!’ A young Jewess screamed and they ran upon me from all sides. I saved myself but my clothes were
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torn, my hat was gone and my face was bleeding. The next day I found out that I had followed a harmless Jew and
his sister. I remember having seen them upon our ship.
“Then I hurried to Bakschi Serai, Karasn-Bazar, Kaffa, and God only knows where else, and all in vain!”
“Then you know all the Crimea and need not travel here again.”
“Do not jest. I cannot stand it. Now I know for the first time how much I loved her. Without her the world is a
desert. I would give my wealth, the light of my eyes, half my life, if I could find that what I have been through
these few days was only a dream.”
The door opened and Frau Walter rushed into the arms of her husband. In a sort time all was explained.
We sat together out of doors in the terraced garden, which was framed on all sides by emerald green vines
through which the blossom cups of the night-shade shone. On the center of a table was a giant bouquet composed
of the loveliest flowers of the South. Everywhere floated fragrance. The professor, whose face now shone with the
self-satisfaction of the West-European, and his pretty wife, acted the lovers on a honeymoon.
“It is all clear to me now,” he declared, “all but that crazy letter of William’s. God alone knows what that
means.”
*
Hardly had he finished speaking, when without from the courtyard we heard a well-known voice. I parted the
vine leaves and looked out. In the court I saw William stepping out of a Russian telega.
And what an appearance he presented! His handsome velvet coat was in rags and tatters. He was covered with
dust and mud. The coquettish court plaster upon his brow had vanished. In its place there was a scar. When he saw
me he walked slowly toward the pavilion.
At command of the professor we sat in silence and regarded him, after the manner of stern senators of Rome.
William was abashed and confused, threw a ragged cap upon the table, and, with a sigh, sank down upon a chair,
and stretched his legs out. Then he took an estimating side glance at us. Our silence evidently disturbed him. He
pulled the chair nearer to the table, sighed, blushed and crossed and re-crossed his legs. At length the uncle
regarded him sternly and said:
“It seems you are capable of traveling about in the world alone—” The nephew observed that beneath the
sternness there was a twinkle of humor.
“Oh yes—very capable. I have had a dozen first class adventures. But one thing I forgot all about—and that
was money. As I sit here you could not find a single coin upon me. That is the reason, dear Uncle, that I have
returned to the yoke of your tyranny, in case you are disposed to fill my pockets again.”
“Very good,” replied the uncle, laughing. “But tell—were you a fool when you wrote this letter?”
“I—a fool?”
“Who is the person you took away from me—whom you pressed to your heart?”
“Couldn’t you guess? Why your pearl of pearls with which you bored you wife and me to death—nothing
else.”
Hereupon he drew from his breast pocket the worn manuscript of the new science. There was a burst of
laughter and the professor made a grab for the manuscript.
“Well—I seem to be the fool myself.” He took the manuscript and flung it far out of the pavilion.
“I will not attempt again to analyze the beauties of life.”
Four glasses, foaming with the fine wine of Crimea, rang merrily together.
*
The next evening I was again on ship deck. From the friendly green garden, and the flower-covered villas, the
light gradually faded, and day grew dim upon the fantastic mountains of stone that rose behind charming Yalta. At
last land disappeared, too, and night came down.
Farewell, beautiful Yalta!
49.163 Brother Cœlestin\fn{by Jaroslav Vrchlický aka E. Frida (1853-1912)} Louny, Ústí nad Labem Region, The Czech
Republic (M) 10
High in the Apennines it stood—a gloomy cloister. It towered blackly on the edge of a steep, forbidding, treeless abyss, and the sun beat pitilessly upon its bare, gray walls. There was something strange about this cloister;
here God and Satan dwelled side by side. God hid Himself behind the great altar in the church; Satan dwelled in
the cell of the Prior, above his desk, and in fact right behind a picture.
God knows to what school that picture belongs! It represented the Temptation of Saint Anthony. This had been
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a favorite subject for representation with a school of painters. Teniers\fn{ Probably David Teniers the Younger (1610-1690)
Flemish painter.} and Tassaert\fn{Octave Tassert (1800-1874) French artist} had represented the subject with humor,
Bosch\fn{Hieronymus Bosch (1450?-1516), Dutch artist.} with great imagination; it had been given by Callot\fn{ Jacques
Callot (1592-1635), French engraver and etcher .} to the modern world through the pen of Hoffman,\fn{ E. T. A. Hoffmann
(1776-1822) Gereman author} that unjustly forgotten poet, and the dreamer of golden vessels and magic draughts.
On one of these pictures, among the many shapeless and nameless monsters that surrounded the poor and holy
hermit, moving in a hideously merry dance, there was in one corner of the canvas a great green frog with a birdshaped beak, and a hugely swollen white goiter. Behind this frog dwelled Satan, and unobserved, through the eyes
of the frog he watched—not holy Saint Anthony kneeling in prayer, but the living body of the Prior and his
priestly comrades.
I am obliged to confess that for some time Satan had been terribly bored in his quiet corner. The Prior was a
pious man, and the monks hymned sleepily their breviaries. To tease them by means of sensual dreams was
something altogether too commonplace, indeed Satan himself would be ashamed to do it, and at the same time he
wished to amuse himself. Sometimes he closed the prayer book of the Prior ten times right before his nose, but
with stoic calm, the Prior would open the book for the eleventh time and find the place of Scripture he was
reading, and put in a bookmark. On this bookmark two flaming hearts were embroidered, and a cross sewn out of
pearls; it was evidently a keepsake “from the world.” Satan tried to convince himself that it was childish to close
the book the eleventh time. But the facts of the case are that he was ashamed to confess that he was not
sufficiently emancipated mentally to be free of fear of the cross. He would not have confessed it himself, but I am
confessing it for him strictly sub rosa.
In this cloister a young monk lived.
Shelley,\fn{Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822), English poet.} that poetic interpreter of the human heart, would have
named him Alastor, but here they called him Brother Cœlestin. His was a gentle, inspired dreamer’s soul, certainly
worthy of a better fate than to wither away between gray, desolate walls. He was not especially beloved in the
cloister, and yet he was so quiet, so devoted. He did not coquette for a flattering look from the Prior, and when he
met the brothers in the long, gloomy halls, he called out his Memento to them humbly—in the spirit of the
Scriptures, not in the spirit of hypocrisy, which was something he knew nothing about.
Why Cœlestin entered the cloister it would not be easy to say. Perhaps it was something that had to be. There
are men in whose lives the fatalism of the past asserts its rights, that fatalism which the middle-aged tried vainly
to displace by means of faith in Providence, and which the modern world tried to make blind by the light of
science, and succeeded only in dimming.
It was easy to see that Cœlestin was not contented in the cloister. What was it to him, the wonderful,\fn{ The text
has: What was to him wonderful,} magic beauty of nature, if he could look upon it only through the narrow window of
his cell, which was covered with iron bars! The rest of the monks were old, too. They were unfriendly and cross.
Perhaps the dreams with which they had stepped over the cloister threshold had proved false as his own.
The cell of Brother Cœlestin was small; it looked bare and needy. It had one advantage, however; it was in an
old tower, the remnant of an older fortification. This tower, with its one little iron-barred window, was the nest of
all his dreams. A few boards made his bed; a Bible and breviary his library. The room to him seemed strange and
bare. But the view out upon the mountain summits worked magic upon him, breathed into his soul such warmth
and sweetness, as had done long ago the face of his mother.
For long, long hours Brother Cœlestin stood by the window, with greatest pleasure at the hour when the
splendor of the sunset was poured over the mountains, when their harsh, dark outlines glowed in violet radiance,
and the mist of evening floating down the terraced declivities, shimmered sweetly like a gentle rain of pale, blushroses.
At night, too, for long, long hours Brother Cœlestin stood by the window when over the glooming, black heads
of the mountains shot a yellow glow resembling the Aurora Borealis of the North. Then the distant stars trembled
like little white flowers. What peace, what quiet, what perfume floated upon the night! Over there, in that corner
between the mountains—thus thought Brother Cœlestin—there where the clouds and the mists, and the stars, and
the birds are born, there sits an unknown divinity and dreams some mighty dream men call nature, world, human
life.
By day, under the direct light of the sun, Cœlestin did not look across to the mountains; they were sad then,
they seemed less lofty, humble, and oppressed.
*
I must remind the reader who has accompanied me through this dream of Brother Cœlestin that Satan was
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becoming fearfully bored in the cell of the Prior.
Likewise, I must communicate to him the fact that the cloister was very poor. The monks depended wholly
upon the benevolence of the country people who lived in this locality. That, however, was sufficient for their
needs. Then times were different than they are now, the priest, and especially the monk, was as sacred to men as
the friendly brown swallows that yearly nested under the eaves.
From time to time the Prior sent one of the monks into the mountains. He gave him two companions: Brother
Andrew, who knew the mountain pathways as well as a bandit, and an old gray ass, which—laden with
numberless empty baskets—brought back provisions. It was the duty of Brother Andrew to lead the ass. Perhaps
that is the reason that the monks called the gray companion Andrew. And when they said, “Andrew is coming
back from the mountains,” no one knew whether they meant the monk or the ass, or both.
Brother Andrew was an old, crabbed, grumbling fellow who was never pleased with anything. When he was
walking along the road he complained because the sun was hot. If the sun dipped down behind the mountains and
set, he complained of the rough, pebbly road. When he was in the peasant homes he complained about the cloister,
and when he was in the cloister he complained about the peasants. The shrewd Prior, who did not wish to
displease the people because of this disagreeable disposition, always sent another Brother to accompany him. And
because he wished to earn the gratitude of the Order, this one usually carried pictures, rosaries, and crosses for a
gift to the peasant children, which he was careful, however, to distribute among the elders, ad captandam
benevolentiam\fn{To gain the favor} of the father and mothers.
So Brother Andrew returned to the Cloister with the baskets filled with butter, smoked meat, and various
articles of food. And on the evening of his return the psalms of the choir resounded with a more solemn dignity,
and the candles burned later in the great, barren, marble floored room which was the refectory.
Once Brother Andrew was standing with the empty baskets in front of the door waiting for a companion.
Andrew, the monk, had gone to the Prior, for his latest directions. Brother Cœlestin was gazing sadly away
toward the mountains. His heart was filled with an indescribable longing. Then he looked up and saw the basketladen ass. A wild desire mastered him to learn to know the intricacies of the mountains, to breathe deeply the
fresh, free air, to rejoice with the soaring lark, and to look again upon the faces of living men—not these dried
mummies who were perishing in asceticism.
He did not pause to consider. He went directly to the Prior, entered without being announced and without
greeting.
“Father—I have a request. It is the first since I have been here. Hear me—in God’s name!”
The Prior looked surprised, but he replied gently, although there was reproach in his tone.
“You sin, my son, against the rules of the Order. You can have no requests. To express a request is to express a
wish, and suppression of the individual will is the first step toward priestly perfection.”
Cœlestin was silenced. He blushed and tears came to his eyes. The Prior spoke on.
“I have sympathy for your youth. Tell me what you wish. Perhaps I will grant it, but in future spare me a
repetition and do not leave your cell until He summons you Whose unworthy servants we are.”
Hesitating, Cœlestin stated his wish. He asked to accompany Andrew into the mountains. The Prior considered,
then he said earnestly:
“Very good! Not because you asked me, but because it is really your turn to go. Go—and God be with you.”
Cœlestin kneeled at the Prior’s feet, and wet his hand with tears as he kissed it. The Prior could not understand
the tears. The procession started.
*
Never before had Brother Andrew been so cross and disagreeable. He thought he had cause enough. He had a
presentiment that their journey would be fruitless, and he was planning how to throw the blame upon Cœlestin.
Cœlestin, for the first time in his life, was supremely happy. Anyone who has recovered from a serious illness,
or a criminal who, after long years, has left his prison, can sympathize with the feelings of Cœlestin. It seemed to
him that the world had just been created for him; everywhere he beheld his own soul; in the blossoms of the
cyclamen, in the fearless wings of the eagle, which, high above, vanished in blue depths of air. If his training and
his black gown had not hindered him, he would have followed the wild goats up the steep declivities where they
leaped to nibble the berry bushes. His eyes sparkled. His hands trembled.
Brother Andrew, I mean the monk, had predicted well. Just as if fate had closed the doors and the hands of the
peasants and Brother Andrew—I mean now the ass—felt upon his back the results of the day.
The old monk was right. Cœlestin had not taken along any pictures or rosaries, and he did not know how to
praise the hens and the cattle of the peasant women nor to amuse their children. His heart was full to overflowing
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with his vision of the beautiful world, and his eyes spoke eloquently, but this speech the world does not
understand. In short they were obliged to return with empty baskets. In one peasant house, all had gone to the
village except the children, and these peered greedily through the papered windows, at the ill-assorted pair and
refused them curtly.
Poor Cœlestin! It was all his fault. Brother Andrew was in his worst temper. His gray namesake was secretly
happy, however, because he did not have anything to carry. They moved slowly along the stony, treeless way.
Andrew growled and grumbled, Cœlestin sought vainly in his mind for a safe explanation.
Just at this moment the swollen frog with the canary bird’s beak upon the painted canvas in the Prior’s cell,
began to wiggle its white head, just as live frogs do, on the edge of ponds, when the warm spring rain falls. The
Prior, however, observed nothing of this because he was so deeply absorbed in his breviary.
*
Our pilgrims reached at length the summit of the mountains. There stray trees grew, and berry bushes. They
thought they would rest here a little, the ascent and the heat had tired them. But what thing did they see! There in
shadow of a tree, with face pressed to earth, lay a man whose clothes were ragged. He was sleeping or dead. By
his side lay a flute.
Brother Andrew began to grumble about vagabonds and thieves and wished to go on, but kind Cœlestin
insisted that it was their duty to aid him. A quarrel arose out of which Andrew—the gray one—had the advantage.
He lay down to rest in the coolness and began to eat grass and leaves. Brother Andrew resisted resolutely. One
must be cautious, because how could they tell whom they were helping. To his great surprise Cœlestin resisted
just as resolutely that the poor man must be lifted upon the ass and taken to the cloister. It was evident that he was
struggling between life and death. Cœlestin bent down and observed the face—an ordinary face without
expression!
“A musician! An idle, good-for-nothing wanderer in the mountains!” grumbled Andrew.
In the midst of continued resistance on one side, and a generous giving of Biblical examples of brotherly love
on the other side, they lifted the stranger to the back of the ass, and started for the cloister, which peered forth
from the mountain peak opposite, just as if it were eager to see what rich treasures of food Cœlestin was bringing
back.
“A fine gift—this—we have,” declared Brother Andrew.
Cœlestin picked up the flute. He had never seen such a thing before; he laughed because the slender black pipe
pleased him. He hid it in his breast but Brother Andrew leaped upon him like a wild animal, and declared it must
be given either to the Prior or the cloister, as recompense for nursing—or perhaps the burial of the stranger. In
order to end the quarrel Cœlestin gave the flute to the sick man, who opened his eyes from time to time and
groaned.
On the terrace of the cloister the monks had assembled, with the Prior in front, to await impatiently the return
of the two Andrews. Food was low and more than usual now they felt need of sitting together in the lighted
refectory, in front of well-filled glasses and plates.
But what a disappointment! Through the gate came Andrew number one, grumbling, and Andrew number two
bore upon his back a drunken black-leg—was the universal opinion—while last came Cœlestin, his head bowed
and hands folded, shyly, like a criminal who comes before his judge.
Astonishment, anger, complaints! No food. No smoked meat which Brother Cleofas enjoyed so, no artichokes,
for which Brother Zeno was enthusiastic, and not a single melon of which Brother Sulpicius was so greedy.
Instead of the promised meal, a beggar, an outcast in raged clothes. O Cœlestin what have you done! With a
commanding look the Prior controlled the anger of the brothers, and with a still more commanding look he spoke
to Brother Cœlestin.
“Whom do you bring here, my son?”
“Jesus, the Christ!” he replied, and raised his blue eyes to the Prior. Laughter resounded on all sides.
“He has lost his mind! He is laughing at us!” Thus ran the opinions.
“Blaspheme not, my son,” answered the irritated Prior.
“I do not blaspheme, father, and I repeat: I bring Jesus the Christ. Did he not say himself: ‘What ye do to the
least among men, that ye do unto me?’ Consider, father! The poor fellow lay on the highway, suffering pain, in the
sun. Did not God himself send us in his pity to lessen his suffering? It was for that reason that all the doors were
shut against us, that we might succor this dying one and bring him here. If our baskets had been full of food, we
could not have helped him, so everything was arranged wisely by Providence.”
A murmur circled the row of standing monks. The Prior was all but convinced. After a little meditation he said:
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“According to the commands of brotherly love you have done well, but likewise the Scriptures say: ‘Be
cunning as the serpent.’ Is it not possible that this fellow is merely making believe? Who knows but he is an
adventurer, who seeks our cloister out in order later to fall upon it with his companions and plunder it!
“But it is done now and argument is useless. Let your punishment be—since you did this without consulting
me—to take care of the sick man yourself. Come, Brothers, it is time for evening prayer!”
It was a sad and sorry-faced festival today! In the mind of Brother Zeno, who was singing, thee were visions of
artichokes cooked in fragrant oil; Brother Sulpicius was afraid to lift his eyes to the altar, lest he should behold
fabulous, golden melons floating there; and good Cleofas thought that the incense was the smell of smoked meat.
How sad was that evening meal. Nothing but dry bread, raw turnips, and cheese so old it was green. And Cœlestin
was to be blamed.
Scarcely was the sad meal ended with a Brother announced the death of the stranger. Fresh trouble, and
another round of reproaches for Cœlestin. Even the Prior could not hold in any longer, and began to scold:
“Expense! Useless expense!”
Brother Cœlestin remained with the dying man to the last breath. As soon as he closed his eyes, a strange
feeling came over him; he felt as if he were going to commit theft. With trembling hand he felt the body of the
dead man, and at last he found what he sought—the old flute. As if it had been a costly treasure he hid it in his
breast. The entire day he walked about like one in a dream. The monks meanwhile buried the stranger by the
Cloister wall. But instead of prayers they only flung a few remarks at him, along with some handfuls of dirt.
*
It was a fragrant evening of summer. Cœlestin stood by the window of his narrow cell and gazed across at the
mountains. His soul was slowly bursting into bloom like a gigantic flower.
He had never seen a flute before. He drew it forth eagerly and looked at it just as a child looks at a new toy,
and then tried awkwardly to put it to his lips and place his fingers upon the openings and move them up and
down. He made the attempt of blowing his breath into it. A pure, sweet tone bubbled up from the flute and floated
forth upon the air of evening. It was as if a swan upon a lake was singing its death song.
Cœlestin was astonished and repeated the attempt, and this time longer and with more courage. If the first note
was like a quiet lament, the next note was a reproach, and did not perish suddenly, but ended with a sharp call.
In his inexperience Cœlestin thought it could not be otherwise, and that it all consisted in just blowing breath
into the flute, and the flute itself would do the rest, and so he blew valiantly.
It was a strange melody!
All the poetry of the pleasant evening of summer mirrored itself in the waves of this mystic music. It was as if
the crimson evening spread itself around the tones! And these tones which melted into a tender elegy, trembled
like the wild, clinging vines, which pushed up between the hops, along the cloister wall, and lifted their large,
variegated blossoms through iron window bars, and nodded into gloomy cells.
It was as if upon the edge of each huge flower-cup an ethereal being sat, and this being was whiter than ivory,
and more translucent than mist. And each tiny ethereal being kept time with its golden head, and bowed and
nodded to the other flowers. And then they began to dance, as if a thousand bright butterflies were being cradled
in the blossoms. Heaven bent nearer, the mountains grew loftier and lordlier. The river, which twisted between
walls of rock, murmured as if in a dream, and the forbidding cliffs which watched it mirrored themselves in the
golden sand and leaned nearer. The juniper bushes gleamed with a magical, emerald green. And each note—it was
as if it found a brother! One found it in the tender tint of evening clouds, another in the silvered glory of the
waves, and still another in the violet shadows of distant mountains. Every tone repeated itself in an echo which
floated down through the crevasses of the old Cloister wall, wandering along the stained glass windows of the
chapel, dancing over the graves of the monks who now slept in peace. And still Cœlestin played.
It seemed as if, by means of the music, all things that oppressed him fell away. His mood was the same as that
morning when for the first time he went into the mountains; but he felt freer, like the eagle he, and envied that
day, happier than the blossoms of the cyclamen in whose slender cups he had found his soul. He played on and
looked out upon the mountains behind which the sun was sinking amid enchanting colors. The landscape in front
of him melted into broad strips of shimmering, floating colors, the little river arose from its rocky cavern, and
threw into his window a rain of gems—onyx, pearls, and rubies. The evening red became a sea, the flowering
vines of the cloister wall grew in jars of crystal. Naked odalisques and sylphs arose from them and leaned toward
him with beckoning mien. Everywhere resounded melodious, bizarre, grieving, passionate, imploring tones like
the falling pearls of May rain upon the thick, blooming forest where the jasmine clings.
And Cœlestin played on and on; a flood of fancies broke over his head, like the flood of ocean over one who is
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drowning. There was something penetratingly sweet for him in this whirlpool of tone, like the clash of cymbals,
like the pealing of bells. Gradually it grew stiller and stiller, only into his window peered the dew-wet magic
night, with its sweet, star eyes.
Upon the threshold stood, as if turned to stone, Brother Cleofas. The flute fell from the hands of Cœlestin.
Brother Cleofas announced the command of the Prior. Cœlestin must come at once to the refectory and bring the
flute.
A formal meeting was in progress. Cœlestin, absorbed by his music, had forgotten the hour of evening prayer,
and what was worse, he had disturbed the prayers of the others. The monks, who were already angry with
Cœlestin, awaited joyously the punishment of the Prior. At first the Prior believed that Cœlestin knew how to play.
But he insisted that he had never seen a flute before and thought all there was to it was just to blow in it. A storm
of laughter was the answer to this. Some believed him a deceiver, others saw his innocence. The Prior meditated.
The honest countenance of Cœlestin disarmed him. The Prior decided that the flute was the property of the
convent, told Brother Cleofas to take and guard it.
Cœlestin spent a sleepless night. Continually he heard that enchanting music. The next day was dim and fogfilled. Cœlestin felt like a person after a nightly orgy. He felt as if there were a frightful emptiness in his soul, he
walked about his cell and the church like a stranger. He suffered from a longing he could not express, he feared
even to try to express it, and at the same time, he knew that it was because he was grieving over the lost flute.
Again evening came, and this time more gloomy and fog-hung than the day. The mountains looked like
sorrowing widows hidden in their veils. With arms crossed upon his breast Cœlestin paced his cell. There was but
one thought in his brain and that tortured him. The flute!
Someone knocked softly at the door. He opened it, and in the dim passage he saw a Brother. It was too dark to
distinguish face or feature, but it seemed to resemble Brother Cleofas.
“Has the Prior sent for me again?” stammered the surprised Cœlestin.
In reply the dark figure touched a warning finger to its lips—and then held out the flute. Who else could it be
but Brother Cleofas, the one who dreamed of the sweetness of smoked meat?
“Cleofas, Brother!” exclaimed Cœlestin, with delight. “Then there is one who has sympathy for me, who has
not forgotten me, who braves the anger of the Prior for my sake! I thank you, Brother—and I always thought you
were my enemy. Pardon me, Brother! Pardon me! My flute, my flute!”
The monk signaled him to be quiet. Before Cœlestin thanked him he had disappeared. In his excitement, good
Cœlestin had quite forgotten that now all the Brothers were assembled in the church. He believed firmly that the
silent monk must have been Cleofas. He went to the window and played.
*
The melody was sad and elegiac, as if it tried to harmonize with the mood of the evening. Suppressed sighs,
restrained tears, were interwoven in the melody; a thousand nightingales sobbed their sorrow in the song. Then,
upon the instant, it changed—it was a wild dance of a carnival, an unrestrained orgy, wherein from time to time
shook the laughter of madness. I do not know how long Cœlestin played, but this time it was really Cleofas, who,
raging like a tiger, came with a message from the Prior. Cœlestin declared that Brother Cleofas came to his cell
and gave him the flute. The Prior knew that Brother Cleofas had been in the church with him. Cœlestin stuck to
his statement and could not be shake from it. It looked bad for Cœlestin. Everyone had seen Cleofas at vesper
service; no one had seen Cœlestin.
The Prior put his hand to his brow as if in search for a reasonable decision. The Prior took the flute and carried
it into his own room. Cœlestin was led to the cloister prison, where he was to remain and eat only bread and water
until he confessed to the truth. Night came on. Cœlestin did not know it. The little prison chamber under the roof
was always dark. The one little barred window was right under the drain spout of the roof. The door opened.
Brother Cleofas came in. Grumbling he placed a piece of bread by Cœlestin’s cot; and fastened a diminutive
earthen lamp to the unpainted wall and left. Cœlestin tried to talk with him, but he shut the door in silence and
turned the key.
He threw himself upon the miserable cot and tried to sleep. Feverish fancies crossed his brain, his forehead
was hot, his eyes were heavy, but he could not sleep. Slowly the hours passed.
“What a wretched existence!” thought Cœlestin. “It would be better to die.”
He began to meditate about death. It seemed to him something desirable. The flickering flame of the lamp sent
smoke and shadows across the barred window space, and stretched into thicker blackness in the corners. Right by
the door Cœlestin watched the shadow grow thicker. Was it an illusion? He rubbed his eyes in order to see better.
The shadows thickened into a form, and the form drew near to him. It was hidden in a brown robe of peculiar
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shape. The long, thin, yellow face resembled old parchment in the cloister library. It came nearer and nearer and
its steps were noiseless. Cœlestin looked straight at this phantom being; he did not feel the slightest fear. Now it
stood beside him and looked down upon him with green, sparkling eyes.
*
“You are Satan!” declared Cœlestin calmly, without turning his eyes away.
“You may not be mistaken,” replied the stranger hoarsely.
There was silence a while.
“What a miserable thing is life!” sighed Cœlestin.
“Miserable?” laughed the strange guest. “That is because you do not know it, my boy! The old complaint of
children and good-for-nothings. Life is an idea, a conception of the brain. It is your own fault if you do not enjoy
it.”
“What? I do not know anything about life?” questioned Cœlestin, hastily. “Then what does my renunciation
mean, my struggles, my dreams—”
“Renunciation, struggles, dreams, are not life!” said Satan, scornfully. “You have a presentiment of what it is—
you child with the longing of a giant and the grief of an old man in your heart.”
“And why do I not know life?” questioned the monk, timidly.
“Because you do not know woman!” replied Satan, laughing.
“Woman?” repeated Cœlestin. “Did I not have a mother?”
“Do not speak of a mother!” interrupted Satan. “Mother is soul—God—but not woman. Woman is flesh—body
—and that you do not know. You are very innocent, dear child.” A note of sympathy trembled upon the last words
of Satan.
“But how could a woman help to make me happy? I would be happy if I could travel over the beautiful world,
climb the mountains nimbly as the goats, fly across the blue with the eagle, or dwell in the blossom-cup of a
flower—”
“And remain a fool, just as you are!” interrupted Satan. “No! You do not know what a woman is! Your unripe
dreams are hung upon the stars, the eagle’s wings, but not where they belong. You do not know that your soul is a
woman, that nature is a woman—death—eternity—; you have renounced woman and that is the reason that you
are a child, with the longing of a giant in your heart, and the grief of an old man. I pity you!”
Fear stood in the young priest’s eyes.
“Then teach me to know woman, and in return take my life, my soul!” Satan laughed and came nearer.
“What is the use of this feeble light?”
With these words he extinguished it; stepped to the window and stretched his hand out into the night. Like
white silk threads something gleamed outside, changed into a beam of light, and in a thrice floated between the
bars a white star, which illumined the room. A sulphur glow filled the room, which gradually changed into
different colors. Satan felt within his breast, drew out three round, black pieces of wood which he fitted together.
“My flute!” he exclaimed, jumping up from the cot.
“Yes—your soul!” mimicked Satan. “Remain lying were you are.”
Cœlestin obeyed, and drew the covers up. Satan put the flute to his lips. Hardly was the first note sounded than
a change took place in him. He was sitting upon his bed like a naked colossus, from whose gigantic shoulders two
bat’s wings depended, like black banners. He played and kept time with his black head. The notes were bizarre
false, unlovely. Melody was lacking, and it seemed to Cœlestin that a rain of fire fell upon his temples. The notes
grew sharp; they pierced like needles. Cœlestin was frightened, he drew the covers over his head.
Something like a streak of mist floated over him and settled down with a certain restraint upon him. Picturevisions, strange and mighty, passed before him. He saw cities, uniquely towered, and houses, thick forests, and
sandy wastes; ancient gardens, filled with sculptured stone. Evening came, and morning, and night again. Then he
found himself in a wild garden where grew black cypress trees. Far in the rear were towers of a building of the
middle-age. Yellow sand was spread upon the broad walks, and the flowers, whose cups were shaped like stars,
spread abroad a perfume that was benumbing. In front of one of the fountains, under a cypress tree, stood a
woman, a splendid commanding figure. She wore black velvet, and the neck was left open in front. He stretched
his arms out toward her, but she melted into mist and disappeared.
Again mist spread about him, it increased, and then melted into swifter and swifter whirling circles. Down into
this sped the beam of light that had floated between the window bars, and at once threw out long jasmine-blue and
emerald rays, and these rays turned, twisted, and then transformed themselves into the body of a woman, around
whom white mist floated like silken muslins. That was she—the dream of his sleeping soul, the one whom he saw
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under the cypress true. Very plainly he saw her, he felt her breath, but Satan he did not see at all, who kept
marking the time with madder measure. While he looked at her, tears flowed over his face, his head was dizzy as
if with intoxication. He spread his arms out toward her, but she hurried away to the window, and, dancing upon
the moonlight, she beckoned him to follow. He got up from his cut like one drunk, the iron window bars fell
clattering in the dust. He must get away, away—
Upon the black chimney, blowing the flute, he saw Satan, and before him floated the resplendent summer night
world of his dream—and that enticing woman. He must follow her.
It was a strange road, over the roof tops. Satan was ahead, blowing the flute, then she, veiled in rosy mist, from
which fell continually like rain, roses, ivy, blue bells, rhododendron, and these flowers were twined about her hair,
and her snow-white limbs. Behind her came Cœlestin, with wildly outstretched arms. In front of all of them
danced the moon, and threw its light in little fine threads over their feet. The stars cradled themselves in a
phosphorescent splendor, and the top of the old cloister swayed under their feet like the back of some fabulous,
prehistoric monster. Where the roof made a turn, a great, black cat jumped out, with two red rubies for eyes, and
long fir, from which fell sparks. The cloister remained behind; they hurried away upon the moonbeam, and left it.
Trees stood along the road like giant, veiled specters. From their tops sometimes ravens rose. Beneath, blue
flames trembled, over which seductive will-o’-the-wisps floated. By the shore sat huge frogs, whose emeraldgreen bodies showed yellow spots.
The air became heavy. Mist veiled the moon; and now they floated away over the crest of the mountains and
the flute song was heard no more. They stood upon the edge of an abyss, into this measureless depth the woman
leaped, riding upon pallid moonlight—and disappeared. Upon the edge of the cliff above sat Satan; he put the
flute aside and laughed loudly and scornfully. Cœlestin opened his eyes. Darkness surrounded him.
“Give me the flute!” he thundered to Satan. “Give me the flute and I will play that beautiful woman up out of
the abyss!”
Shrill laughter was the answer.
“Give me the flute—and take my soul!”
Again the laughter echoed. In wild anger Cœlestin fell upon Satan and tried to take the flute away, but Satan
embraced him, and spread his black wings over him. Together they sank slowly to the earth. Cœlestin did not
wake again.
*
In the morning the monks found the window broken, but of Cœlestin they found no trace. The Prior could not
find the flute which the day before he had placed under the picture of Saint Anthony. While he was searching for
the flute, he observed the picture critically, and for the first time he saw in the eyes of the green frog the red scorn
of laughter, and he saw the white goiter swell. The day he removed the picture from his cell. For a time the monks
talked of the affair, and then they forgot it, as everything else is forgotten.
*
Again Brother Andrew and his gray companion went out into the mountains for food. They were received in
the most friendly manner by the good mountain people, and Brother Andrew drank more wine than was good for
him. How could he help it when the heat was so great? It was late when, heavily laden, he started home, where the
monks awaited him impatiently. But this time both Bacchus and Morpheus\fn{ The pagan gods of wine and sleep,
respectively.} took good Andrew in charge. The ass lost the way, and in the darkness he let himself be led by his
namesake.
But the next morning! The sharp air awoke him and dispelled the intoxication. Rubbing his eyes he looked
about. Eternal God, with whom had he slept! Near him lay a man, his face buried in the earth, and wearing the
rotting habit of his Order. It was really now only the skeleton of a man, it had been so long the prey of wind and
rain.
At a little distance lay a flute!
Andrew shrieked with terror. He began hastily to beat his companion, and drive him up the steep mountainside.
Not once did he dare look back, and he made constantly the sign of the cross.
He told the Prior that he had stayed all night at a peasant’s house. Whether he ever told what really happened
that night I do not know.
126.85 Spiritless\fn{by Bozena Víková-Kunetická (1863-1934)} Pardubice, Pardubice Region, The Czech Republic (F) 2
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The first cold breeze of winter blew over the country and swept from a tree the first faded leaf. Could it indeed
be true that the leaves had begun to wither so early? Yes, truly, for look! The leaf is sere and trembling and almost
spasmodically curled up as if it had expired in the very act of its struggle with death. And now it flutters downward through the branches of the tree which is crowned with such an abundance of green foliage that it seems as
if a cloud had settled on it or a mournful pall of the future which gave no promise of spring blossoms, songs of
birds or whispers of lovers. The sad little leaf had indeed fallen in the midst of all the greenness spread underneath
the blue heavens and lay upon the grass where the first dying blade shivered and sighed among its mates!
“Alas! The leaves are fading!” cried a sweet young wife as she closed the window which she had opened a few
moments previously in order that the fresh breath of morn might enter the sleeping-room. She had opened it thus
after the departure of her husband every morning for the last four months arid, filled with delightful intoxication,
she had presented herself to the rays of the sun, sighing in the very excess of her bliss.
Today the chill breath of the wind rudely touched her hand and brow for the first time and caused her to
experience a disagreeable sensation of disappointment, aye, of sorrow. The young wife turned away from the
window with a sense of weariness which she herself scarcely comprehended. She cast her eyes over the room
which was still in disorder and filled with the breath of sleep. The air was heavy and the silence of the apartment
productive of melancholy and gloom.
She stepped to the mirror to begin her toilet and discovered that her eyes were tired-looking, without their
usual luster, her lips were dry and compressed, the pink was gone from her cheeks and her hands were colorless,
cold and strangely weak and limp. She meditated, thinking what kind of a ribbon to put into her hair. Long she
pondered on what gown to wear and her thoughts finally reverted to the subject of what to cook for dinner.
She had reflected thus each day for the past four months, at first in a sort of enchanted spell, later with something akin to impatience and now as if from habit or a sense of duty. On the table still stood the cups out of which
she and her husband had been drinking coffee, before he departed for his office. They had not conversed much
either today or yesterday and had breakfasted with some degree of constraint, for they were intent on the necessity
of eating, which fact had not been before apparent to them because—well, because—they had been in love.
But now for a number of days both had sipped their coffee to the last drop and afterwards carefully wiped their
lips as if feeling the need of some occupation. The husband had arisen, taken his hat, cane and some documents
(the young wife noticed that he always took some sort of papers) and, kissing her on the lips, he departed for his
office, while she had called after him with a bright voice:
“Bring me something in your pocket, Otto! Don’t forget! Perhaps you’ll see some of my favorite apples—
some ‘Míenská’ somewhere and you’ll bring them.” He had answered briefly from the hallway, because he was in
a hurry,
“Why can’t you send Veronica?. (Veronica was the maid.)
“But I want the apples from you, dear Otto,” the young wife had cried after him sadly.
“I have many cares on my mind today,” he had replied.
“What are they?”
“Oh, you don’t understand such things.”
“But you will bring my apple? Do you hear? Don’t forget!” Her last words reached her husband as his hand
touched the knob of the house door and he did not reply to them because he did not wish to cause an unnecessary
noise in the house.
At noon he indeed brought his wife two, three or four of her favorite ‘Míenská’ apples and, laying them on the
table, he asked at once for his dinner that he might again depart as soon as possible.
They both felt ennui stealing on them. Heaven knows why they were tired. They slept soundly without dreams.
Often when alone together they were silent and each was at a loss for a topic for conversation. The young wife
with the instinct born in every woman divined that the touch of her hands no longer aroused a thrill in her
husband’s senses and that he kissed her without any tremors of pleasure, but rather in a hasty, careless, perfunctory manner. And she herself felt exhausted, languishing, discontented and saw no fixed purpose anywhere.
What was the matter? She discovered as she gazed into the mirror that blue was unbecoming to her and,
looking down at her hands, she saw that she had not trimmed her nails for some days. That was the only thing to
which she could devote her attention, as everything in her household was bright, shining and new—every article
was in its appointed place. The perfect order and exactness of it all was enough to drive one mad.
It entered her mind that it might be a good plan to cook lentils today for dinner. She wanted a new fragrance in
her kitchen—an odor to which it heretofore was unaccustomed, as she had not yet cooked lentils during her
married life.
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She continued to look at herself in the glass stupidly and without interest. She had a beautifully molded figure,
but her inspection of self did not impress her pleasurably or otherwise, because her goal was attained—her
purpose achieved. She possessed charming lips and large, clear eyes which she opened wide, as if in constant
wonder. On her left hand shone the golden wedding-ring which proclaimed her a wife and which proved in her
eyes that the object of her life was accomplished. She was married!
Ah, well, at any rate she had no more worries about a husband such as she had at first heard expressed by her
sisters when they had finished school and which she herself had felt when she donned her first long dress and
realized that the most important period of her life had arrived.
What a bore it had been at that time! To be compelled to wear a constant smile, encouraging and yet modest, to
drop the eyes shyly, to bow her head, to meditate on what she should say in order to preserve the proprieties of
what is allowable and what is not; to devote constant attention to every step, to every “Oh!”, Ah!”, “Indeed!”,
“Certainly”, “Perhaps”, “Oh yes!”, “By no means!” and all the expressions for which she could be held to account
before the entire company and by which she proved her good breeding, knowledge, modesty and dignity in
gracing her home in the future. How many times she had repeated, as she walked lightly by her partner’s side
through the dancing-hall which was warm to suffocation,
“What an atmosphere! Does it not appear to you, sir, that the atmosphere is heavy?” Or else at picnics or
outings while the sound of music filled the air and all around were cheerful and gay, she conventionally uttered
her admiration thus:
“How beautiful all this is! I love music, and especially do I love to listen to the notes of a flute!”
And all the time she was studying the words she would be called upon to utter next, in order that they should
be both proper and agreeable. She would bow, extend the fingers of her hand in greeting, sit very severely upright
in her chair and thank in a very cold manner all gentlemen who were of an uncertain or unprofessional
occupation, as her code did not admit those without means to her favored circle.
Ah well! The golden band shines on her finger now, and with it all the past is banished, the present solved and
the future ordained.
“Well, then, lentils it shall be today.”
Lentils are certainly not rare, but they will cause a change in the entire atmosphere of her clean, shiny
household. As soon as he reaches the steps her husband will be met with the fragrance from the kitchen and will
know that she is cooking lentils for his dinner.
At the thought of her husband she felt a tiny wave of trouble in her soul. It seemed to her that she ought to
have something new to say to him, something kind and affable, but she explained this desire as a consequence of
the habit she had been trained in of always making an effort to be pleasant to him. She interpreted it all in her own
charming little head as singular that she should allow herself any critical or censuring reflections which marriage
itself abolishes and excludes. Was not everything in her matrimonial existence just as proper as her whole life and
its well-ordered details had always been?
Her first kiss given and accepted after a formal engagement, her tears at the altar which were in accordance
with strict etiquette, her toilettes, her education which she had received in a convent and which she had concluded
with the reading of a few books of which it was perfectly proper to speak in polite society—all these had certainly
been eminently proper. What more could she wish, what more could her husband demand?
Some day she would become a mother, and then of course all would be changed. She would have enough to
relate to her husband then—the child would laugh and cry and make its first little attempts, and later it would
learn to walk, to pray, then would attend school and, in the vista of the future, she even beheld its marriage. All
these things would occur in the same succession as they had occurred to her ancestors; it had not been different
with her great-grandmother, her grandmother nor even with her mother. Her mother, to be sure, had never felt any
uneasiness regarding her husband and how to interest him. Her father was an honest merchant in linen goods and
her mother helped him make sales in the shop. No time remained for her to have similar reflections, and her
conversations with her husband always appeared important and intensely interesting to both. Their business
brought them a tidy income and assured their daughters a handsome dowry.
Ah! How well she remembered the little shop under the arcade into which the daughters were never allowed to
enter lest there might appear to be a connection between the shop and their sweet little faces which were only
partially hidden by the rich veils. They were not meant to be salesgirls, for they were destined to be young ladies
of the most cultured and most select circles of society.
*
The young wife laid aside the blue ribbon and fastened on a pink one instead. She discovered that it really was
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much more becoming to her, and as a result she felt a corresponding degree of satisfaction. She walked out of the
bedroom, gave her hand to the angular maid to be kissed and passed on through the remaining rooms in which the
best of order prevailed.
There really was nothing to think of! She remembered again that her husband would soon arrive and once
more experienced a disquieting uneasiness. What would they talk about today at dinner? Perhaps he does not like
lentils and will be vexed when Veronica brings the dish on the table. Perhaps, however, he may like them and then
he will be gay. After all, what of it? They must talk of something! Maybe one of the apples will be decayed and
she will show him the worm and cry, “Oh! oh! oh! dear Otto, a worm! Such a big, long worm!” and he of course
will step on it and thus conversation will ensue.
*
Alas! The apple was not wormy and her husband did not indeed like lentils, and during dinner he was somewhat morose, at any rate dull and lazy in thought and act. He cleaned his teeth for a long time with a toothpick
which she herself had fashioned for him by winding strings of small beads around a tapering quill, according to a
pattern she had seen at the convent. She recalled that this morning she had seen the first faded leaf fall from a tree.
“Just think, Otto, the leaves have begun to fall,” she said, gazing at him with her large, clear eyes which hid
nothing from those returning her gaze.
“Well, that’s excellent!” cried her husband.
“Why ‘excellent,’ Otto dear?”
“Because the falling of the leaves ushers in the season when, as before, I shall go among my old friends to
spend the long winter evenings.”
“Where is it you will go ‘among friends’?”
“Oh, down to the inn for a space of two short hours. You have nothing against it, have you, love?”
His young wife reflected whether or not it was proper for her husband to do what he had just proposed. She
reflected that the husband of one of her friends and other men she knew of often went “among friends” to talk
over things of which their wives had never heard in the convents in which they had been brought up. Her mind
was considerably pacified by this reflection, and so she answered, with a smile,
“Why, no, Otto, dear; I have nothing against it! Why, just think, what could we find to talk about together all
those long evenings to come?”
And that day when the first yellow leaf fell from the tree, crowned with so much greenness—for the first time,
but not the last—the young wife sat at home—alone.
26.80 Sova’s Sister\fn{by Maria Pujmanová (1893-1957)} Prague, The Czech Republic (F) 2
Sova was such an ordinary sort of boy—who would have thought that his sister would die all of a sudden? He
didn’t come to school yesterday and we thought he was just trying to get out of the mathematics test. Today, Sova
went up to the desk with a black mourning band on his sleeve and in a low voice explained to the class teacher
why he had been absent and what had happened at home.
The teacher nodded silently. All right, everybody knows what teachers are like, but still, it’s a wonder that he
did not show more surprise when he heard the news. He called on pupils as though nothing had happened which
was very inconsiderate to Sova, after all.
His sister was already grown up, about eighteen years old, and she had had a heart ailment. Sova knew all
about it and whatever he said or did had a special importance for us. Orlik had a new respect for Sova and felt shy
with him. Only the day before yesterday, he had tussled with him at their desks and called him names, just as he
would have done with any other boy. How was he to know that his sister was going to die? Had she been afraid?
Was Sova there when she died or did they send him out of the room? What is it like when someone dies?
Orlik would not have asked Sova for anything in the world. From time to time, he shot him a sidelong glance.
Sova looked as he always did with his blunt nose which was somehow unsuitable for somebody whose sister has
just died. He did not cry; he bore himself with the quiet superiority of a celebrity, and acted as though he expected
us to say something. Shouldn’t Orlik express his condolences? It was the proper thing to do. But among the boys
it would seem somehow embarrassing and affected. On the other hand, it would be very rude of Orlik if he didn’t
say anything.
He made up his mind at the last minute when they were leaving school. He went up to Sova and, without
looking at him, he muttered hurriedly:
“Sova, I’m sorry about your sister …”
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With poise, Sova took his hand—Orlik, in his distress, had forgotten to shake hands—and pressed it. He
thanked Orlik and asked him if he didn’t want to go to see his sister in her coffin.
“Now?” murmured Orlik in confusion. He had never seen a dead person.
“You’d better,” replied Sova. “They’ll take her away in the afternoon. Palecek and Lev are coming too.”
“Where shall we leave our schoolbags?” stammered Orlik. He would not mention this at home for anything; he
felt, without knowing clearly why, that his parents would object.
“Leave them in our store,” Sova said and went to get the other boys.
They filed through the passage next to Sova’s general store, past several barrels, and mounted the worn and
winding stairs. They emerged on to a glass-enclosed balcony where a pot of cut myrtle stood on a chest. It seemed
as though this was just the kind of glassed-in balcony there should be where someone’s sister has died. They went
into a tidy kitchen.
Sova’s mother was saying goodbye in a hushed voice to three ladies in mousy brown sweaters. They were the
kind of women Orlik often teased on his way to school, when they were opening the shops. What if they throw us
out? Like at the cinema. Like everywhere. Orlik could not shake off the feeling that he was doing something he
shouldn’t do. He felt embarrassed without knowing quite why, for himself and for Sova.
But the ladies looked as though they were glad the boys had come and they did not make any move to leave.
Sova’s mother was tiny and she wore black ear-rings.
“Why, you dear lads, so you’ve come to say good-bye to my Anezka too?”
She started to cry.
The boys took off their caps and shook hands awkwardly. The mother opened the door. A heavy silence
emerged from the other room.
She lay like a bride in the narrow coffin with a cross in her folded hands. Flowers were strewn around her and
there was a veil over her head which seemed to elevate her above the painted chairs of everyday life. Her face was
also concealed by the veil. Nothing but her hands could be seen, wondrously sensitive hands with the bones
shining through translucently. Orlik could not pull his eyes away from those yellowing hands, so much more
lifeless than the ivory cross they held. But they still were clearly human hands.
What would happen if he were accidentally to knock over one of those ugly chairs and everything were to
collapse? If she fell, she might kill herself, he thought inanely. What if I should stay with her alone and a miracle
should happen and she should rise up in her coffin … how they’d all thank me. No, I wouldn’t want her to, not for
anything in the world … The boys remained in the doorway, but the women had returned and they pushed them
into the next room, into the awful fragrance of the lilies.
“Would you like to see her?” asked Sova’s mother softly. She seemed to have taken a liking to Orlik. That
often happened to him with strangers. Without waiting for an answer, she went over and with the gently cautious
movement of a mother drawing back the curtains above a sleeping infant …
“Don’t do it!” Orlik wanted to cry out.
But it was too late.
The woman lifted the veil with the poor, work-worn fingertips of her living mother’s hand and drew it back.
And Orlik saw what he had never seen before.
For the first time in his life he looked onto the face of a dead person and he was astonished at its beauty. How
young she was, how solitary! How contemptuous she was of the rest of us. She already knew all there was to
know.
This was no longer Anezka, the grocer’s girl, who weighed barley into paper bags; this was the Dead Young
Maiden. Everything superfluous had drained away from this pure face which was absorbed into itself beneath the
arching eyelids. All was gone which recalled our petty daily motions, the fact that we blush, that we grieve, that
we yearn for something, that we quarrel. Those lips, half-parted just as they had drawn their last breath, will kiss
no more; they will drink no more and they will not speak to us.
Orlik was not afraid. He did not even feel pity—only the awesome magic spell of that unapproachable girl’s
head just a step away from him. The mother, her handkerchief at her mouth, gazed enraptured at her daughter, her
eyes swimming with tears.
“Poor darling, just like in real life!” hiccoughed one of the neighbors.
Orlik looked sternly at the woman. Why was this girl being pitied? She was … sublime. What was there to
sniffle about? It was out of place here.
“You’ve dressed her so beautifully, the dear departed,” whispered the second feelingly while the mother
uttered hungry, gulping sobs.
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“Don’t cry, don’t cry,” the third comforted her. “What’s the use? It is all over for her now. Who knows what
would have been in store for her here?”
Orlik thought this consolation unspeakably brutal; and she had died, wrapped in herself, turning away her eyes,
smiling out of the corner of her mouth—my God, how disdainful she was of us! Orlik signaled to the boys and
they hurriedly said goodbye.
“Wait,” said Sova.
He went to the table in front of an open window, lifted the candlestick with its teardrops of melted wax, and
took some of the death notices which remained.
Conscientiously he distributed them among the boys. They clutched them and didn’t know what to do.
On the stairs they met two half-grown girls who bore themselves with stiff self-consciousness. They carried a
gaudy bouquet whose colors made one’s eyes ache.
“They’re going to be my sister’s pallbearers,” Sova explained. “Anca will wear white and Jozka black.”
“It’s horrible,” thought Orlik. “It’s horrible—why, they’re enjoying it. They feel a terrible grief, I know, but
they’re enjoying every bit of it.”
Sova went back with Anca’s friends and the boys relaxed.
“There have been cases of people that seemed to be dead,” stated Lev, “and then they came to in the grave …”
“That’s ridiculous,” Orlik interrupted disgustedly.
“Honest, Orly,” put in Kockodan. “My uncle knows this coroner—”
“Stop that, do you hear me?”
“Why?” wondered the boys.
“Didn’t it seem to you too that her eyes weren’t completely closed?” whispered Palecek. Orlik turned on him
sharply.
“Shut up!”
“What are you so mad about?”
“We shouldn’t have gone there at all.”
“You went in first!”
“That was my mistake,” said Orlik pensively.
In mystery stories, he kept encountering dead bodies all the time and it had never bothered him. On the contrary, the more the merrier. But that first really dead person … What did she know under those arching eyelids? Is
there life after death? Was it possible that such beauty could have passed away? And during that period, while
Orlik was crossing those icy distances and pondering the questions of life and death, his teachers didn’t know
what to do with him. He kept getting into mischief all the time.
1920
51.147 Vertigo\fn{by Egon Hostovsky (1908-1973)} Hronov, Hradec Kralove Region, The Czech Republic (M) 6
All of us, my dear friend, are suffering so acutely from vertigo that you could tell it at once by our eyes, which
have seen so many things that had hitherto seemed secure, crumble so quickly to dust. I was looking for Mr. Albe
in the café yesterday.
“Mr. Albe?” pondered the waiter.
“He wears glasses; he is bald …”
“The one who always orders chocolate?”
“He wears a blue suit.”
“I know whom you mean; he drinks mineral water with his coffee. Or wait a minute, it must be the one who
drinks no brandy but Raphael.”
Believe me, the waiter was not jesting; he really knows the guests by what they eat or wear. Why do I feel
uneasy? Because I don’t know how I can recognize people, and how they can recognize me. I just don’t know; I
just don’t know.
“You are Müller, of course,” said an eccentrically dressed young man, with a waxed moustache under an
enormously large nose, who accosted me in the street.
“I’m not Müller.”
“Stop kidding, man, of course you are Müller! My name is Colt, I want to work with you. Forty percent for me
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and sixty for you. Shall we shake on it?”
“Sorry, I’m not Müller!”
“Then seventy for you—all right? … Then who are you? It’s as plain as the nose on your face that you’re not a
native here. Keep your incognito and take a chance on me. Surely you must have heard of me? Colt—diamonds.
Gentleman of the first water. Listen here, Müller, I have a grand new system, sure to make eighty per cent profit
…”
He was one hundred per cent thief. It was a long while before he was convinced that I was not Müller. That
didn’t worry him; it was enough that I am an emigré. His offer was some crooked deal with stolen or smuggled
diamonds. I confessed regretfully that I had never been guilty of any kind of fraud, and he said I was a mug. That
we did not speak the same language. That he had been in prison here for three months, and that many emigrés
were in jail. Not that they had even stolen anything; but no one treats emigrés better than thieves. What, they do
treat them better? Everything in this world is one hundred per cent ramp.\fn{ Everything is 100% a confidence game; a
swindle (British slang)} Useless to tell him that I earn my living in a respectable way, he knows I am an emigré, and
emigrés are not allowed to earn a sensible living. Suppose I give him my address?—He will come to see me, and
learn how his proposition has struck me.
How can we recognize the people we seek? By what they eat and drink? How distinguish a thief from an
honest man when everything in this world is a ramp. No, everything is not a ramp. Mr. Thief, if only for the
reason that you have held my arm for the past ten minutes and have stolen nothing from me! Mr. Albe, my good
waiter, is an exceedingly good man; you would know that at once if you looked into his eyes. You may be up
against it some day, waiter, and then you won’t know to whom you can turn, if you cannot tell people by their
faces.
*
I repeat, my dear friend, we all suffer from vertigo. So swift is time in its phantasmal flight that your senses
reel; one rushes off somewhere, one collapses somewhere, and still one remains in the same place; one’s hopes fly
away and return with the coming of the birds; we grow old, we become gray, but we go on defying death and the
devil. To them we refuse to yield. They circle and circle around us, they plague us with nightmares, but we do not
give in to them.
“We shall wake up when it comes to the worst,” we whisper in a faint, small voice through the nightmare.
Sometimes those two, the devil and death, all but hold us by the collar.
“You poor fool,” they grin, “from what do you expect to wake? You’re not asleep, you are awake. This is no
dream, this is the truth! All this is reality!”
No, no, we are not yet in their clutches, and please God we shan’t be. You say we are not dreaming. Perhaps
not; I don’t know.
Now it’s your turn, poets and bards; give ear to the tale of Jeronimo, the fiery Spaniard.
It was just before the end of their civil war.\fn{ This Spanish civil war lasted from 1936-1939.} He was taken prisoner.
For three days they let him starve in some sort of a hole, some deep cellar. He carried a small bag of gold slung
round his neck. I forget how he had come by the gold.
“Why suffer?” asked the grisly one, tenderly, “come, let’s be betrothed!”
He let himself be persuaded, although she was ugly, and her breath freezing. He began lustily, to shout awful
obscenities, and to kick in the door. He was ready to hurl himself at the first guard who entered the dungeon, and
to bite off his nose, so that he might be shot on the spot. And he kicked and banged upon the door, he turned the
knob—and behold, a miracle!—the door opened. Either it had not been closed, or it had been insecurely locked.
He tottered out, stumbled up the stairs, and suddenly ran into a soldier who was armed to the teeth. He was about
to grab the soldier by the throat and bite off his nose, but before he could raise his hands, the soldier asked, in a
matter of fact way:
“Have you got the bowl already?”
“I haven’t it,” whispered Jeronimo, in astonishment.
“Then go quickly!”
Jeronimo will never know for whom the soldier mistook him, nor of what bowl he spoke. Perhaps the soldier
was drunk, perhaps he was walking and talking in his sleep. It was night, Jeronimo walked out of the cellar and
out of the prison and disappeared in the darkness.
With the gold he had with him he bought people. They helped him to get to the frontier. In France he was
imprisoned again. Then … Is all this true? Or is it a lie? …
My pale-faced countryman goes about like a somnambulist, whispering something unintelligible.
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“What are you muttering about?”
He lifts his head and looks at me, stupidly, as if he were seeing me for the first time. He swallows, and then he
says:
“I must go to France!”
“We must all of us go there; have patience!”
“But I want to get to the front right away!”
“Why?”
“Because … I saw them die …”
“Saw whom die?”
“Our people … Those five … Back home … I alone escaped!”
This is the incident of the six who were staying at a certain Italian nobleman’s castle near Prague. A true incident? How can I tell?
A kind-hearted stranger took pity upon the six; they were five men and one woman, and their names were on
the German’s black list. While the usurpers were marching upon Prague a small car brought the six, one by one, to
the castle. The Italian saved them from torture. They stayed with him for four months and six days (exiles in their
own country); they huddled together in the library, and were only allowed to go into the garden at night. From the
adjoining rooms they could hear voices, music, the ring of glasses, and laughter, but that had nothing to do with
them. They were underlings.
The pale-faced youth wanted to run away; he begged the others to let him go; he declared that he could get to
Poland. They would not let him go, since his capture might reveal their hiding-place. They were allowed to play
cards, to eat and drink, to talk in whispers—they had permission to exist. One night the pale-faced youth
succeeded in climbing over the fence, but they pulled him back, beat him, and imprisoned him in the empty attic.
One of them, a red-bearded man, had brought a yellow box to the castle with him; he guarded it constantly, and
kept it hidden. No one had the slightest inkling of what was in the box, until the evening when the Italian, pale as
death, burst into the library and blurted out:
“They’re here; you must give yourselves up!”
Thereupon the red-bearded man is said to have pounded upon the table until the windows rattled, while the
others began to laugh boisterously and to sing some rollicking song. The Italian ran away from them, weeping; the
pale-faced youth clasped his hands, knelt, and pleaded:
“Let me go, please let me go! I can crawl through the drain under the garden wall!”
“You can go to hell now, you coward!”
He was still able to see the red-bearded man open the box with hammer and pincers. The box held weapons.
They pounced upon the weapons as upon some prey; they were laughing no longer, only smiling, they were no
longer singing, no longer talking, they only fondled the weapons. It was night when they ran out into the garden,
but here was a full moon.
And it started immediately. The Germans opened fire from three sides. The fourth side, that side of the garden
under which the drain ran, was unguarded; so the pale-faced youth was able to escape. He got into Poland, and
after a time, to us. But before he ran away he saw the red-bearded man fall. He fell slowly, holding himself erect,
facing forward, and firing twice as he fell. He saw the woman fall, too; she was barely twenty-three, and very
beautiful, just like a story-book princess. The Italian was said to be in love with her (give ear, ye bards and
poets!). The pale-faced boy saw a strand of her golden hair blend in tender union with a stream of living crimson
on her brow. Shot in the forehead, she fell upon her knees and thus remained, as if in prayer.
Hearken, all ye scribes and all ye bards, hearken well to the outlaws, and then inscribe, on some eternal memorial, how our people died at home, and how, of six who saw death in a castle garden, somewhere near Prague,
only one was afraid to die.
Vertigo is the disease in which we are writing; vertigo, from the dizzying whirl of too many deeds compressed
within to short a time; vertigo from the necromantic procession of facts and impressions.
*
Sometimes, at close of day, when I sit before my fire in the deepening dusk and listen to the lamentations of
the widows, the orphans, the hungry, the lost and the wandering—familiar cries, which are akin to the wailing
lament of a lost soul—the door seems to open noiselessly, and friends and kinsfolk from my home tiptoe in to see
me. They seat themselves round about me on the chairs, on the edge of the bed, and even on the floor; they bow
their heads and are silent. They have come from prisons, from confiscated homes, from plundered estates, from
burned synagogues. When I fled from my native land I was no table to clasp their hands in farewell. What shall I
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say to them now? What shall I say? Why are they all silent? Are they reproaching me?
We sit in the dark. Outdoors the elements are ranging. Terrifying stories flood the world; somewhere the bells
are ringing an alarm; the laws in all the statute-books are topsy-turvy; nobody understands them; woe unto all
men! A great storm is gathering, the most terrible storm that has ever come to pass, a storm such as is only visited
upon a sinful land when the people thereof have burned and crucified the saints. My friends and relatives, my
dearest ones, the hungry, the half frozen, the sick, the tortured, the demented, now lift their heads as in question
and raise their eyes from the floor. The wind has ceased its wailing lament; it is I who am weeping now. What
shall I say to them? What shall I say to my dearest ones?
When our frontier vanished\fn{The large mountainous area of Czechoslovakia bordering Germany and Austria—containing a
majority of German-Speaking Czechs, and known as the Sudetenland—was occupied by the German army on October 1-2, 1938. On
March 15, 1939, Hitler dissolved the remainder of the country entirely } they celebrated a shabby peace in this little country.

When droves of humanity came flocking from our sunny hills into the weeping valleys they were dancing here
and singing; our lamentations were shouted down by drunkards; there was no one to whom we could appeal, our
desolate hearts found no confessor. And now this small country is hard hit; fear has beset it; the good fortune they
sought to build upon our misfortune is passing away. The stuffed shirts are still sitting at laden tables, but the food
sticks in their throats; the false prophets cry out in their sleep, the traitors seek alibis; who has given warning of
the impending storm? Ah, those dissensions! Do you hear them, my dearest ones? They say the Ministers are to
blame. The nations which did not defend themselves are to blame. Russia is to blame. They say England is to
blame, the priests are to blame. Unfaithful wives, who broke the commandments, are to blame. Who is to blame?
Who is guilty?
My dearest ones, why are you rising to your feet? Must you go? I know, you living dead, you are going forth to
a battle in which poverty is your only weapon. You go without fear, without ignominy; I know, I know everything.
See, I am no longer weeping, I am smiling now, for he who is your leader has never yet lost a battle.
*
Decay has hardly touched the fallen autumn leaves, and behold the spring is here again, with its blue sky. Now
green whistles can be made of willow bark, and the primroses are in bloom. The silver snows of the worst winter
known have at last melted away; forgotten is the silver in our hair, and spent, too, is the silver saved up for a final
tip.
“You resemble my grandson, sir,” says the old man who has been pushed into the doctor’s waiting-room in a
wheeled chair. “I am a Pole, sir; my grandson fell on the very first day of the war. My son died some time ago; I
am the only man left of our whole family. I’m eighty-five; that’s a good many years. I didn’t want to leave my
country, sir, but the women gave me no peace. There are too many women around me all the time. I find them a
trial; they won’t let me drink vodka; I mustn’t eat this, I mustn’t eat that; besides, they’re always keeping things
away from me. But now, sir, I’m glad I came away. I could never have survived what has happened back home,
and I don’t want to die yet; I still go on waiting, for it isn’t possible that I left home never to see it again.
Whatever should I say to Stanislaus then? That was my grandson’s name. Do you think there’s no reason for my
outliving him? No, sir, there’s a reason for everything in this world; nothing happens by chance. I want to wait a
little longer, perhaps a year or two, perhaps five. Since the good Lord has seen fit to visit me with so many
afflictions, it is surely because I am to remember this and that, because I am to brood upon it, so that I may be
able to say to Stanislaus: ‘You had to go before your grandfather, my darling, so that you might not see the things
that left the rest of us drained of tears. You see, my boy, I did not die of grief only because it has been decreed that
I should live to see, like Job …’\fn{Job saw the destruction of all he held dear prior to his own bodily suffering .} Well, sir, here
they come to carry me to the doctor. This is my niece, sir, and this my daughter-in-law, both no longer chickens.
Well, good-by. No, indeed, I’m going to wait a bit longer, I don’t want to die yet! Good-by!”
*
His name is unknown to me. He did tell it to me, but I think he did not give me his right name. He comes from
Vienna, and by the merest chance he left his country a few days before the occupation of Austria. I suspect that he
is a poet, although he denied it. He has been ill for a long while here, and he was practically starving; and
moreover, the police were always harassing him until recently. I think he has even been arrested. He volunteered
for the Foreign Legion, but was turned down. I have shared my money with him, the money which you have sent
me. He is getting along better now; he no longer goes about in rags, and even shaves occasionally.
We go walking along a country road not far from the city. Myriads of brooks are trickling all around us; the
sky is one vast smile; our hearts are enamored of its heavenly azure. He walks with a stick, and had a habit of
gazing far into the distance when he is telling one anything.
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“I cannot understand how people can be so irresponsible. Have you met a single person who has been anxious
and terrified, even for a moment, at the thought that he himself, he alone, is the accomplice of the catastrophe that
has befallen the world?”
“I could not have met such a person, because I meet no dictators or other rulers of the world.”
He stopped, thrusting his stick into the ground with a quick, angry jerk, but did not take his eyes off the
horizon.
“You don’t really think that dictators, ministers, and generals rule the world?”
“Why then?”
He pulled his stick out of the ground and strode on. Quietly, but seriously, he answered: “Perhaps you or I.”
Now it is I who stopped abruptly. Poor fellow! Why hadn’t I noticed it before? I ought to see about getting him
home as quickly as possible. Obviously one would have to be very careful in talking to him. When could this have
begun?
“That’s really a very interesting idea of yours.”
“Don’t think I’m joking!”
“God forbid! Then you believe that you or I may be to blame for all that has befallen the world? Hmm!
Wouldn’t you like to elucidate that a little farther?”
“That is very difficult to explain to anyone who believes that he lives for and by himself alone. I have never
believed that; ever since I was a child I have felt … Listen … No, I don’t care to talk about this; there’s no sense
in doing so. I should only seem very ridiculous to you.”
“Go ahead, and tell me about it. Nothing seems ridiculous or impossible to me any more. You evidently think
—if I understand you correctly—that you are somehow to blame for the collapse of Europe.”
“To tell you the truth … yes! Look at it this way: I am guilty too, and it may be that my guilt is the last link in
a chain of casual events. At the same time, my whole personal history does not coincide with politics in the least.
Now, consider this; you must be familiar enough with the myths of the religious fanatics, according to whom
there are upon this earth, a very small number of apparently ordinary people for whom alone the world exists, and
upon whose shoulders the whole arch of heaven is supported. If a single one of these chosen people should
stumble in his allotted path, the results would be terrible. I don’t in the least believe that it is possible to discover
the tracks of these chosen ones in the events of which we read through which we are living. I am firmly convinced
that the real causes of the appalling complex of events are concealed from us; that Napoleon and his wars need
never have been, had it not been for some—well, let us say—some unknown barmaid in a tavern somewhere, and
for some incident in her life, some incident even less known to the world that she herself. Do you understand?”
“Not a bit. About what barmaid are you talking?”
“It might not have been a barmaid; it might have been a chimney-sweep, or a miller; how do I know? Do you
think that He who makes the world revolve and directs the fate of humanity cares about emperors and generals?
Nonsense! He is more likely to be concerned about a country schoolteacher, the hunchbacked child of drunken
parents, or some crazy poet. Believe me, the world still revolves upon its axis for the chosen unknown, and it is
because of their sins that States are shattered and cities burned, and it will only be because of their repentance that
in due time there will be peace upon earth once more to men of good will.”
“Then you … If you’ll forgive me … then you think of yourself as .. you think you are one of the chosen
ones?”
“Yes. You need not be afraid of me (and a sad smile flitted over his face). I’m otherwise perfectly harmless.
My life had been a very happy one; whatever I have touched has prospered. I was dependent upon good fortune; I
depended on luck as every soiled darling depends upon the indulgence of his benefactors. I was forgiven much;
far more than others, for my many little knaveries, lies, and deceptions were hard to prove. But I also committed a
crime, and that likewise was hard to prove. Even while I was contemplating this crime I knew that I should be
punished. I had been warned, I had been admonished; every time I opened a newspaper or a book the first words
that met my eyes cautioned me. But I did it in spite of everything.
“I wanted to get rid of my wife and marry a younger and prettier woman. Weeks and months went by, and still
my wife and I were living together, living together like a murderer and his chosen victim. Surely every time she
looked into my eyes she must have seen that I wanted to kill her! Nevertheless, I managed to keep on friendly
terms with her; I smiled at her now and then, I seemed to be anxious and attentive when she was ill. It would have
been better if I had killed her and had atoned for the crime in jail. But I was too great a coward; besides, I knew
that the world would come to an end if I touched even a hair of her head. I did not ask her to divorce me; I only
hinted, half in jest and wholly in earnest, that she was standing in the way of my happiness.
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“She was such a small, shy, good woman; she never lied, she was always pottering about in the kitchen, or
straightening out the linen cupboard. Although we had a servant, she washed up the dishes, mended my socks, and
never wanted to go to the theater; for, as she said, we are not out to squander our money. She used to help me on
with my coat, poor thing; she did all that she could to hold me. As a girl she had had many admirers, and I had
striven hard to win her for myself—why had I wronged her so? How did it happen?
“One day I came home drunk. I tripped over the rug in the hall; I switched on the light and looked into the
mirror—my hat was on askew, my mouth twisted. How well I remember it; the white door of the bathroom was
half open; the water from the shower was dripping into the bath. I went into our room; on the right was a
bookcase, on the left a sofa, made up as a bed. My wife was sitting on the sofa, fully dressed; she was waiting for
me. ‘I’ll tell her now,’ flashed through my brain. She understood and quietly said:
“‘Tell me!’
“‘See here, you must go away; I simply can’t stand you. We can’t go on like this …’
“She rose and walked out of the room, like a mechanical doll. Her cheeks were bloodless, her mouth wide
open, but she did not cry until she got into the bathroom. She forgot to close the door. I could hear her sobbing; I
heard her strike her head against the wall. Something within me cried out, desperately:
“‘There is still time. Hurry after her, crush her in your arms, beg her forgiveness! There’s still time!’
“But I didn’t stir. She went away that night, and I have never seen her again; I have never known where or how
she is living. I didn’t ask the lawyer who arranged the divorce. She refused to accept alimony.
“I was very unhappy in my second marriage; my new wife deceived me from the very beginning. I said to
myself: This is your punishment. But I had a premonition that something worse was coming, that the world would
be shaken to its depths for what I had done.
“Just think, man! Three years alter, chance brought me to this country, where I didn’t know a soul. I came here
to see a sick friend about something; his relatives here persuaded me to stay with them in their country house
while I was here. They themselves lived on the ground floor; I was to have the first floor. Splendid!
“And now just listen to this! They gave me a key. I went upstairs, opened the door, tripped over the rug, and
looked about me. Overcome with horror, my feet gave way under me, for I was standing in my former home, in
the same rooms from which I had driven my wife. A round mirror, just like the one we had at home, hung in the
hall. My eyes stared back at me from the mirror; I could see that my hat was askew, and my mouth twisted, just as
then. I turned around—the white door of the bathroom was half open, and water from the shower was dripping
into the bath. Still carrying my bag, I staggered across the threshold into the room; yes, a bookcase on the right, a
sofa on the left, but no one was sitting on the sofa. I let my bag fall to the floor with a thud; I staggered on; I sat
down on the bed; and at that moment the invisible radio announcer was shouting from somewhere:
ALL TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS DOWN! GERMAN SOLDIERS ARE ENTERING VIENNA!
“My first thought was: ‘I cannot go home!’
“I got up; I was gasping, and pale as death, and I went, as she had gone, into the bathroom, not closing the door
behind me. There I beat my head against the wall and wailed; but no one heard me, no one came to help me. I
called my wife’s name again and again, but in vain, a thousand times in vain. The world is collapsing, the world is
tottering, and I know that I am a fellow accomplice.”
*
The rain beating across the windows again. Here I sit, writing to you, my friend. This may be my last letter to
you, or the last but one. I think I shall soon be leaving this country; and for that matter, you will soon be leaving
your native land. Shall we still be able to write to each other? Shall we ever see each other again?
I looked out of the window a little while ago and watched the passers-by. I found them ugly. I did not like their
ears. The ear is really a very ugly appendage, don’t you think so? It seems to me, sometimes, that people are
actually uglier than rats. No doubt this is became of the vertigo in which we are writing, and because it is so long
since I have kissed anyone, so long since anyone has embraced me. The distance between my dearest ones and
myself is continually increasing. There are so many words in the vocabulary of love and beauty that we have
never yet used in speaking to one another.
Shall we not forget these words before we meet again, before this vertigo passes? We must not forget them; we
dare not … for these are the words that alone can redeem the world.
51.153 Excerpt from The Death Of Mr. Baltisberger: “Romance”\fn{by Bohumil Hrabal (1914-1992)} Brno-Zidenice,
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Jihomoravsky Region, The Czech Republic (M) 7
… Gaston Kosilka had been standing for some time in front of the grocery store. When he looked into the
show window at his face again, all he saw was a confirmation of what he had long known: that he did not like the
way he looked, that he was an altogether uninteresting young man, the kind who was even more depressed when
he came out of the movies than when he went in. Studying his face in the glass, he was certain that, with a build
like his, he could never be what he dreamed of being. Fanfan the Tulip.\fn{The title of a 1952 film staring a swashbuckling hero of the same name, the French actor Gérard Philippe (1922-1959) in the title role:H }
And just as he began torturing himself again over his reflection in the door, a gypsy girl opened it from the
inside and came out onto the street carrying half a loaf of bread. Gaston was surprised by what the girl was
wearing: two aprons—one in front and one in back—held together by safety pins. As she stood on the curb
looking both ways before crossing, Gaston could not tell her back from her flat-chested front. He wiped the sweat
from his brow and said,
“Well, what do you know about that!”
The gypsy girl turned around, her painted lips and the whites of her eyes shone out at him in the night, and she
was about to say something when her voice failed her. Then she carried the hemisphere of the half-loaf of bread
beside that black hair of hers and the white crust sketched her path in the darkness. She stopped in front of a
lighted clothes store window, stuck out her hips, and looked over at Gaston out of the comer of her eye. Gaston
plucked up his courage and crossed the street too.
“How about a smoke?” she said. She made an upright V with her middle and index fingers. Gaston placed a
cigarette between her fingers and, lighting it for her, he said debonairly,
“Your hair is so fragrant.”
“Your hands are so shaky.”
“I work hard,” he said, blinking.
“What do you do?”
“Plumber’s assistant,” he said, blushing.
“Oh, a real man, Say, how much is that sweater over there?” she asked in a deep alto.
“Which one? That one?”
“No, the pink one.”
“Forty-five crowns.”
“Okay, I’ll tell you what, You buy me the sweater, I take the bread back to my sister, and we’ll go have a good
time. You’ll see,” she promised, and when she took a drag her cheeks collapsed and her eyes shone.
“What will I see?” he asked, a little frightened.
“You’ll see. First buy me the sweater, and then you’ll see, I swear to high heaven I’ll be good to you,” she said,
raising her two fingers holding the cigarette in an oath.
“For that measly little sweater?”
“For that measly little sweater.”
“But they’re closed.”
“That doesn’t matter. Just hand over the jack, and I’ll buy the sweater tomorrow.”
“The jack?”
“Right, the jack,” she said, spitting away the cigarette butt and rubbing her thumb against her index and middle
finger.
“Oh! The jack!” said Gaston, finally catching on. “Cross my heart, I’ll give it to you.”
“The Virgin Mary will haunt you every night if you don’t. I swear she will!” she threatened, and her face was
grave yet absolutely unlined, and she looked him deep in the eyes with eyes like Lollobrigida’s\fn{ Gina Lollobrigida
(1927- ), Italian film star.} that seemed to fill up half her face. Then all of a sudden, as if she had just made a great
discovery, she announced,
“This is the way your eyes look,” and made the letter O out of her thumb and index finger.
“Well, yours look like two wells.”
“Like two wells,” she said, completely unfazed. “When gypsy girls are young, everything about them is
beautiful. And I am young,” She made another upright V with her fingers.
Gaston tenderly placed a cigarette between them. Then he lit one up for himself too. He glanced over at the
glass of the display window, pulled himself up a little, and took a brave look at the passing crowd. People were
turning to look at him. Suddenly he wished that all his friends and relatives would just happen to walk down the
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street and see him standing up close to the pretty gypsy, gazing into her eyes and smoking. Now they were
walking together. And even if her shoes were all raggedy, she took tiny little steps just like a lady.
“Great,” he said, and gave a little skip.
“What’s great?”
“Everything,” he said, and squeezed her arm: a neighbor was coming down the street on her way home from
shopping.
“Good evening, Mrs. Funderova,” said Gaston politely, just to make sure she had noticed him. Mrs. Funderova
put down her package, looked him up and down and, seeing he was holding the girl by the arm, could hold back
no longer.
“Oh, your poor, poor mother.”
The gypsy turned down a small street that led to the river. She was exhaling in deep sighs. The street was quiet
and run down, the kind of street where anything might turn up, where anything might happen. A tall gas lamp
stood in front of a dilapidated building resembling a Tyrolean farmhouse. A flight of wooden stairs led up to the
second floor. One section of the rotten banister had fallen off and was hanging down like a ladder.
The floury-white crust of the bread shone in the dark, and when the gypsy tore off a hunk and began chewing it, it
gleamed like the whites of her Arabian eyes.
“I walked down this street one day. It felt so strange,” he confided to her. “It was pouring rain, and right here,
in the light of this gas lamp, there were three gypsy brats singing and dancing, the water just streaming off them.
They just kept on singing their gragra gloglo and weaving in and out of their dance. It was raining cats and dogs,
and all of a sudden those kids made me feel good inside.”
“Those were my sister’s kids,” she said, putting her foot on the first step. “Want to come up with me?”
“Sure, but what about your sister?”
“Oh, she’s gone hops-picking with the kids.”
“Then who’s the bread for?”
“My brother, but he’s at work.” She ran up the stairs and turned around at the top to give Gaston directions.
“Look out, there’s a board missing there. That’s right. No, don’t step on that one.”
Gaston grabbed for the banister but it crashed to the ground. When he had finally made his way up to the top
he could see the stars through a hole in the roof. The gypsy was in good spirits, and as she frisked around he heard
a crumbling under the wooden floor and the thud of something falling into the courtyard. She took him by the
hand and kicked open a door that gave out a long groan. Then they went through a dark hallway, and when she
opened another door and stepped into the room, Gaston’s mouth dropped open in amazement.
“Well, what do you know about that!”
One of the two windows was lit by the gas lamp, which grew out of the sidewalk to shine in onto the floor of
the large, empty room. Its light bounced off a mirror lying on the window sill, casting on the ceiling a silver
rectangle that rained down a fine, gentle, misty kind of light, a light that brought into play all the tiny crystals in
the Venetian chandelier, which hung glittering from the ceiling, glittering like a jewelry store. The ceiling arched
into a vault like a white, four-pronged umbrella.
“That chandelier—where did you … uh …”
“What? The chandelier? Oh, you mean where did we swipe it from?” she asked, giving an imitation of a thief
about to pounce on something.
“Well … yes … where did you swipe it from?”
“May all my children drop dead on the spot,” she replied angrily, putting the bread on the other window sill,
“if we didn’t buy it at a junk shop. My sister, she could have bought a kitchen, but she wanted the chandelier,” and
so saying, she ran across the room, flitting past a large floor-to-ceiling mirror.
Gaston turned to follow her and caught a second glimpse of the Venetian chandelier, this time reflected in the
mirror, but still radiating light like a candlelit Christmas tree.
“We’re no run-of-the-mill gypsies, you know,” she said, getting into first ballet position. “Our grandfather was
a gypsy baron! He wore a jacket and carried a bamboo cane, and one of my sisters would open doors for him and
another one would keep his shoes polished. So there!” But just as she stuck her nose in the air she began to cough.
“Okay, okay, but why do you have such a bad cold?”
“Gypsies always have colds. Once we went to the theater to see Carmen. Carmen was a gypsy, and she sang
like she had a cold.”
“Where do you work?”
“Me? Where I sleep. In the brick factory. I cook and keep the place clean.” With a sigh she picked up a
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newspaper and went over to the window to read by the light of the gas lamp.
Gaston felt his face in the mirror. The Venetian chandelier grew out of his head; it sprayed out arches of glass
diamonds like a gushing fountain. He could also see the gypsy girl in the mirror. She was sitting on the window
sill reading her white newspaper. And when he thought about what his friends would think if they could see him
here, when he pictured them going berserk and turning green with envy, he started whirling giddily around the
room and let out a yelp of joy.
“Hey, you! Czech!” called the gypsy girl, jumping down from the window sill. “How about the forty crowns?
You won’t regret it. Gypsy girls are nice and clean.” As proof she lifted the two pinned-together aprons and
pointed to her shiny white panties in the mirror.
“Forty crowns, all right?” she said, pressing up against him. He put his arms around her the way he had seen it
done in the movies, but after caressing her protruding shoulder blades, he caught himself and said,
“No, sir, thirty-five crowns or nothing.”
“All right then, thirty-five. But right away.”
“No, not until afterward. Not until I see, as you put it.”
“I know your kind, You’re all the same. First you promise the world, then you kick a girl when she’s down.”
“Not me!” said Gaston, pulling himself up. “Listen, when I promise something, I do it.”
“All right, okay. Just let me see the jack. You don’t know how much I want that sweater.” She took the hand he
had held out to her and put it on her chest, “Just think how pretty it’d make me.” She put both arms around him,
clasping her hands together at the back of his neck. He reached for his wallet and picked out a bill, hoping against
hope it would not be a hundred. It was a fifty.
“Man, are you loaded!” she cried, and stood up on her tip-toes and touched her forehead to his. Then, turning
until the corners of their eyes were touching, she slowly moved her head back and forth. Their eyes seemed to be
pressing together. Then she blinked her eyelashes into his and said,
“Well, let’s get a move on. Or how about here?”
“No,” he said, swallowing hard and removing a long black strand of hair from between his lips. “No. Mama’s
away, so we can go up to our place. We’ll put on some coffee and some jazz, and …”
The gypsy girl finished his sentence with a series of bitter-almond kisses, and Gaston looked into the mirror
with one eye, and the mirror was a movie screen.
“What luxury,” she said into his other eye. “Nobody at home, nobody, nobody. Nobody but the two of us and
the coffee and jazz!” He hugged her again, and—after checking himself out in the mirror—said,
“You’re terrific, Julinka.”
“My name’s not Julinka, and how about forking over the dough?’
“Okay. Here it is.”
And he watched himself giving the girl the fifty-crown note in the mirror movie screen.
She took it, spat on it lightly, folded it three times, rolled up one of her aprons, and stuck it behind the elastic
band of her white panties.
Under the influence of the whiteness of the bread, the newspaper, the panties, and the gas lamp, whose light
was reflected by the mirror onto the ceiling, Gaston put his arms around the gypsy, kissed her, and then took her
by the waist the way Gérard Philippe used to do in the movies. He noticed that the girl had put her hand over the
bank note. They went out into the hallway, where the stars were shining through the roof. Gaston laughed and
said, “Well, what do you know about that!” and then added,
“My aunt says that unless gypsies are fifteen to a room they feel like they’ve been abandoned. Right?”
*
The only light in the room came from the tubes in the back of the radio and the green eye that indicated it was
turned on. The mournful strains of a jazz band spilled out of the depths of the speaker, only to be overpowered in
the foreground by the hoarse, scratchy voice of Louis Armstrong.\fn{ Louie Armstrong (1900-1971), American Jazz
trumpeter and composer} He was probably sitting with his trumpet in his lap, and he was croaking more than singing,
as if after the tenth drink or so he had finally settled down to thinking out loud about the way things used to be.
“Hey, lover,” called the gypsy from underneath the cold blankets. “How about a cigarette?”
“The cigarettes are on the chair. Matches too.”
Louis Armstrong stopped singing and picked up the trumpet in those black fingers of his, wrapped it in his
handkerchief like a bottle of champagne, and joined in the melody about the girl on Blueberry Hill, sounding for
all the world as though someone had been poking around at his liver or fed him a meal of ground glass.
“And don’t set fire to the bed!”
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“I won’t. And what if I do? Hey, that guy sings the way I talk.”
“He’s black like you are too. And flick the ashes behind the bed.”
“Okay, lover. Hey, come over here.”
“Should I turn on the lights?”
“No, people look better in the dark, but …”
“But what?” cried Gaston, jumping up. “You wouldn’t even let me unpin your aprons. All I got for trying was
a bloody finger. Why all these ‘buts’?”
“I keep thinking you’re going to kick me out.”
“I ought to.”
“Come over here, lover,” she said, rolling over. “Let me sleep all night with you. When a gypsy girl sleeps
with somebody, she falls in love.”
“Don’t set the bed on fire.” She lifted the glowing cigarette as high as she could.
“Don’t worry. Hey, listen. I’m only thinking of you now. Please let me sleep here tonight. Please? You won’t
be sorry.”
“But I have to get up early and go to work.”
“So you think I’d rob you.”
“That’s not what I said, but—”
“A hell of a lot I’d get from you. And anyway, do you bastards think I don’t know that our Ilonka used to come
to this building? And that this is where she slit her wrists.”
“But I didn’t have anything to do with it,” he shouted, jumping up. Then, just as quickly sitting down again, he
added,
“It was our neighbor Franta … Hey, what did you do with that cigarette?”
“What did you do with your eyes? I put it out in that box over there, But let me tell you, we’ll catch up with
your Franta someday. We’ll get even. Don’t you worry, we’ll get even.”
“Quit hopping all over the bed.”
“Who do you think you’re talking to anyway, Czech? I’m no beggar, you know, I have two changes of bed
linen and curtains for two windows. And my grandfather was a baron and carried a bamboo cane and wore a blue
jacket. You know, my curtains could really brighten up things here.”
“Maybe. But why didn’t you let me undo your aprons? Why? And why did I have to keep my hands around
your neck? Tell me. Why?”
“You want to know why? ’Cause I was afraid you’d …” and she pantomimed a pickpocket plying his trade.
“You mean you thought I’d steal back the fifty crowns? You mean that’s why you wouldn’t let me undo your
aprons?”
“We have to be very careful. … No, come sit beside me, baby. Listen. Supposing we started a new life
together?”
“I’ve never tried that before.”
“It’s as easy as one, two, three. I’ll teach you. First we pool everything we own, and if I do something you
don’t like, you can turn me out. But not till later. I can cook and keep house. I’d do your sewing and washing and
bring you your dinner. And I’d let you take all my clothes off. Just as long as you don’t run after other women.”
“I don’t even have a girlfriend.”
“Good. That’s the way it ought to be. I’d find out anyway and jump right into the Vltava. But supposing we
went out dancing and somebody asked me for the next dance. What would you do?”
“What would I do—”
“You mean you’d let me dance with somebody else?” she cried, jumping out of bed.
“Wash your feet before you get into bed. Look how dirty they are,” he said nervously.
“Glad to see you’re a family man,” she said, dusting off the soles of her feet. “But would you really let me go
off and dance with somebody else?” When all he did was yawn and look at her with complete and utter lack of
comprehension, she added, “You mean you wouldn’t even slap me around a little?” and flopped down on top of
the cool blankets. Gaston closed his eyes and began massaging his temples. He pictured his face early that
evening in the grocery window and then later on in the mirror when the gypsy girl had been good to him, and
then, here in bed, how frightened and then ashamed and awkward she had been. And after due consideration he
said to her,
“When I got finished with you, you wouldn’t know what hit you!”
“There, I knew it. You do like me!” She bounced over onto her stomach and kicked her bare feet in the air.
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“But I’m more the loner type,” he said.
“Good. That’s the way it ought to be,” she said. “When we’re home together, lover, you know what? I’ll be
there just like I wasn’t there. Wait till you see how quiet a gypsy girl can be if her husband likes her that way.”
“But before you know it, there’ll be kids, and all the troubles they bring.”
“What do you mean? I have a little girl myself. Her name is Margitka.”
“Too bad. I always wanted blond kids.”
“Your kids’ll be blond, all right. Margitka is blond. Her father was a Czech. But when he started drinking on
me, I threw him out. She’s a pretty kid, too.”
“Okay, okay, but where could she sleep?” he asked, scratching himself.
“Same place I slept. In a drawer or the wardrobe. She’s getting on to three now. Soon she’ll be going out to get
you your cigarettes and beer, or hand you your slippers. How wide are your windows anyway?”
“Four feet.”
She bounced over onto her back again.
“We’re in luck” she exclaimed, euphoric. “Just right for my curtain. Will they give this place class! And just to
show you I mean what I say”—she swung her legs off the bed and rolled up one of her aprons—“here’s your fifty
crowns back. We can use it for a nest egg, okay?” She took the folded bill out from under the elastic band of her
panties and put it on the table in the glow of the radio’s green eye.
“How old are you?” he asked.
“Eighteen. I’ll be pretty for another ten years. How old are you?”
“Twenty-three.”
“Couldn’t be better. Fifteen good years ahead of you. But just remember. If I went and danced with somebody
else, you’d beat me black and blue.”
“You bet I would!”
“Swear?”
“I swear.”
“Good. Now I believe you. Wait till you see what a gypsy girl will do for the man she loves. Everyone will be
jealous. You are my man. You are my lord and master. From now on you are my everything.”
She spoke very solemnly, nodding to herself in agreement. And as she spoke, Gaston looked around the room.
It looked dull and dreary. When he thought of the room with the Venetian chandelier and the gas lamp outside the
window, he could not imagine anything he would rather do than pack up everything he owned, abandon his room
forever, and move into the ghetto and that crumbling wreck of a building where you could see the stars through
the ceiling in the hallway and read the evening papers by the light of the street lamp.
“But what will my mother say?” he asked.
“You leave that up to me. ‘I count as a person too,’ I’ll tell her. And what if she says, ‘You? Marry a gypsy?
Over my dead body.’ What will you say to that?”
“I’d say, ‘Stretch out, Ma, I’m crossing over.’” She puckered her lips.
“This time for love.”
His hands shook as he undid one safety pin and then the other and the two pinned-together aprons fell to the
ground like a priestly robe.
And behind them three black voices sang a booming “My mama done told me,” three black booming women
standing on a ladder at the bottom of a well and dredging from the depths of their souls a song about the joys of
those mournful Blues in the Night.
*
A bird in the bushes lining the old mansion’s façade gave the morning its first warbles and trills. Others joined
it, until the morning air seemed saturated with them. Arm in arm with his gypsy girl, Gaston stopped in front of a
glass case advertising the current attraction. What struck him most was a poster of Gérard Philippe holding a
sword and wearing an open shirt.
“What I wouldn’t give to be Fanfan the Tulip—just for a day,” said Gaston longingly.
“Who? Him?”
“That’s not just anybody, you know. That’s Gérard Philippe. You know—Fanfan the Tulip.”
“So what? Listen to me now, will you? You’re a plumber’s helper, and when somebody’s toilet doesn’t flush,
who do they send for? You! When their water doesn’t run, who do they call? You! They ought to make a movie
about you and me, that’s who they ought to make a movie about. Look, if you get a pay check every month and
you help people into the bargain, what’s the point of jumping from roof to roof with a sword in your hand? Wait
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till we get to the brick factory. Every second gypsy is a Fanfan—except they make bricks. And those bricks go
into making buildings.”
“But Gérard is so handsome …”
“Him? Handsome?” she said, unpeeling a corner of the poster and tearing it down with a yank. “When we get
married, I’ll invite my cousins, the ones who shovel coal. Then you’ll see four of your Gérards, one right after the
other. I’ll invite my grandfather too, the one with the blue jacket and the bamboo cane.” She was very serious.
“You’re every bit as handsome as my papa Demeter. He used to carry me in his arms and smoke his cigarettes,
and every once in a while he’d pass one back to Mama—she always walked behind him—so she could take a
puff. He was a coal shoveler too, and people used to say he looked like an Indian chief.”
On and on she talked, and as they walked along the Vltava, Gaston came to know for the first time in his life
how a woman can build up a man’s confidence. It was beginning to grow light. Here and there a fisherman sat
bent over his bent-over rod, From an island in the middle of the river came the howling of a pack of German
shepherds in pens and cages. The trees and bushes quivered with songbirds.
“To make it short and sweet, you’re a plumber, and who’s any better?”
“You know,” said Gaston confidentially, “the guy I work with, the master plumber, he’s impossible. He keeps
insisting I call him by his first name. Now how can I call him by his first name when he’s twenty years older than
me? And when I told him I wouldn’t feel right calling him by his first name, you know what he did? We were
having a beer and he pointed his finger at me and shouted in front of all those people, ‘I ask you, good people.
Have you ever seen such a fool?’”
“Well, what do you know about that,” said the gypsy. Gaston started laughing,
“Sure, he was right to say, ‘Look, if we’re on a first-name basis, I’m your friend, and I can give you all kinds
of tips on how to do things better and faster.’ But all I could do was look him in the eyes and say,
“‘Don’t be annoyed, sir, but you’ve got grown children, And when it comes to plumbing, I’m so far behind you
it isn’t funny.’ And you know what he did? He pointed his finger at me again and shouted,
“‘Gaston here is trying to keep his distance from me. Have you ever seen such a fool?’ And when he’d gone
through that a few times, he lowered his voice and said,
“‘You’ve got to do me one better, Gaston. You’ve got to follow my every move so you can do it better. When a
colt has sucked its mother dry, you know what it does, Gaston? It kicks her, that’s what! Well, if that’s what you
want, it’s war between us. No, not war. A concentration camp! We’ll start carrying separate work kits too!' And he
picked up our kit and threw my lunch out on the floor. And when I went to pick it up, he kicked it out of my
hand.”
“So your name is Gaston!” she said. “Gaston. Gaston. Well, let me tell you something, Gaston. Your name is
nicer than Fanfan any day. But why don't you call him by his first name? You’re his assistant, aren’t you?” They
had turned onto a bridge and paused while the gypsy girl stroked the rough surface of the railing.
“Feel it,” she said to him. “You can still feel yesterday’s sun on it. But why don’t you call him by his first
name?” Gaston leaned over the railing, and then put his arms around the gypsy.
“I’m shy.”
He pointed down with his index finger. There on the bank lay a huge naked gypsy under a comforter. He lay on
his back, his upper torso exposed. He looked like a picture book, every inch of his body was covered with tattoos.
The muscle of the arm behind his head was so big he used it for a pillow, and his mustache seemed like two horse
tails. With his free hand the giant was smoking, looking up at the last star in the pale blue sky and smoking away.
Beside him lay a curly head, its face buried in a pillow. The hitching pole of a wagon and backside of a horse, its
tail whipping back and forth, stuck out from under the bridge’s arch.
“Gypsies,” said the gypsy girl proudly. “They must be from far away. Probably came to look for work, like we
did last year.”
“Why do they put the horse under the bridge and sleep outside in the dew themselves?”
“It takes time to get used to sleeping indoors. It took us time, too . When it’s nice out, we all like sleeping
outside. It’s so stuffy when you’re cooped up. … You know, my father Demeter was all tattooed, just like that guy
down there. On Sunday we’d lie in bed with him and run our fingers over him like he was a picture book. And he
would laugh and laugh. He was ticklish.”
“How wonderful,” said Gaston. “I didn’t realize people like that still existed.”
The curly head beside the tattooed giant turned over and brushed the willowy hair from its eyes. It was a gypsy
woman, stretching and yawning. Then her man, his eyes still trained on the heavens, handed her his cigarette, and
she too looked up at the morning sky and took a few puffs. Then she gave it back, and it was his turn to enjoy the
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blue smoke. People waiting for the tram had bent over the railing to watch them, but they kept on passing the
cigarette back and forth and looking up into the now pinkish sky. The last star had just about gone out. Then the
tram came.
They jumped onto the rear platform of the last car and remained standing. The gypsy girl was proud; she stood
very erect and looked straight into the eyes of the people who had seen the two gypsies on the bank. But it was so
early that most of them were either drowsing on their feet or staring down at the floor. The gypsy girl spotted a
woman walking along the street and putting out gas lamps with a bamboo stick.
“My grandfather had a bamboo cane and a blue jacket,” said the gypsy girl, “and when he met families on the
street arguing and spitting at one another, all he had to do was pick up his cane and go like this”—and she drew a
long dash in the air—“and that was the end of it. And if anybody dared to start up again, all he had to do was go
like this with his finger”—and she made a beckoning signal—“and the gypsy had to go up to Grandfather and let
himself be hit over the head with his cane. And no funny business.”
“That sounds pretty unbelievable,” said Gaston,
“May all our children drop dead on the spot if I’m lying!” And she licked her finger and raised it in an oath.
“You know, being a baron, Grandfather also got to referee soccer. There they were: twenty gypsies on one side,
twenty on the other, and Grandfather—”
“But in soccer there are only eleven men to a side,” said Gaston, and no sooner had the words left his mouth
than to his great consternation he caught sight of the master plumber he worked with. The next thing he knew, the
plumber had gotten up out of his seat and was staggering over to them, looking first at Gaston and then at the
gypsy girl, who was stamping her foot and saying,
“Twenty on one side, twenty on the other. I should know, I was there. Grandfather refereed with his bamboo
cane, He had a silver whistle on a yellow cord around his neck, and every time somebody kicked somebody else
too hard, he would blow it real hard and go like this with his finger”—and she beckoned again—“and the one who
had been caught roughnecking ran up, and Grandfather smacked him one over the head with his bamboo cane,
because he was a gypsy baron. The one who was at fault would hold his head for a while and holler, and when it
stopped hurting he’d go back into the game.”
“That’s the way we ought to play. And work, eh, Gaston?” said the master plumber.
“Look, mister, you’re drunk. Mind your own business, will you?” replied the gypsy with flashing eyes.
“This is my boss,” said Gaston by way of introduction.
“You?” asked the gypsy.
“And this is my … fiancée,” said Gaston.
“Gaston,” said the plumber, shaking his head, “from now on we share our work kit again. Last name, first
name—call me whatever you please. You’re the master now. You’ve proven yourself. I never had a gypsy girl
myself. But oh, how I’ve dreamed about it.” And he launched into a drunken version of a popular gypsy song.
The plumber put one foot on the outside step. A morning breeze ruffled his thinning hair. The tram was
slowing down.
“Have you ever seen such a fool?” he said, pointing to himself, and with a bow he jumped off.
“Hey, Pavel! You been out drinking again?” called Gaston after him, leaning out of the tram. “Want me to see
you home?” The plumber waved back a sign of defeat that was clearly meant to acknowledge the superiority of
youth. … On the hill where they got off, Gaston took the gypsy girl by the arm.
“He’s a good man, even if he does drink. He’s all alone in the world. He was married and had kids, but when
they got older his wife came and told him they weren’t his and that she was leaving him for their real father, and
thanks for bringing them up. Whenever he gets to thinking about it, he’ll tap his forehead and rub his eyes, take a
drink from his stein, tell me the whole story again, and ask,
“‘Have you ever heard of such a thing, Gaston? And I’m the one it had to happen to.’”
Crossing a gully, they left the city limits and began walking along the brick-factory fence. Before long they
came upon an old man standing under a locust tree with a shotgun in his hand.
“Who’s there?” he asked.
“It’s me, Pop,” said the gypsy girl hoarsely.
“Aha! A band of thieves! Better watch out. No ifs, ands, buts, or three chances to turn back with me. I aim
straight for the kisser!” yelled the old watchman, scared half to death.
“Hey, Pop, I’m just bringing one of your gypsy girls home!” yelled Gaston. The old man went up to the gate
and flung the shotgun back on his shoulder.
“Why, you little monkey, you. You should have been in bed long ago,” he said. “And who’s that?”
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“My sweetheart.”
“Sweetheart! Bet he doesn’t even know what your name is.”
“You’re right. I don’t,” said Gaston.
“But you knew enough to sleep with her. Just like in the good old days,” he mused opening the gate. “You
know,” he said putting his arm around Gaston’s shoulder, “you couldn’t have done better. Just make sure you
don’t stop loving her. Once when I was walking through the woods I met a girl, and before we got to the first
village I offered her my hand and she accepted. It wasn’t until afterward we introduced ourselves. For two years
we lived together in sin, but finally we did get married. Did you just hear something?” He suddenly grew stiff and
lifted one leg into the air like a pointer.
“No,” whispered Gaston.
“That’s good, because I hear more than I see. So I keep having this dream about being mugged by thieves after
the cashbox.” As they walked along through the pink fog and blue grass, Gaston said,
“It’s a tough job you’ve got here.”
“I’ll say,” the watchman sighed, “but I enjoy it. So you’ve got yourself a gypsy. Brave man, brave man. You
can’t go wrong, as long as you keep a firm hand on the reins. If you do, your life together will be heaven. My wife
came from the wagons too. And did she ever wander! But you, you little tramp, you look cold. Come on, young
man, let me show you where your Margit sleeps.”
“Margit. What a pretty name!” The gypsy girl smiled through her shivers and sniffles. Then the old watchman
pointed to a tiny grove of locust trees spotted with comforters sheltering sleeping gypsies, some all sprawled out,
others wound up into little balls, and still others looking for all the world as if they had been shot the night before.
But all of them were breathing regularly in deep, healthy sleep. Here and there the brickmakers’ accommodations
were decorated by a child’s locks and ringlets.
“They’ve got their own little houses over there, but as soon as summer and the hot nights come along, they all
move out here. Too stuffy for them inside. It’s that hot blood, you know,” snickered the watchman.
*
Down below, Prague had begun to emerge from the blue haze. The electric lights were still on. Strung like
garlands from street to street, they gave the city the appearance of a circus someone had forgotten to close down.
The tower on Petrin Hill still had its red warning lights on, and a ruby glowed on the lightning rod that topped the
tall chimney on Stfesovice Hospital. But up here a pack of tired gypsies sprinkled with dead locust blossoms slept
on into the morning—gypsies, onetime nomads who not so long ago, in earrings and hunting caps, rode their
wagons into Prague to exchange their romantic roving ways for a life of everyday work.
“I can’t sleep under a tree,” said the gypsy through her coughing. “When blossoms fall on my face, I dream
that there’s moths sitting on my head, or it’s snowing.” She was trying to keep warm by jumping from one foot to
the other.
“’Bye, Gaston. See you tomorrow. I’ll wait for you in front of the Fantan pictures. Or why don’t you go
straight to our house? You know where. See you!” She jumped over one of the sleepers and turned around at an
elderbush to wave again. Then the two pinned-together aprons collapsed, and she slipped under a comforter with a
pair of children.
“Let’s get going,” said the old watchman, dragging himself off on his rounds again. “The thieves here are so
fierce that if they can’t get in any other way they’re liable to come down through the ceiling. Well, they better
watch their step when I’m around. ’Cause nobody gets a second chance with me. I just go ahead and shoot, that’s
all. So you’ve got yourself a gypsy girl, eh?”
But Gaston was watching a little gypsy boy who had wriggled out from under the comforter and waddled over
to the edge of the grove to pee a great arc over all of the city lying at his feet.
“Who can tell?” said the watchman. “That little tyke might just be president someday. So you’ve got yourself a
gypsy girl. But what will they say at home? Supposing your mama says, ‘A gypsy? Over my dead body.’ What
will you say then, huh?”
“I’ll say, ‘Stretch out, Ma, I’m crossing over. That gypsy girl has put me back on my feet.’”
And with one hand on his hip he looked down into the valley. A streetcar that looked like a harmonica was
crossing a white bridge. The morning sun glittered in its windows. …
117.114 Latencies\fn{by Barbara König (1925-2011)} Reichenberg (now Liberec), Liberec Region, Czech Republic,
(F) 3
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People were saying: It is time for him to get married. His landlady said it when she sewed on a button for him,
his colleagues said it, when they took turns inviting him into their families on holidays, his boss said it, when he
volunteered to work overtime.
“Take it easy,” Lothar would exclaim and laugh, but when he was alone, he had to admit it; his loneliness
annoyed him, he looked right and left for a bride, and they all were right about teasing him—he was on the
lookout for a wife.
He met Corinne and loved her, even before he could get engaged to Corinne he met Marie and loved her, he
got to know Marie’s friend Hannah and loved her, each one a little more than the previous one, he sat down on a
park bench next to Gaby, and loved her more passionately than all the others before her. It was also on this bench
that, a few days after meeting them, he had that suspicion for the first time.
It was getting dark. Gaby’s features, which he had not had the opportunity to know well yet, became blurred.
He strained his eyes trying to recognize her, but the more closely he looked at her, the more she slipped away: in
rapid metamorphosis she took on innumerable faces; some he knew exactly, like the ones of Hannah, Corinne and
Marie, others he remembered vaguely and still others he had never met.
Horrified, he closed his eyes and pressed his face into her hair. The images disappeared, but now he smelled
her perfume: it was an entire bouquet of perfumes, tender fragrances mixed with heavy scents, from lavender to
Russian leather, it made him dizzy. At the same time he felt her arm through the fabric of her coat, it had nothing
to do with Gaby, it was every girl’s arm that he had ever felt in his life, it was a girl’s arm as such.
“Darling?” he asked unsure of himself.
“Yes?” she asked back, and it struck him that she answered to that anonymous word as if he had called her by
name.
Under the neon lights of an espresso café he tried to get rid of the suspicion; he memorized Gaby’s features
and observed her gestures. How clear she was to him, so brightly illuminated before him, how unmistakable in her
individuality! But his peace of mind did not last; already on his way home a new sentence drifted about in his
mind:
Why just her?
*
In the morning he arrived at the office, worn out from lack of sleep. His boss, a man in shirt sleeves, who wore
his jacket only when dealing with the public, shook his head and remarked that Lothar should marry so that this
unhealthy life would come to an end.
“And could you please tell me whom?” exclaimed the one being criticized who otherwise was known for his
calm temper.
“One of your girl friends of course, one who is a little bit of a homebody.” The boss grasped his suspenders
with his thumbs and said:
“Anyway it is not so important whom one marries, the main thing is that you do it. Because let an old married
man tell you: they all cook with water only.” This expression confirmed Lothar’s suspicion and it helped him to
gain immediate understanding.
“Do you know what this means?” he asked, getting up and looking the man opposite him coldly in the eye, “it
means, that I could marry one as well as the other, I could live here as well as somewhere else.”
“And so what, young man,” the boss exclaimed, whose patience was beginning to reach its morning limit, “and
so what!” He leaned forward and tapping rhythmically with his forefinger on the cover of a file that lay on
Lothar’s desk he explained:
“In any case you will now have to work on this transaction, that cannot be settled tomorrow and not yesterday,
also not somewhere or by someone else but only today and here and by you.”
*
That was the end of this conversation, but it had been sufficient to change Lothar’s suspicion into a theory. He
took a leave, said goodbye to Gaby and, although it was late fall, he went on a trip to test the interchangeability of
place. Given his resources he did not get very far. In succession he visited a large city, two medium-sized cities
and a small town; everywhere he stopped for two or three days, conscientiously looking up the local objects of
interest, talking with the natives and constantly imagining that he was living in that city, or that he had been living
in this city for years. He did not find any essential differences. For him every place was equally pleasant, equally
desolate. He returned, left his baggage at the station, entered the office and asked his boss, right after greeting
him:
“What is the ugliest place you know?”
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“Renzberg,” said the boss without thinking. “I once was there for an inspection, only three days, it was a real
punishment.”
Lothar asked to be transferred to Renzberg. This was immediately granted to him because it permitted a
colleague, stationed there, to realize a long-deserved exchange. Gaby, as though she wanted to confirm Lothar’s
theory of interchangeability by a last favor, got engaged shortly thereafter to a foreign service official whom she
had met through him.
*
Renzberg was bad. It consisted of an industrial plant, surrounded by a nest of ink-colored tract houses, every
third one of which contained a bar and therefore the possibility of forgetting oneself and also the neighboring
houses. Lothar scorned this consolation; pale but conscientious he performed his duties and was noticed by his
new boss, only because he maintained now and then, that basically Renzberg was no worse than any other place.
Sometimes, however, when he stepped through a sooty doorway into a sooty street, he felt, in ever shorter
intervals, a painful pressure under his ribs that, after giving it some thought and consulting several reference
books, he called “intransitive tenderness” or also “latent twosomeness.” Then he went right to his room, prepared
a cup of coffee on a hotplate (while he regularly remembered the saying of his former boss: they all cook with
water only) and, sitting upright in his chair, he began to reflect upon the interchangeability of time.
This field was more difficult to explore than for example the interchangeability of place or person, especially
since he had no other possibility but to live in the present. So he went back in his memory and played all kinds of
exchange games, preferably with his former girl friends because they seemed to him to be the most obvious
models. If I had met them in reverse order, he asked himself, that means Gaby first, Hannah second, Marie third
and Corinne last—what would be different now?
And he had to answer this question with a straight nothing. Or else: if I had encountered Marie first, Gaby
second, Corinne third and Hannah fourth—and again the answer was: nothing. After a few mathematical
entanglements, which he usually had to solve by using pencil and paper, he invariably reached the conclusion that
the result was always the same and that therefore time also had to be interchangeable.
Exhausted, he then got up, and after some hesitation, poured the rest of the coffee into the sink and went to
bed. Sometimes there appeared in his brain, utterly confused by problems of arithmetic and girls’ names, the
delicate outline of a being without name but simply called “she.” She cooked coffee on Lothar’s hot plate with a
lot of water and in the end took off laughing on the arm of a man in suspenders.
*
One day the unavoidable happened: Lothar felt the experience of twosomeness, that he had been keeping
artificially latent for so long and it revealed itself with increased force and so powerfully that all expectations
even from the time of pre-doubt were surpassed by far.
This event accompanied by palpitations and a noticeable upsurge of mood happened one morning, when—a
few hours later though—the inspector arrived from the county seat with his secretary, a little, somewhat colorless
Fraulein who could not be compared in any way to her good-looking predecessors. It was this very incomparability which strengthened Lothar’s preconceived idea that this very one was the unique one, the non-interchangeable
one for whom he had waited, the only exception to his theory, in brief, the woman of his life.
At the same time a number of other experiences surfaced that he had harbored unsuspectingly, for example,
courage, ambition and confidence, all of which he listed under the collective term of happiness. From one hour to
the next he felt freed of all doubt, his view of life focused properly or rather disappeared completely and he
discovered, that feelings like his could not find a better background than the repressed meagerness of Renzberg.
Nevertheless he asked for his transfer to the county seat because the possibilities for advancement there seemed to
be more conducive to his new ambition.
The girl, moreover, who was called Hannah, like Lothar’s third love, a fact which he did not even become
conscious of, did not resist his courtship in any way. Overwhelmed by so much ardor (and who knows what
bundles of experiences were bursting into flower in her at that time?), she broke her engagement to a streetcar
conductor, married Lothar and followed him on a honeymoon taking them one by one to all the stations and cities
where Lothar had tested not so long ago the interchangeability of place. Leaning against a fountain in the market
place of W——, he confessed to her his “youthful foolishness,” confusing Hannah for a few seconds, but amusing
her all the more afterwards.
“And besides, I was right,” exclaimed Lothar, after they had laughed long enough: “they are interchangeable:
one place is as dear to me as another as long as I am there with you!”
*
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They lived in the county seat. They didn’t have any children, they had a harmonious marriage. Most of the
time they agreed on grocery lists, vacation plans, politics and friends, and they celebrated together, when after a
few years, Lothar was promoted and became the head of a department. On that evening they turned off the
television and drank a bottle of white wine to their future. After the second glass, Lothar leaned back, looked at
his wife across the table and asked:
“Do you know that once I knew a girl called Hannah just like you? She did not know. And another one who
had gray eyes almost like yours. She was called Corinne.”
“I don’t understand,” said his wife, “why this has to come to your mind just now.”
“Yes, why,” said Lothar. He waved his hand through the air and exclaimed:
“Oh what, thoughts over wine!”
And they continued to celebrate. But the following Sunday when on their way to the movies, they walked
through the park near their apartment, Lothar looked at his watch and said:
“We have so much time, let’s sit down for a while.”
“It’s no earlier than usual,” his wife said, but she sat down with him on a bench.
It was already getting dark. Hannah’s features that were so familiar to him became blurred. After some
seconds, as though hesitating, she took on another face, a second, a third …
Lothar closed his eyes, put his arm around her shoulders and pressed his face into her hair. Hannah started to
worry and asked, if he did not feel well. Lothar didn’t answer; he smelled her perfume and felt her arm through
her coat, he felt a dozen arms and he smelled a dozen perfumes.
“But now we have to go,” his wife exclaimed with unusual intensity.
They went to the movies. That movie began with a scene in a cemetery: a man was emerging from a group of
mourners and walking along a snow-covered road; it was very bright, the man was walking with striking ease,
swinging his arms, alone, that was it, completely alone, a man in his best years, in a tweed coat with a black band
in his buttonhole … this very scene became a part of all of Lothar’s later actions, he saw it on his way home, and
in bed before he fell asleep, and he saw it also later on, again and again.
*
From that day on he knew that within himself he carried the experience of freedom, of being alone again, a
widower. You couldn’t tell from his looks. None of his friends said to him as they used to say:
“It is time for you to get married!” so now:
“It is time for you to become a widower!”
He himself suppressed the picture, as well as he could, sometimes he succeeded for days, sometimes for a
whole week. After that it reappeared, however, mostly in the middle of his work, a scene in uncompromising
black and white that made him blush. Then he bought flowers for his wife on the way home from the office or
chocolate cats’ tongues or a piece of Gorgonzola that she loved.
When on a day in February of the following year he received a phone call from the hospital, Lothar was
shaken but not surprised. His uncanny awareness, that it had to happen that way, that “I knew it right away”
caused him to nod his head senselessly to the nurse’s every word. His wife, they informed him, was among the
victims of a streetcar accident; they asked him to come.
Lothar let the receiver drop. So soon? he thought, so young still? His theory suddenly appeared inhuman and
exaggerated to him. Hannah might have been interchangeable still in Renzberg (just when she had seemed so
unique to him). That had changed: The years he had spent with her, had made her non-interchangeable, no other
woman would ever be able to catch up on these years, they belonged to Hannah alone. He put his head on the
desktop and wept. In the corridor of the hospital a physician hurried up to him, shook his hand and exclaimed:
“You sure were lucky, your wife came through with only shock, you can take her along right away.” Lothar
wanted to protest.
“Yes, but—” he began, then he started to faint; the doctor caught him as he fell.
When he came to again, Hannah held his hand and, very moved, spoke about love. Nothing remained of this
day but the memory of Lothar’s sorrow; it made Hannah happy and freed him from all feelings of guilt. He knew
now that the experience of widower, no matter how clearly it was outlined in his mind, was in no way in
accordance with his wishes, and with great relief he found himself back in the position of an ordinary man, who
suffers blows of fate without having to feel responsible for them.
Naturally, in the course of this normalization, not only Lothar’s inner struggles but also Lothar’s attentions
were sacrificed: From then on he limited his flower purchases to birthdays and wedding anniversaries, and only at
Christmas he brought his wife chocolate cats’ tongues and never again Gorgonzola.
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26.86 One Brief Moment\fn{by Jarslova Blazková (1933- )} Velke Mezirici, nr. Brno, Jihomoravsky Region, The
Czech Republic (M) 3
“I need a pair of socks,” said Father. “Elsa, I need some socks, please.” She made no reply, but the bureau latch
scraped like gritting teeth and her high white forehead creased. The child watched the way she yanked out the
bureau drawers and how her hands were trembling.
“Come on, don’t be cross,” pleaded Father. He touched her elbow but she jerked it away irritably. She
rummaged through the drawers among the handkerchiefs, crocheted caps, ribbons, and darning cotton. With an
expression of being bitterly wronged, she turned the multicolored chaos topsy-turvy in desperation.
“Don’t bother looking, Elsa, please …”
A ball of yarn fell from the drawer and rolled along the floor. The child reached out for it timidly.
His mother seldom raised her voice. She spanked him even more rarely. But in her presence the child, like
everybody else in the house, had the feeling that he was in the way, that he was disturbing her and keeping her
from some important task.
The red ball of yarn rolled all the way under the cupboard’s goat-like legs. The child lay down on the rug to
retrieve it and he could hear his father saying plaintively,
“Elsa, Elsa …”
Father was clearly sorry he had bothered her. He could have found the socks himself or bought a pair in town.
He would rather have gone barefoot than look at his wife’s trembling hands and see her wrinkles.
The child rubbed his face against the carpet and stroked its silky surface as he watched his parents. From this
new angle he noticed that his father was the taller of the two and it surprised him. A whole head taller! It had
always seemed to him that Father was as small as a little boy and so was Grandfather and so was Auntie. Only
Mother was tall with her long black hair and her black dressing-gown with the yellow flamingoes. He often made
believe that his mother was also a bird and he could imagine her quite plainly with her outstretched neck and
flapping dressing-gown, flying through the black darkness.
Mother found one blue and one brown sock, handed them to Father without a word, and then turned away
impatiently from the disordered bureau and went into another room.
Father stuck the socks in his pocket and in a pantomime of conspiracy, he winked at the child. Then he tiptoed
out and the child saw he had been wrong. Father was small, quite small, in fact.
He drew the red ball of yarn towards him and pulled out a red strand. As he pulled on it, the ball skipped like a
little red mouse.
There was a little mouse,
Who had a little house,
She saw a cat named Mighty Mite,
With yellow eyes and teeth that bite.

He was baring his “teeth that bite” at the little red mouse when he heard the piano in the next room. Mother
was playing.
Outside it had grown winterly dark and the wind whistled and drove fat snowflakes against the window.
Mother loved this kind of weather.
The child forgot Little Mousie, crawled up on a chair, and curled his legs under him. He listened to the music
and was afraid. He was always afraid when Mother played that way. There was something sinister about it. The
piano was no longer a kindly, toothy bear from under whose nose the music pupils tickled out a tune. It had
become a savage beast that brawled and roared. He could imagine how his mother looked and how her eyes were
burning and he nestled deeper into the armchair. He brought a pillow from the couch and pressed it over his head,
pulling the corners down over his ears. The music even penetrated through the feathers and the child remembered
that night. He had awakened that time in a dark room, hearing his mother groaning.
“Oh, my God! Oh, my God!” It sounded so desperate and so sad that he opened his eyes wide and gasped for
breath.
“Oh, my God!”
He couldn’t stand it and he screamed. The scream woke Father. He always woke up when the child needed
him. Now he switched on the milky night lamp and the security of light drove out the horror.
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“What’s the matter?”
“Mommy!” His mother lay with open eyes, her black hair streaming across the pillow.
“What’s the matter with Mommy?”
“She—” The child burst into tears and the mother woke up.
“What is it?” she asked in an ordinary drowsy voice.
“The child was frightened. He probably had a bad dream.”
“Give him a drop of tea.”
The father brought the boy a cup of chamomile tea\fn{ An old remedy for sleeplessness; still used.} and then carefully
tucked him in. But the child could still hear his mother’s groans. He would never be able to forget them
completely.
Later Grandfather told him a story about a willow-woman who changed herself into a tree every night. Her
body lay in bed at home but her soul went wandering at night and rustled the branches of the willow. From that
moment he was sure that his mother too was Mother and at the same time something else. She moved and talked
but her soul would be gone, flying somewhere beyond the night-time windows with the ravens. She was a willow
tree or a brook, living a secret life of her own.
He moved around her and yearned to touch her white face and black hair, to feel the wings under her black
dressing-gown. He yearned and was afraid.
Outside it grew darker and darker and Mother kept on playing. The child’s arm ached already from pressing
the pillow to his ears and he wished Grandfather would come. Grandfather scolded and grumbled but everything
about him was simple and understandable and now the child wished passionately that he could hear his gruff,
understandable voice. But today was Thursday and on Thursdays Grandfather went out to play chess. Father went
out to some meeting too on Thursdays and at home there was only darkness and Mother and her music which
came crashing through the walls and leaped about the room like a black cat. Like the black cat, Mighty Mite, with
his “teeth that bite.”
The child slipped down from the chair and rushed out of the room and through the hall into the dining-room
where Mother was playing. She heard him panting and she turned her head.
“What is it?”
“Don’t play!” She chopped off the head of the melody she had been playing and her white fingers stopped.
“Why?”
“Don’t play!”
“Come here.” He went over to the piano and covered the keyboard with both hands.
“Don’t you like music?”
“Yes, but not that kind.”
“What kind do you like?”
“Happy music, like the children play when they come for their music lessons.” She played The Little Dove.
“Like that?” He nodded gratefully and suddenly he found unaccustomed courage.
“Play me the kind the soldiers sing. So I can march.” She played and he marched, stamping noisily and
infinitely happy even though at any moment he could have bumped into something in the dark. Mother laughed.
She laughed and he felt warm and happy.
“Now let’s turn on the lights.”
She turned the switch and it clicked three or four times but the darkness did not go away. She switched on the
radio but it didn’t work either.
“Probably there’s been a breakdown at the power plant.”
“What’ll we do?”
“We’ll have supper by candlelight.” She skipped into the kitchen and the child watched her in amazement. Is
this Mother? She brought a candle and nervously struck a match. She put the trembling little flame on a small
table beside a bowl of apples. It made only enough light for the two of them and the apples and the table top. All
of a sudden everything looked different. As though there were only the two of them in the world and no one else.
“Why, you poor darling, you’ve never actually known a real flame, have you? When I was a little girl, we used
kerosene lamps at home.”
“What’s a kerosene lamp?”
“Wait a minute. I’ll draw you a picture.”
She grew younger as she searched for a piece of paper and drew the picture, and the child watched how the
candle painted shadows on her face and he was astonished at the change. Her voice sounded close, as though she
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had never flown off with the ravens and spent the night in a willow tree. He jumped up and threw his arms around
her neck.
“Mommy!” They rolled around on the couch, wrestling and tickling.
“Bambino!” she crooned, “my little bambino!”
In this new word was her new likeness and the child laughed and squealed with joy. Afterwards she led him to
the bathroom with the candle in her hand and washed his face and hands herself. She put him to bed, the
flickering motes of light leaping across the shelf above his bed. She sat beside him and told him a story as though
all of a sudden she wanted to make up for everything. The child clung to her hand until he fell asleep.
In the morning the first thing he remembered was the warmth of that hand and he groped for it on the blanket.
The hand wasn’t there. He was afraid that perhaps it had all been a dream but the stub of the burned-out candle
was there on the shelf. He jumped out of bed and ran barefoot into the kitchen.
Mother stood shivering by the window in her black dressing-gown.
“Boo!” She looked around. His eyes collided against an absent face.
“What is it?”
“Mommy, it’s me—bambino!”
“Why aren’t you wearing your slippers?”
He opened his mouth but she turned back to the window against which the wind was flinging granules of icy
snow. She was flying with the ravens.
Slowly he went back to the bedroom and shoved one foot into his slipper, then the other foot, and after that he
burrowed his face in his pillow which was still warm.
Grandfather came back with the milk and Mother rustled about in the bathroom getting dressed for her
important appointment.. She went away, tall and black and white.
Auntie’s vacuum cleaner whined in the hall. The child dressed and wandered about the flat. He found the red
ball of. yarn on the living-room floor. He pulled out one strand and the ball hopped like a mouse.
There was a little mouse,
Who had a little house,
She saw a cat named Mighty Mite,
With yellow eyes and teeth that bite.

He pushed the ball of yarn further under the bookcase and pleaded with someone unknown.
“Please let the power plant break down again. If it would just break down again—soon!”
27.107 Excerpt from Far From The Tree: “The Slaughtering”\fn{by Zuzana Brabcová (1959Republic (F) 6

)}

Prague, The Czech

… Once upon a time in Bohemia there was a flourishing trade, which, it seems, is now defunct: they took a
child, cut its lips, cracked its skull and shut it in a box to stop it growing. In this and other similar ways they
created highly amusing and extremely lucrative monsters.
*
Jean-Paul Sartre Hands. Hands covered in. Hands covered in blood. You fattened a pig, you took a mallet—and
that was it.
Mr. Zemek knew, Mr. Zamek was there. Mr. Zamek, blood of Ivan’s blood.
The uninhabitable world was slowly peopled with psychiatrists. They donned glasses, and began to probe me,
while respectable Dad in slippers anxiously prayed in waiting rooms.
“Draw a tree,” one says, shoving me a piece of paper.
“Ah yes, every dream has its own umbilical relationship to the inscrutable,” another says, citing that master of
masters Sigmund F, as I allow the possibility of a flood in coming years, and—looking at my tree—he places it
vertically.
“Not like that, please.” I react with annoyance and correct his view. “It’s just been struck by lightning, you
see.”
My “faintings,” my flights below the surface remained unexplained. In vain did others enlarge my diagnoses
several times over, in vain did they send reconnaissance teams crawling down my nervous system. With technical
aid my heart only confided to paper more of Dad’s meaningless squiggles.
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I was fit and well, and my parents were unhappy, for they wanted an answer: my incomprehensible health hung
them on a question-mark’s noose.
I was fit and well, my IQ was severely subnormal (bordering on the animal level) and yet I did not despair.
Sometimes, it’s true, I faltered. Especially in Czech classes, when it was not I who stood in front of the whole
form on lovely legs and read out brilliant essays, not I but …
Slavik warbled on in the hushed silence. I want to write a novel (no more postcards to saviors), I want to name
every living soul, even if I do border on the animal level. I want to write a novel about water, about beautiful
Bohemia, my own land, that paradise, and about a great big sad pig-slaughtering.
“Excellent, Janackova, go and sit down. I am touched, really touched. Comenius\fn{ John Amos Comenius (15921670) Czech philosopher and theologian } would have been proud of you, Janackova, I’m sure. Do you see? Even that
scoundrel Dzurisko in the back row is touched by it,” quavered Slavik, seeing off Kate with a smile as sticky as a
warm boiled sweet. Damn it. About a pig-slaughtering—and that’s that.
“And this is my home,” declaimed Kate. “This is the land whose soil the great Teacher of the Nations felt in
his hand on that day in early February 1628 when he left it forever.”
The pig’s head drags on the ground. One slash from top to bottom is enough to show you the anatomical hell
inside. Mr Zamek knew, Mr Zamek was there.
“Ivan, Ivan, no!” I cried out in my sleep.
Too late: Mother magically appeared in the doorway and felt my brow over anxiously, to open it up and gaze
inside. For a split second she glimpsed the clarinet in my body and my body on the floor of the presidential box.
Just for a split second, but that was enough.
“I really don’t like you seeing that Zamek boy. You’ll get yourself involved in something.”
Unlucky choice of words, I think to myself coldly, retorting even more coldly in spirit,
“How could I not get involved, when you explained sex to me at the age of fifteen, using butterflies as your
example.”
We make love often. We make love wherever we can. Mostly at Leather Adele’s. Leather Adele, sweep of hair
across the forehead, pays us no attention, engrossed in her water-divining. Her room with a window over the
Vltava … the dim balcony … neighbor Franz, one-time circus act … all this formed a back-drop, Ivan, entirely
overshadowing the tiresome business of going to school. That spring you announced categorically,
“Why waste time? Why carve graffiti on the desk out of boredom? I already know how to lie with my feet
towards the epicenter, safely shielded by the Communist daily.” Finally, without any obvious connection, you
added, “Though I must say, sometimes I think of Gagarin’s bones up there,” and you gazed at the long-agopainted ceiling of our temporary lair.
Still, Katerma Janackova continued reading her essays out in class, even through high school, and my envy
grew. I got low marks for Czech. My sentences, unlike hers, were underdeveloped, basic and off the mark, and
they never managed to touch that scoundrel Dzurisko …
“So this is your last chance,” the other promptly remarked, fastidiously lifting his patent-leather shoes from the
damp carpet. Maybe he’s discovered something, I thought. Maybe he’s finally got through and the one on the
other end of the line has confirmed that most of the American continent is under water. It wouldn’t surprise me,
Joseph; Lord, wipe them off the face of the Earth, if you repent that you made them … But the analyst said
nothing; he got to his feet and motioned me to the door.
The clack of patent-leather shoes behind me. I return down long corridors to my damp cell, mentally adding a
new picture to my album, Rehacek sitting proprietorially on top of the biggest skyscraper, gazing down into those
murky waters, gazing down, his ginger head shielded with an umbrella, just as blithe and immoral as ever, only
instead of slippers he’s wearing ordinary boots. America never became the extension of his room. And his
chimneysweep Dad? Lucky no more; did you ever see a chimney on a skyscraper?
The door shut behind me, the spy-hole opened and closed. I’m cold, Josie, I’m endlessly, damply cold, and
somewhere far away boundless America, land of shattered opportunities with rockets at the bottom, milk and
honey, dollar and rust, stupid chimneyless country deadened with rain. Rehacek was the first, then others took
their turn.
Weird people started hanging out at Leather Adele’s. Some recited their poetry about lanterns spewing light,
about Prague New Age golems, about the sitting of atomic missiles in Europe, about failed copulations. One
novice tried reading in a gas-mask. Leather Adele tossed one egg after another into boiling water, stirring the
surface sometimes with a spoon, to discover what awaited our generation in tomorrow’s bright dawn.
“This is Vera, vicar’s daughter. Ever since she was five she’s been writing her autobiographical novel but she’s
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still at the prenatal stage.”
Ivan would introduce me to new arrivals. Since everyone talked, I too tried to talk about Grandpa Vaclav, in
the hopes of stumbling over a root. No one listened. Scoundrel Dzurisko in the back row wove chewing-gum into
my hair out of boredom.
“Beer, bum and cops!” cursed Leather Adele—perhaps she’d just seen our picture in her circles—and she
chucked her egg into the Vltava. I slowed down the shot and followed its trajectory for a long time, till the river
swallowed this spherical angst.
Mister Franz, former circus act, often came and spoke of the Soviet Union, a land of fascination, revealed with
an animal whiff of sawdust.
“One day, folks,” he cleared his throat, “I’m riding in this tram from one end of Moscow to the other, packed,
like here, to the gunnels. On Yasnopolyanskaya two lads get on, all in black, and—would you believe it—with a
coffin. They pull it up on to the platform, and squat down on it—nowhere else to sit. I say to myself, here
everything is possible, much like the circus: a mast up to heaven, whiplashes, queues for corpses, revolutions,
coffins”—he waved a hand and touched his red nose, perplexed—“so I stare at the two lads, as we ride through
the snow-covered city, I stare at this prime gag, they on the coffin, cool as cucumbers, the rest gaping out the
windows, clearly accustomed to all such sights. We reach the terminus. I get out and watch them curiously as they
huff and puff away under their burden. Christ, it’s quite a weight, I tell myself, and then it hit me, what I hadn’t
realized up till then—that was no empty coffin.”
The weird people reacted with nonplussed silence. His punchline fell on deaf ears. I think of the
incommunicability of Grandpa’s bones crossly wedged in the ground. I don my gas-mask and crack the shell, in
order to break out finally on the pages of my novel from the prenatal stage.
Ivan pours the vodka and drinks with Franz to his glorious past. He’s stopped noticing me. From a certain
point, if wanting to stroke him, I’ve retracted my claws, and that’s bad, Doctor. I hang on his lips. I hang in his
sky like Gagarin’s bones. Nothing else exists, no mother-steppe, Katy in the thunder of crop-spraying aircraft,
nothing, not even Austria, that leviathan land which gobbled up rust-haired Rehacek, not even language-sweet,
venomous husk; there is only Ivan, sprung from the earth, his life behind the scenes of the derelict theater. I could
not know of the others to come, but I managed to divine something from Adele’s hydromantic pursuits. I observed
the Vltava from her window: one reality looming over the river, another, deformed, wobbling shakily on the
surface.
These evenings were endless. I wanted very much to be alone with Ivan, but Adele’s visitors showed no signs
of leaving. Moreover, that nut Cyril fastened upon me.
“Do you know it’s all so boring in the States?” he bawled at me. “If there’s any history, it’s happening here
between As and the Tatra Mountains.”
No good trying to explain that my severely subnormal IQ made me unfit for his spirited utterances, so I
watched Ivan across the torrent of his words, his ever-changing face, with and without the mask, with the shadow
of the clarinet across it, a three-dimensional face full of tracks, which besieged, enthralled, and sacrificed me to
delusions.
“I love you,” I felt like telling him, even though I knew there was no more time for banalities, “I love you,” I
tell him, smiling at half-daft Cyril.
“In Washington I slept with Elizabeth Taylor, in China they proclaimed me a god.” He raises his voice to a
threat: “You don’t believe me? They built a statue to me.”
A wretched generation. Autistic. Alcoholic. Riddled with debt. Moodily, unambitiously Eastern. Matter-offactly, acceleratedly Western. Anchorless, oceanless—I love you. Are you here, Josie? Are you here in the
darkness? Why did you keep putting off the moment when I’d open the door and notice the others?
Still with the warmth of your palms under my sweater I was hauled here through the sea Why more
interrogations? Why a need to continue? One day the surface will also cover this building. And then … Seagulls.
Fish. And in the bowels of one of them I, fish in the water, I in the fish, and inside of me a shot of Cyril, his eyes
piercing:
“Give up Ivan. He won’t stick around anyway. You know, his dad …”
I don’t follow. I want to ask, but someone rings the bell. Adele goes to answer. 'Those ambitious film makers
are here.' She shrugs her shoulders distastefully, and returns to
her vessels.
They start showing their film. I don’t get it at first... Greasy people round a table stuffing themselves stupid.
Head of a pig on the ground. One slash from top to bottom. .. Hands. Hands covered in. Hands covered in blood.
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Somebody swung a mallet—the animal stumbled. The pig blinking merrily at the camera. Still I don’t quite get it .
. . A slaughtering. An ordinary village slaughtering. Only backwards. From bursting tummies to the hog skipping
blithely about the yard.
“That’s really dire,” Ivan yawns. “Let’s get out of here.”
I cravenly exploit my opportunity. We end up by the Vltava. Some early-evening drunk has vomited among the
swans. It’s spring, it’s May. The Nation for Itself, turned to pillars of stone on the other bank, still harbored my
fakir’s semen. We hopped up on the rail.
“Sometimes I’m just horrible, eh. That’s with all these rivers burning. You don’t believe me? Two kilometers
up in flames near Karlovy Vary. A bloke and a girl like us were sitting on the bank, he chucks away a fag—and up
it went.”
Ivan cast his cigarette into the Vltava with an expansive gesture. It hissed, but that was all.
“River burning, river burning,” he droned out of tune.
“I can’t imagine,” he started up again, “you know, May, lilac and that, it makes you think … thirty years ago it
was the end of the war. The other day I went to the cellar for some potatoes and I started imagining quite vividly
that it was the black-out, with bombs flying overhead. My stomach really turned. I had to get out of there quick.”
“Ivan, do you want to leave?”
“Don’t be stupid, Vera. If there’s any history, it’s happening here between As and the Tatra Mountains. That’s
what Cyril says, anyway, isn’t it?”
Suddenly a falling sensation. Some knight passed with an Alsatian and took off his head. The future will be
different, he brayed at me by way of a greeting. Into what spindles have you spun me, legend? Who cut me out of
Grandpa’s map and stuck me here, into reality, its contours so ominously clear?
We reached the Strahov hills, retracing the footsteps of Joseph K. Our steps rang out across the super-city,
glassy and emptied of people, till finally we arrived at our destination: down the long corridor I saw eyes, a pair of
remembering sharp eyes, and yet these were not the eyes of the hundred-year-old doctor, though they bordered on
the animal; they belonged to a thousand-year-old ferryman, who never knew death. These eyes had traveled down
the generations, from body to body, from face to face, like the tip of an illusion, like God’s side of a coin, like
ancestral longing.
If Jews believe in the thirty-six just men, required in every generation for the survival of humanity, then these
eyes, Josie, were surely some kind of condition laid down by God. They had traveled, till they reached down the
long corridor to Mr. Zamek, the Strahov stoker. And Mr. Zamek knew. Mr. Zamek had to know, because he was
there.
“When my father wants to talk about himself, he always says ‘we.’ If I want to say something about my
generation, I only talk about me,” said Ivan, somewhat inappropriately; like me he was awkward in the presence
of his own blood, perhaps because that blood in blue overalls ruled over fire so God-supplantingly, perhaps
because it had intimate knowledge of black-outs in cellars … nothing at all could be read just now from the water
of either. The ferryman went up to the control panel, with its seductively glowing colored buttons, and smiled
insidiously.
“They’re numbered, you see? You only have to press the right one and a whole Prague district goes up in
smoke.” He went glum. “There were times I was strongly attracted to the idea. Tunes dead and buried.”
He steers about the boiler room, Ivan and me obedient behind him.
“This is the pressure gauge or manometer,” he shouts over the roaring boilers. “When they arrested me, I only
had a Bible on me. With cheap color prints … it could only happen to a non-believer.” The hags of Fate, despite
their nasty ways, began to prance on clashing cymbals in a quasi-hieratic trance.
“Do you hear me? Do you hear me, son?”
Your overalls, sir, billowed like a sail. The boiler room, the crackpot’s yell on the limit of hearing, floated out
to sea. We followed after, we followed blindly after, but Ivan, your son, heard not a word.
“This big rudder is the armature. The one in patent leather shoes turned out my pockets, and when he found
only the book, he started leafing through it disappointedly.
“Do you know, Mr. Zamek,” he began jovially, “who Jesus Christ was the son of?” Without waiting for an
answer, he gave me a triumphant look:
“Why, Herod of course, Mr. Zamek, Herod himself. It’s clear as anything. Herod had all the innocents
slaughtered, in order to get rid of the heir to the throne. Do you get it? I didn’t get a thing.” (This, he said touching
a mysterious vessel, is the expander.)
“So this was discovered,” eventually I managed to utter, “by our Prague secret police?”
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Ivan crouched in the corner. The Fates crept into the boilers. Strahov went quiet.
“That’s a story from one of your books,” I said as softly as possible, but the echo cruelly amplified it.
“Really?” The blue sail went limp with embarrassment. “Along with another. After seven years they let you
out. You’re walking along as if on thin ice, breathing deeply, the colorfulness of objects seems unbearable. With
the Bible under your shirt you entered the first pub, and there you opened the book for the first time: ‘And God
saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth—’”
“You shouldn’t have signed,” came a voice from the corner.
“‘And it repented the Lord that he had made man on the earth, and it grieved him at his heart. And the Lord
said—’”
“Dad, you shouldn’t have signed—”
“‘I will destroy man whom I have created from the face of the earth …’” Suddenly someone put his hand on
your shoulder.
“Come along with me.”
You’d experienced this once already. Dully you snapped the book shut and hastily drank up your beer. Outside,
you looked round in vain for a black Volga … the other, frowning all over, lifts his eyes to the sky: ‘Do you see it
too, or am I just so pissed drunk?’ The sun in the sky. In the sky hung the sun, a great blind sun in eclipse.”
On thin ice, deeply, unbearable. Yes, Josie, I seem to be unbearable. I want to drown, I want to sink beneath the
surface with shame, but I am very consciously on guard, like the Spartakiad crowd up there, overhead, in the dust
of the Strahov stadium. Comenius definitely wouldn’t have been proud.
“You’re right. Sometimes I really don’t know what I’ve made up and what actually happened. It’s my age …”
A sudden flash of regret against a blackboard’s background, regret for entirely different fathers. At that
moment, perhaps because it lit up our Mala Strana window too, the pencil in my respectable father’s fingers
instead of the commandments began to write crazy, oddball words, and instead of parables shaman-like zigzags
and squiggles. The priest’s sermon altered to a homed babble. Mr Zamek was old as Jericho and like some melody
—I don’t remember, like Gagarin’s bones, he was old as the eyes of the ferryman, for whom death always got off
the hook, and those eyes, whose bearer he was, those eyes now—mother, smile, steppe, hold me—fixed
themselves upon me:
“I’m told you’re writing a novel.”
Ivan’s grin ran across my back.
“Yes, it’s about a flood.”
I shake and expect a stream of questions, to which I am accustomed from others, testing my fraudulence.
“Did you make it up, or did it happen?”
I can’t believe it. To make certain I pass him a piece of crumpled paper. On it a tree, plucked from its roots, in
the process of decomposition, on the threshold of carbonization, long ago struck down by lightning. He looks at it
horizontally, that is to say correctly. It is beyond doubt. Mr Zamek, Strahov stoker and writer, must have
experienced drowning just like me. Beyond doubt he must have read Ivan popular remnants of myths and passed
with him through the looking-glass. Maybe he even spoke to him as you would to a child.
“Why did you sign it?” Ivan barked again.
Funny to think: thousands overhead have just put their arms by their sides. I don’t get what Ivan is talking
about. He squats in the corner, the clarinet wedged like a fishbone in his throat.
“You never told me … you don’t care what’ll happen to me … empty gestures, that’s your specialty …”
“Come on, Vera, I’ll show you something,” said Mr. Zamek quite calmly, taking me by the arm, while up
above in the dust of the stadium eager mothers made a big NO out of their bodies. I stand in the clashing cymbals
and gaze at Ivan in a trance. I gaze at his eclipse and cannot believe it … do you see it too or am I just so …
“Poor thing,” I want to say to him, even though I know there’s no time for banality. “Poor thing,” I say to him,
smiling at the rudder of the armature. Claws out, trees sold, rivers in flames. I let him take the lead. His hand
trembles in mine. The once elegantly disgusted fakir yells out after us stale truths gone sour. Then goes quiet. It
was so unexpected that both of us, the ferryman and I, turned at once. Ivan rushed angrily to the control panel.
The stadium above gave a sputter of applause.
“Ivan, Ivan, don’t,” I try to shout.
Too late. His furious fingers start towards the buttons and there’s no way in the world I can slow this image
down.
“Visit Europe, while it still exists!” he roars insanely over the panel and rips at the scenery.
In the big bang of the end I tick off one district after another: Vysocany, Karlin, Liben … and Ivan’s fingers
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hungrily touch oblivion, just as they recently touched me … Motol, Smichov, Vysehrad … from a stormy surface
like this, Adele, there’s nothing at all to be read, and Ivan, though he did not create, will turn to dust both man,
and beast, and the creeping thing, and the fowls of the air … Holesovice, Vriovice, Bfevnov … Mr. Zamek,
restrain your barking son, save your wrathful blood, universe in a universe universe in a universe universe in a
universe between a tree and an apple … Hradcany, Old Town, New Town, Mala Strana … But Mr. Zamek only
absent-mindedly smiled and laid his hand on my head without an axis:
“Leave him to it, Vera; once I was also very tempted.”
Hand in hand we descend to the underworld. Scattered lines of Spartakiadniks slowly raise themselves from
the all-weather surface, loudspeakers urge calm.
“This is the collector. It has pipes leading under the whole Strahov stadium.”
Gloom, damp, dripping water.
“Come on, don’t be afraid. I want to show you something. I’ve got this enterprising colleague, Prkno … it was
his idea.”
Still hand in hand we grope down the underground tunnel, held by the sudden unaccustomed silence, in which
Ivan’s hysteria has instantly evaporated. The stuck pick-up arm slid and clicked in the hush. Where’s he taking
me? The passage took a sharp curve. We follow it, this complete stranger and I. Stranger … I remembered Ivan
once indecipherably mumbling between two heartbeats:
“Damn it … those dads of ours. Don’t you find it idiotically unpleasant sometimes, sharing a flat with a
walking legend?”
His large, weighty hand in mine, his thirty-years-older breath above my head. And finally—his sail. His sail,
on which you may see the schematic sign of prison bars like the shadow of Jesus’ crucified body on the Turin
shroud. Concentration camp, Jachymov uranium mines, dozens of square-ruled exercise books in drawers, and in
them stories, ones which happened and ones yet to happen, circle within circle on the surface. Stranger, ferryman
with age-old eyes, Prague heating employee, walking legend, which I was about to kiss in sorrow and shame,
shame for my crassly unfinished novel, for that undischargeable tribute, when my nose was hit by a terrible pong.
“It was my colleague’s idea … Prkno … he started with coypus, but it was too hot for them here. You’re the
first I’ve ever shown our Crispin to, Vera.”
At that moment, hardly a few steps away, something grunted. Then I finally saw Crispin; at the far end of the
passage, in a little pen of wooden planks, stood an enormous pink pig.
“Bohemia was flooded by the sea in the Palaeozoic Age,” said the man, said the teacher, said schoolmaster
Slavik. Events after that took a swift turn. We were sitting with Kate in the yard of our house, just in our slippers,
feeling neither quite alive nor dead, a couple of days before her departure, piously reminding ourselves of cropspraying aircraft and do you remember Granny, Kate, and the Bible-that-was-a-tree, and at that moment Ivan
appeared before us, he sprang from the ground, and his eyes were like never before.
“What’s happened? Not off to Jericho, are you?”
I’d spotted the bag on his back.
“Believe it or not,” he spoke slowly, yet breathlessly, it was curious, “I’ve just run away from the police
station. They had me in for interrogation about Dad. And as I was sitting there—one tapping away on the machine
and another, awfully like the chap in the Kufr the other day, opposite me—suddenly something snapped and I
said: ‘I want to go to the loo.’ Another man appeared in the door. ‘Take him to the toilet,’ said my one to him. I
went out, the policeman showed me the loo and went off to some office. Sheer carelessness. So I’m all packed up,
bring me a map, so I can get out of here as quick as possible.”
I ran quickly for a map. Fortunately respectable Dad was at a meeting of Evangelist youth and Mum, where
was Mum? Maps. I pulled out one drawer after another and found nothing but Grandpa’s creations. Billowing
orange oceans, South America next to North, the Eskimo eye of Greenland, the Soviet Union, a softly forwardmoving flounder. Finally I found the one they rubbed our noses in in geography: horribly realistic, because,
Grandpa—I look to see the scale—such is the world.
We search with a finger for a crack in the outline of borders. It’s daft, so daft I won’t be able to put it in my
book.
“It’s daft.”
Kate was the first to come to her senses.
“Now or never,” Ivan commanded, and I began to feel I was in some absurd Soviet anti-war movie. “Anyway,
I’ve got no passport. I’ll cross at Snezka,” he said, and he did.
A few days later I got a postcard from the Krkonose, a mountain’s silhouette and in that silhouette a fakir’s
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shadow, the sigh of a drunken-away clarinet, the mark of lightning on the inner wall of the chapel whose solemn
reopening was daily approaching. And on that postcard the words:
And this is my home. This is the land whose soil I felt in my hand on that day in early autumn this year when I left it
forever.

Perhaps it would have been more effective to have sprinted, but I preferred to be taken up to Strahov by bus.
Mentally I repeat the words, which, articulated backwards, are only a homed babble to appease many-headed
Svantovit.
“Mr. Zamek … Ivan … I have to tell you that …”
My finger touches the bell, an eye for an eye, a golden tooth across the crack of twenty years. Behind the glass
door I see the scurrying of people with reddened faces, wreathed in steam. I don’t follow what’s happening; why
doesn’t Mr. Zamek come to the door? I hold my finger tight against the bell and don’t let go; come on, ferryman, I
summon him up, come and haul to the surface that truth which is now hanging on the spinner of your reel. …
Mr. Zamek stands before me.
“It’s you, Vera,” he murmurs with emotion, hiding his hands behind his back.
“We’ve just,” he adds, awkward and proud at the same time, “Crispin’s just been …”
I look at his hands. Hands covered in … I look at Mr. Zamek’s hands, which are covered in blood. …
298.39 Excerpt from The Twelve Little Cakes\fn{by Dominika Dery aka Dominica Furmanová (1975- )} Cernosice,
Stredocesky Region, The Czech Republic (F)) 14
1
A year before I was born, I started turning up in my mother’s dreams.
She would go to sleep and I would appear before her: a happy little girl in a time of great unhappiness.
It was the mid-seventies and Czechoslovakia was at the mercy of the Russians. The borders had been closed,
the Soviet Union had taken control of our government, and the hope of the sixties had been crushed by the Cold
War. Things were so bad, in fact, that my parents had resolved not to bring another child into the world.
And then I turned up.
My mother remembers the first time she dreamed me. She was standing in the middle of a blossoming garden
and a little girl came running through the trees.
“Ahoj!” the girl exclaimed, which is the informal way of greeting someone in Czech. She took my mother’s
hand and smiled hopefully.
“Will you come with me?” she asked.
“Yes,” my mother replied, and the little girl led her to a swing that hung from the branch of an apple tree.
“Push me!” she cried. She climbed onto the swing and my mother began to push it.
“Higher!” the girl demanded, and my mother pushed her until her feet touched the sky. The sun broke through
the morning clouds and my mother’s heart was filled with happiness.
When she woke up, she could still hear the little girl’s laughter. She pressed her body against my fa ther’s back
and sighed. What a beautiful dream, she thought. And then the alarm clock went off and she had to get up and
catch the 7:15 train into Prague.
*
My mother worked as an analyst at the State Economic Institute. She wrote books that her Communist bosses
took credit for, and had to support her family on a meager wage, as my father had difficulty keeping a job. He had
worked for the Czech government during the sixties, and was blacklisted by the Russians after the 1968 invasion.
An engineer by trade, he would occasionally find work shoveling coal into a furnace, driving a garbage truck, or
mixing concrete on a construction site, but the second his political records reached his employers, he would be
fired. There was also a real threat that he might be thrown in jail, as it was forbidden to be unemployed under
communism, and my mother’s biggest fear was a late-night phone call from prison.
The first time the little girl came running through the trees, my mother thought of her own happy childhood. It
wasn’t until the third or fourth dream that she suddenly understood that the girl was her daughter. Night after
night, the girl would appear in the garden and lead my mother to the swing, and she would squeal with delight as
the sun broke through the clouds.
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It had been a long time since my mother had heard such innocent laughter, and she would wake up each morning with a strong feeling that things were going to get better. She hoped until she believed, and then she believed
until she knew.
She would have another child, and that child would be the little girl from her dream.
She told my father about the girl on the swing, and he eventually agreed that they would have another child.
My sister, Klara, was nine at the time, and excited to learn that she would have a baby sister. Neither she nor my
dad were the slightest bit fazed by my mother’s decision to give birth as the result of a dream.
My mother’s dreams had a habit of coming true. She came from a long line of people who had premonitions,
and the way she remembers it, the little girl was not only demanding to be born but also insisting that my parents
snap out of their depression and come to terms with what had happened to their country.
Life under communism was difficult but not impossible. The system was unfair but the human spirit triumphed
on a daily basis, and if there was one thing my parents knew for certain in a time of great social and political
upheaval, it was this: they loved each other with all their hearts. It was spring in the garden of my mother’s
dreams, and the girl’s laughter took her back to the days when she and my father were unafraid. Their love was
still strong, so maybe the dream was telling them that the time had come to try and live without fear.
In 1974, my mother went off the Pill and tried to become pregnant. And the moment she decided to do this, the
little girl vanished from her dreams.
“She was a messenger,” my mother tells me now. “But it was definitely you. Everything was the same,
especially your voice. I had to wait all those years for you to start talking, but when you did, your voice was
exactly the same as I remembered it.”
The little girl’s disappearance upset my mother very much. It was as though a light had snapped off at the end
of a tunnel, and her faith was tested every month as her early attempts to get pregnant were un successful. She and
my dad kept an eye on the calendar, changed their diets, and made love regularly, but nothing happened. They
consulted the top specialists in Prague, but it was only when she sat down with an old and wise factory worker
that the answer presented itself.
The factory worker had been a respected gynecologist in the forties. He had lived through the German and
Russian invasions and had been reeducated by the Communists in the time of Stalin. He had seen a lot of terrible
things in his life but maintained a strong belief in the basic goodness of people, and when my mother told him
about the little girl in her dreams, he took her hand and smiled.
“You want your child too badly, Jana,” he told her. “The best things in life usually come along when you least
expect them. If you really want to become pregnant, my advice would be to stop trying so hard and leave it in the
hands of the little god.”
In Czech fairy tales, the little god is a benign but powerful character who turns up in times of conflict. He is
depicted as a kindly old man who watches from a distance and smiles approvingly when a problem resolves itself,
or sighs and shakes his head when it doesn’t. Occasionally, he will turn people into bears (if they’re wicked), but
most of the time he seems content to let his subjects sort their problems out themselves.
One of the nicest things about the little god is that he really does seem genuinely happy when things turn out
for the best.
My mother considered the factory worker’s advice and decided to leave my birth in the hands of the little god.
From that moment on, she and my father made love for the joy of making it instead of out of desperation to
conceive, and of course the moment they did, my mother became pregnant.
*
Things were difficult as a result of my father's struggle to keep a job, and my parents really couldn’t afford
another child, but their faith was rewarded by a sudden upswing of circumstance.
My father managed to get hold of a license to drive taxis, and because of the independent nature of the taxi
companies at the time, it would be many years before the secret police could take this job away from him. He
worked at night most of the time, ferrying customers across Prague in the hours when the secret police had
clocked off.
The great irony about his taxi-driving years was that he earned a lot more money than he ever would have as
an engineer. My dad was not only an excellent driver, he was also very chatty and charming. He made a point of
taking the most direct routes to his customers’ destinations, and quickly built up a small but devoted clientele who
not only trusted him but enjoyed listening to his stories. He told everyone he drove that he would soon be the
father of a second child, which is how he met the obstetrician who delivered me.
Unless you were a high-ranking member of the Communist Party, you didn’t get to choose which doctor or
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hospital you went to. Under the state health system, you had to go to the medical center that was closest to your
place of residence. If the doctors there were ill-mannered or incompetent, there was nothing you could do about it.
When my sister was born, my mother was sent to the Karlov Hospital, which was a cold and oppressive
building in a desolate yard, with crows perching ominously in the trees outside her window. My mother was very
unhappy giving birth there, and told my father that she would do anything to avoid delivering another baby in
“The Crow Hospital.”
Shortly afterward, as luck (or the little god) would have it, my dad struck up a conversation with a pretty
young doctor who had just been transferred to the nicest hospital in Prague. The woman’s name was Dr.
Raclavska, and she was taken by my father’s story about the little girl his wife had seen in her dreams.
The young doctor also needed driving lessons, so my dad quickly cut a deal. He taught her in exchange for her
accepting my mother in the delivery room when she was due.
It was against all the hospital regulations, of course, but communism was full of people making private arrangements, which is how I came to be born in the exclusive Podoli Hospital on March 7, 1975, the same month
Dr. Raclavska passed her driving test with flying colors.
*
The Podoli Hospital was a lovely, cream-colored building that stood beneath the Vysehrad Castle on the south
bank of Prague’s Vltava River. It overlooked a place where the swans traditionally nested in winter, and was so
nice it was almost impossible to get into. Prague was full of places that ordinary citizens weren’t allowed to visit,
and one of the saddest things about the Soviet occupation was that it forced the formerly civilized Czech people to
become very adept at cutting under-the-table deals.
From 1948 to 1989, the people who profited most under communism were those with the moral flexibility to
say one thing and do another. With the exception of a very small percentage of overly idealistic or stupid people,
everyone in Czechoslovakia saw communism for what it was: a deeply flawed and corrupt system in which a
wealthy elite were able to oppress their fellow countrymen in the name of equality.
This moral flexibility dates back to the Russian liberation of Prague in 1945. One of the first things the Red
Army did was use Gestapo archives to identify all the Czechs who had secretly collaborated with the Nazis.
Instead of punishing these people, the Russians coerced them into joining the secret police, which played a major
role in the 1948 putsch, in which the Czechoslovakian government was overthrown by the Communist Party.
A reign of terror ensued until the death of Stalin in 1953, by which time the status quo was firmly in place.
Party officials paid lip service to Marxism and the myth of the worker while systematically stealing the assets of
the state; the result being a small elite of the superrich overseeing a country with serious economic problems.
In the mid-sixties, when my father worked briefly for the government, there was a lot of disillusionment about
Soviet-style communism. People accepted the ideology because they were afraid, but their fear didn’t prevent
them from seeing the wealth that was flaunted by the party elite.
In the spirit of the times, many idealistic young people wanted to change the way their country was run, and
this led to the emergence of a humanist faction within the party. This faction wanted to implement a progressive
brand of socialism and, more important, sever the ties between the Czech and Russian governments.
In 1968, much to its own amazement, the faction found itself controlling the majority of votes in the Czech
parliament, and wasted no time in trying to dismantle the old Soviet infrastructure. Censorship laws were
loosened, KGB agents were sent back to Moscow, and rich Communists from the Stalinist era suddenly found
themselves on the receiving end of a progressive new movement that was called the Prague Spring.
The old guard’s response was simple and treacherous.
They accused the government of “counterrevolutionary activities” and sent a petition to the Soviet Union,
inviting the Red Army to invade Czechoslovakia. Happy to oblige, the Russians rolled into Prague on August 21,
1968. The old guard was reinstated, and people like my dad found themselves shoveling coal or mixing concrete.
The most dispiriting thing about the 1968 invasion was the ease with which the Russians brought our country to
heel.
We capitulated without a fight. With only one exception, every single member of the Prague Spring cabinet
signed a “normalization agreement” that authorized the Soviet Union to take control of our af fairs, and our brief
flirtation with idealism was over.
For the next twenty years, a particularly cynical regime of socialism would prevail, in which favor-trading and
petty scamming were the order of the day, and young doctors in need of driving lessons would cheerfully agree to
sneak a dissident’s wife into a Communist hospital.
*
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On the morning of my birth, the usual contradictions of the system were in place. Despite its exclusivity, the
Podoli Hospital was overcrowded with patients, and the doctors and nurses were drinking on the job.
It was a Friday, a day before the International Day of Women, and the hospital staff were celebrating in
advance. While Czechoslovakia was nowhere near as poor as Russia, we had quickly embraced the Communist
calendar and work ethic, which consisted of many public holidays and lots of cheap booze.
The International Day of Women was particularly notorious, as it provided men with an opportunity to get
roaring drunk without the usual fear of reprisal from their wives, and my mother had spent the entire week before
my birth trying to hurry her contractions along. Having a daughter on the International Day of Women may have
sounded like a romantic notion, but it was dangerous as well. By the mid-afternoon, the entire hospital would be
operating in an alcoholic haze.
It was therefore with great relief that on the morning of March 7, with Dr. Raclavska in attendance, she man aged to push me out while the hospital staff was still relatively sober.
“Is it a girl?” my mother panted.
“It’s a girl,” Dr. Raclavska smiled. “You have a beautiful baby daughter.”
My mother let out a huge sigh of relief.
At that precise moment, the sun broke through the clouds and flooded the maternity ward with light, and the
door to the delivery room flew open and a crowd of doctors and nurses rushed in.
“Hezky Mezinarodni Den Zen!” they exclaimed, presenting Dr. Raclavska with a big bunch of flowers.
The nurses crowded around my mother and complimented her on such a healthy-looking child. Everyone was
dressed in hospital white, and my mother says it was like we were surrounded by angels.
Then the head nurse wrapped me up in a blanket, snapped an identification tag around my wrist, and whisked
me away to the nursery before the party in the hospital became too wild. She placed me on a large communal
trolley that was crowded with other loaf-sized bundles, and locked the door behind her.
My mother contacted my dad via the taxi dispatcher, and spent the rest of the morning waiting for him to
arrive. Because she was an unofficial patient, Dr. Raclavska had not been able to secure her a bed. So while the
young doctor had hurried off to see whether a bed was available in one of the other wards, my mother lay on a
bench in the delivery room, listening to the clinking of glasses and popping of champagne corks in the distance.
Eventually, my father and sister appeared. They had been delayed at the front gate by a hospital guard who
refused to let them in until they bribed him with a carton of cigarettes, and when they finally arrived at the
maternity ward, no one knew anything about my mother or me.
My dad had to search for Dr. Raclavska, who had become sidetracked in a distant wing of the hospital. But
after he presented her with a bottle of cognac, she resumed her mission to find my mother a bed. While she did
this, a nurse escorted my dad and sister to the maternity ward and wheeled me out into the lobby in an oversized
pram.
It was here that my father and sister saw me for the first time. My eyes were closed and I wriggled around in
my blanket, clenching and unclenching my fists.
“Hello, Dominika,” my sister cooed, trying out the unusual name she had talked my parents into giving me.
The doctors and nurses congratulated my father, prompting someone to open yet another case of champagne.
Then Dr. Raclavska appeared with the news that she had found my mother a bed, and brought my dad and sister
into the delivery room.
My mother smiled wearily at their arrival, and looked very pretty in spite of her ugly hospital nightgown. My
dad knelt beside her and smothered her with kisses while Dr. Raclavska cracked the bottle of cognac and poured
herself a celebratory drink. She had been lucky to find a bed. The maternity ward was overcrowded, because
Prague was full of women like my mother who had decided that the best way of coping with the Socialist state
was to try and find happiness through their families.
It was a protest, but an acceptance as well. Unlike the West Germans, who rebuilt their country in the postwar
years by investing and believing in the concept of the nation, we learned to abandon our nation and concentrate on
ourselves. We followed the teachings of Marx and Lenin every day, but the biggest irony of communism was that
it taught the working class to look out for Number One. In the “normalization era” of the seventies and eighties,
Czech families did whatever it took to survive, and the more we pretended to go along with the system, the less
frightening the system became.
By the mid-eighties, communism was like an old dragon that would occasionally crawl out from its cave and
eat someone for dinner. As long as it wasn’t you the dragon was eating, you could live with the sound of screams
in the distance. Which was precisely what we did until the Velvet Revolution.
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*
Three days after my birth, my father collected my mother and me from the Podoli Hospital and drove us home
to our village on the outskirts of Prague.
We crossed the Vltava River and followed it southwest until the baroque skyline was replaced by smoking
chimneys and Communist tower blocks. After a while, the Vltava turned into the smaller Berounka River, which
snaked its way into a lush valley where the small township of Cernosice nestled into the hillside. This would be
my home for the next eighteen years.
Our house was at the very top of the hill. It was a charming, Art Deco villa that had once belonged to my
mother’s grandparents but was now subdivided into collective housing so that three families could live there. My
parents and sister occupied the first floor, and a friendly old bachelor lived in the basement, but the other family
that shared the house was far from friendly.
They were the Nedbals, and they were professional informers.
Mr. Nedbal had been a policeman in the fifties, and, after his retirement, he and his wife secured themselves a
very nice place to live by volunteering to keep my dad under surveillance. My father’s previous quiet but
important work in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs had been such that the old-guard Communists never forgot him,
even after the revolution. It would be many years before I would learn why, but the first half of my life was spent
watching invisible forces work actively against him.
The old Communist dragon was forever sniffing around outside our front door, but it never ate us for dinner.
What didn’t kill us made us stronger, and I remember my childhood with a lot of fondness and joy.
*
One of my earliest memories is of the family sitting around the TV on the day before Christmas when I was
three, watching our dog, Barry, star in a famous Czech film. Barry was an enormous Saint Bernard with a comically sad face. He had saved my parents in the hard years following the Prague Spring by being a natural in front
of the camera. While my dad was struggling to find and keep a job, Barry appeared in five of the biggest films of
the early seventies.
He was a good-natured beast who towered above me as I took my first steps, and my father made a little sled
for me to sit in so that Barry could pull me through the streets when they were covered with snow. We never failed
to draw huge crowds, as Barry was without question the most popular dog in Czechoslovakia.
He was even more popular than Laika, the dog the Soviet Union launched into space in the fifties. Whereas
Laika was an alert, if somewhat panic-stricken animal, Barry was the perfect model of laziness. He was quite
sneaky and would do anything to get out of work, and was the antithesis of all things the Soviet propaganda stood
for.
In those early years, Barry was my favorite member of the family. From the moment I learned to walk and talk,
I was forever running through the house in search of someone to play with. While my enthusiasm may have
warmed my parents’ hearts, it also created a lot of problems.
My family knew that the Nedbals were listening through the walls, so they had developed a habit of talking at
low volumes whenever they were inside the house. My sister, Klara, was particularly good at this, but I was the
opposite. My voice was bright and strong, and I used it so much, my mother dubbed me her “little trumpet.”
Whenever she and my dad were trying to be discreet, I could be counted upon to repeat whatever they were
saying at the top of my lungs, so every time my parents had something important to discuss, they would send me
outside to play with the dog.
"Why don’t you go outside and play, little one?” my mother suggested that December afternoon.
“Put on your red jacket and take Barry with you. Klara and I have to get a few things ready for Christmas.”
“Barry’s a good boy!” I exclaimed. “Come outside, Barry!”
“I was thinking of taking Dominika with me when I picked up the carp,” my father growled. “Would you like
to come for a drive?” he asked me. “We’ll only be a few minutes.”
“Yes, please!” I said excitedly.
*
My father was a short but handsome man with prematurely gray hair and hazel eyes that sometimes turned
yellow. With his gray hair and yellow eyes, he looked like a wolf. He had a strong voice, like me, except it was
deep and raspy from smoking lots of cigarettes, and whenever he talked, it sounded like he was growling.
From the moment he woke until the minute he went to bed, my dad was constantly in motion. He ate on his
feet and worked very hard to keep the dragon from our door, and as the years passed and time finally caught up
with him, he would lose his angular, wolf-like physique and end up looking like a big gray bear. Only his deep,
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growling voice and big heart remained the same.
Despite the constant disappointments and frustrations, he carried us through the hard times with an almost
impossible sense of optimism, and was constantly dreaming up crazy schemes to keep us going until the Soviet
regime was finally deposed.
“Where are we going, Dad? Are we going to the shops?”
“We’re going to buy a fish,” my father said. “You’ll need your jacket and boots.”
I followed him into the living room, which was where my sister and I slept, and he helped me put on my
jacket, boots, and gloves. Then we walked upstairs to the garage.
The hill we lived on was very steep, so our villa was on three levels. The garage was right at the top, and then
you walked down a garden path to the main floor, where my family lived in two rooms next to a third room that
was permanently locked. The Nedbals lived on the second floor, with the bathroom, and Mr. Kozel lived in the
basement next door to the kitchen.
As a toddler, I spent a lot of time running up and down the stairs, and quickly learned where the friendly parts
of the house were. Going to the bathroom was never much fun, whereas the kitchen was a safe zone, the one place
in the house where we could speak freely. Mr. Kozel was both slightly deaf and disinclined to gossip, so we spent
most of our time in the kitchen, which was constantly filled with the most wonderful smells. My mother was an
excellent cook, and the stove and boiler kept the room nice and warm in winter.
Up in the garage, my father opened the big wooden doors that led out onto the street, while I scrambled inside
the car and wedged myself into the space behind the gearbox. The roads in our village were terri ble, even though
we lived in one of the nicer areas in Greater Prague, and my dad often complained that it would be easier to drive
on the moon than across the potholed streets of Cernosice.
But the bad roads made the trip down the hill very exciting. I would wrap my arms around the rubber gearbox
mounting, while my father eased the car out of the garage, and then we would rumble down to the foot of the hill
where there was a little row of shops and a beauty salon.
Shopping with my dad was always an adventure. His pockets would be full of crumpled taxi-driving money,
and he would often manage to talk the local shopkeepers into producing hidden goods from behind their counters.
Unlike my mother, who was scrupulously honest and would turn a crown twice in her hand before spending it, my
dad was more of a wheeler-dealer, and he would use me shamelessly to warm the hearts of the women who
worked in the bakery.
On this occasion we parked in front of the grocery store and walked around the corner to the Hotel Slanka. In
front of the pub, three men in plastic aprons stood behind two large tubs the size of miniature wading pools. Water
sloshed from each tub, and behind the men stood a low bench that was covered with blood. My father picked me
up and carried me over to the tubs.
“See the fish?”
Both tubs were full of big, gray carp. They swam slowly in circles, lazily opening and closing their mouths.
“Which one would you like?” my father asked me.
“The big one!”
“They’re all big,” my father said. “Which big one do you mean?”
“That one!” I cried, pointing to a silvery carp with long whiskers. One of the men took a net and scooped the
fish out onto a scale.
“Three kilos twenty,” he said. “How do you want it?”
“We’ll take it as it is,” my father told him.
He put me on the ground and gave the man twenty crowns. Then he pulled a canvas bag out of his pocket and
held it open while the man deposited the carp inside it. It was a huge fish with bulging eyes, and I liked it
immediately. We put it in the trunk and drove back up the hill.
“Hello, Mum!” I called out as we unlocked the front door. “Come quickly! We have a fish!”
My mother and sister came running, and we followed my dad upstairs to the bathroom. He filled the bath and
dropped the gasping fish into the tub. The water quickly revived the carp and it started to swim around the bath
like a torpedo, slapping the surface of the water with its tail.
“What’s his name?” I asked.
“It doesn’t have a name,” my mother explained. “It’s a special carp for Christmas.”
I stood on the tips of my toes and peered over the rim of the bathtub.
“Hello, Mr. Carp!” I said, making my father and sister laugh. “Don’t be afraid, we’ll take good care of you!”
“Come on everyone, lunch is ready,” my mother smiled. She took me by the hand.
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“You can help me if you like,” she said, running her fingers through my hair, and I followed her down three
flights of stairs to the kitchen. I watched as she sliced some bread and put it in a basket, and then I carried the
basket to the kitchen table, where we ate all our meals.
*
My mother was slim and pretty and mysterious, with the eyes (and smile) of the Mona Lisa. She had her
dreams and premonitions but was also extremely well read. My father viewed life as a day-to-day strug gle, but
my mother saw things from a greater perspective.
She was the granddaughter of a founding member of the prewar Communist Party, and after the Communists
took control of the country, she had watched her parents misuse the power they inherited. My mother’s parents
were members of the Communist elite that had invited the Russians to invade Czechoslovakia. They were
fabulously wealthy, but as a little girl my mother couldn’t help noticing that the families of her friends were very
frightened of her mother.
At a time when women took great care to dress and act as plainly as possible, my grandmother was widely
known as the “Red Countess.” Back in the fifties and sixties, rich party members really did behave like the kings
and queens of Prague. My mother, who had read all the Communist texts as a child, was appalled by the way her
parents and their friends not only manipulated the system for their personal gain but also destroyed anyone who
spoke up against them.
In the end, she rebelled by marrying my father, a factory worker’s son from the mining town of Ostrava. In one
of those great ironies of life, my mother’s parents, who had built their fortune in the name of the working class,
hated my father on sight. The common man was great in theory, but under no circumstances was their daughter
going to marry one, so, in 1968, my mother found herself on the opposite side of the political fence from her
parents, and two years after the Russian invasion they officially disowned her.
She and my dad were expelled from the party and ended up sharing a house with a family of informers.
While my father was outraged by the old guard’s betrayal, my mother was heartbroken, having watched her
parents evolve into the kind of people who would want to stop their country from becoming independent. My
mother’s parents had everything except moral integrity, and the more they profited under the Communist regime,
the more cynical and bitter they became.
As a result, my mother had resolved at an early age to try and be as morally upright as possible.
It wasn’t easy. Soviet-style communism demanded a lot of moral latitude, and my father was particularly good
at finding loopholes in the system. If they hadn’t married each other, it’s possible that my dad might have
succumbed to political temptation or my mother might have been crushed by the State. But together they had a
rare combination: incorruptibility and a willingness to fight.
My parents had many opportunities to sacrifice their ideals, but they never did. And while life may have been a
lot harder than it needed to be, it was the life they had chosen, and they had few regrets.
*
We had a lovely pre-Christmas lunch, and then my dad and Kiara took Barry for a walk in the forest while my
mother led me upstairs for my afternoon nap.
“But I’m not sleepy!” I protested as she tucked me up in bed.
“You’re never sleepy,” she smiled. “But if you close your eyes, I’ll read you a story.”
“A story! Will you read me The Grandmother?”\fn{First published in 1855}
“Certainly,” my mother agreed. “If you get it down from the shelf, I’ll read you the first chapter.”
The Grandmother was one of my favorite books. It was a memoir by a Czech writer called Bozena Nemcova,
who had lived\fn{1820-1862} in the last century when our country was part of the Austrian empire. Ms. Nemcova’s
grandmother was a wise and loving woman, a constant source of inspiration to her family. She had a very simple
outlook on life, which was that people should look after each other as much as possible, and whenever there was a
problem, the grandmother always managed to solve it in a positive way.
I liked Ms. Nemcova’s grandmother very much. I had never met my real grandparents, so I thought that the
grandmother in the book was a magical character, like the Fairy Godmother from Cinderella. When my mother
read, I would close my eyes and imagine that the grandmother was sitting next to my bed, smiling at me as I
drifted off to sleep.
When I awoke from my nap, my mother and the grandmother were gone. The living room was dark, and the
trees outside were whispering in the wind. I climbed down from my bed and tiptoed over to the door.
I had recently discovered that if I stood on the very tips of my toes, I could reach the handle and open the door
by myself. I was very proud. I didn’t have to call my mother to let me out, and I could sur prise her by appearing
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in the kitchen unexpectedly.
I pushed the door open and walked down the hall into the stairwell, where I could hear my mother and sister
laughing.
*
I decided that before I went down and joined them, I would go and say hello to Mr. Carp.
I climbed to the second floor and tiptoed into the bathroom. The Nedbals’ door was slightly ajar, but the house
was quiet and I hoped they might be out. The Nedbals were very old and they smiled all the time, but I never had
a good feeling when I saw them. They didn’t seem like nice people, and Mrs. Nedbal smelled like old sheets.
There was a rusty metal bucket beneath the sink, and I pushed it over to the tub and climbed on top. The fish
was floating motionlessly in the bath. His back was close to the surface of the water, and I reached down and gave
him a pat.
“Hello, Mr. Carp,” I said softly. “Are you asleep?”
He squirmed at my touch but eventually got used to my patting. I followed his long, slick body with my hand,
stroking him from head to tail.
“You’re a good boy,” I told him.
There was a faint creaking behind me, and I turned to see Mrs. Nedbal in the doorway. She was a plump and
wrinkled lady who always dressed in faded tracksuits and cardigans.
“Hello, Mrs. Nedbal!” I said. “Look! There’s a fish in the bath!”
“So I see,” Mrs. Nedbal said pleasantly. “This is a communal bathroom and there’s a fish in the bath, and yet
no one has bothered to ask me or my family if we wanted to use it.”
She gave me a tight-lipped smile that sent a shiver down my spine.
“Do you want to take a bath?” I asked.
“Not at this moment, no,” she replied. “But if I wanted to, I wouldn’t be able to, would I?”
She took another step toward me and broadened her smile into a grimace. Her hair smelled like she hadn’t
washed it in months.
“And you’re standing on my bucket.” Mrs. Nedbal sighed. “It’s my private property and you’ve taken it
without asking. I do hope you haven’t broken it.”
I climbed off the bucket, and she made a show of checking its rusty bottom for damage.
“Dear, oh dear,” she said tartly. “An apple never rolls far from the tree, does it? You start taking people’s things
without asking, the next thing you know, you’ll be stealing the very beds they sleep on. It’s no wonder your
grandmother keeps her room locked downstairs.”
I looked up at Mrs. Nedbal in surprise.
“My grandmother?” I exclaimed. “Do you know her?”
“Oh, yes,” Mrs. Nedbal smiled. “This is your grandmother’s house. She used to live here before your father
drove her out.”
“She did?”
“Yes. This whole house was hers. Now all she has is that one room downstairs, which she keeps locked
because your parents were very cruel to her. Such a terrible shame.”
I thought about the locked door opposite my parents’ bedroom.
“Is she still there?” I asked.
“Your father drove her out before you were born. Imagine! His own mother-in-law!” She leaned down and
lowered her voice confidentially.
“It’s all in the courts, you know. I wouldn’t be surprised if you found yourselves looking for a new house next
year.”
“But I don’t want a new house!” I cried. “I like this one!”
“So did your grandmother,” Mrs. Nedbal said quietly.
*
She put the bucket back under the sink, shaking her head and smiling bitterly as I fled. I ran for the safety of
my parents’ bedroom, but stopped in front of the locked door on the opposite side of the hallway.
In the whole time I had lived in the house, my grandmother’s door had never been opened. It was a high, white
door with a shiny brass handle and a large keyhole that I was too small to look through. I pressed my ear to the
door and wondered whether my grandmother was still inside.
The room was very quiet, so I lay on the floor and peeked under. I was able to make out the legs of what
looked like a bed, but I couldn’t see any sign of my grandmother. Maybe she was asleep. I didn’t want to wake
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her, so I got back up and ran down to the kitchen where my mother and sister were baking Christmas biscuits.
“Hello!” I called out. “I’m awake!”
“Yes you are,” my mother laughed.
“I went and said hello to the fish!” I told her. “And then Mrs. Nedbal came and took the bucket and told me
that we might have to find a new house!”
“Really?” My mother stopped laughing.
“Yes! And she said that the grandmother lives in the room next to yours, and this is really her house. We don’t
have to leave here do we, Mum?”
A look of sadness passed across my mother’s face.
“Come here,” she said.
She picked me up and hugged me tightly to her chest.
“We’re not going anywhere,” she said. “We’re going to stay here and have a lovely Christmas. Don’t worry
about the house, and don’t you listen to the Nedbals. If anyone is going to find themselves looking for a new
house next year, it will be them.”
She sat me down on my special place at the counter. There was sugar and cocoa and flour everywhere. Several
trays of biscuits sat cooling on the floor and the smell of vanilla wafted sweetly from the oven.
“We’re making strudel. Would you like to help?” my mother asked.
“Yes!” I said. “Can I have a biscuit?”
“Of course you can,” my mother smiled.
She rolled a sheet of dough while my sister peeled and chopped some apples, and I crushed cinnamon and
cloves with a mortar and pestle. Outside, snowflakes fell from the sky like feathers. By the time the sun had set,
the garden was covered in white.
My dad came in with a box of wood for the stove, and we huddled in the kitchen, talking and laughing as we
baked the strudel and spread jam on the biscuits. I could hear Mr. Kozel’s radio playing Christmas carols in the
next room, and an owl began to hoot in the forest. The forest was full of owls and badgers and pine martens, and
the nights were very noisy with the sound of them hunting.
As part of the old winter-solstice tradition, my mother filled a large wooden bowl with water and put it on the
table. She put four little candles inside four walnut shells, lit them, and floated them together in the middle of the
bowl.
“One candle for each of us,” she said.
We switched off the lights and watched the candles as they slowly drifted apart and burned out, which is the
way it goes in life. On this night, they seemed to stay together much longer than usual, and I went to sleep feeling
happy and safe.
*
The following morning, I leaped out of bed and raced into my parents’ room. I dove beneath their blanket and
snuggled up between them.
“Hello, Dad,” I whispered in my father’s ear. “Wake up! It’s Christmas!”
“Jezis Marja!” my father growled. “What time is it?”
“Shhh, little one,” my mother said softly. “Pretend that you’re a biscuit in an oven and you have to bake for
another fifteen minutes before you’re ready to be eaten.”
I loved this game. My parents threw their arms around me and I squirmed happily between them, imagining
myself turning brown and crispy in a big warm oven. They would try to keep me in the oven for as long as possible and would sometimes overbake me by accident. My dad loved to pretend he was asleep. He would snore
theatrically and make his arms very heavy, and I would have to yell and wriggle like a fish before he would wake
up and let me out of the oven.
“Is the Baby Jesus coming?” I asked excitedly.
“Of course he is,” my mother replied. “He’ll be here this afternoon and he’ll bring the Christmas tree with
him.”
“Will we see him?”
“We’ll try” my mother smiled. “He’s very shy, you know. But we’ll definitely hear him. He always rings a bell
when he comes to visit.”
In Czechoslovakia, Christmas is celebrated on December 24, which is when families eat a big dinner and open
their presents in front of the tree. When I was growing up, the Christmas season began with the ar rival of Saint
Mikulas on the “Angels and Devils Night” of December 5, and would climax with the Baby Jesus visiting each
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house on December 24, bringing not only presents but the Christmas tree as well. During the day, children
watched fairy tales on TV (fairy tales were the mainstay of the Czech film industry during communism, as they
were politically harmless and a lot of fun to make), and then the fam ily spent the late afternoon waiting for the
Baby Jesus to arrive.
The magical appearance of the Christmas tree was one of the things I loved most.
My parents would get my sister to take me for a walk, and as we made our way around the village, I would see
Christmas trees in all of the neighbors’ windows. The Baby Jesus was obviously in the area, so I would beg Kiara
to take me home in time to see him, but she would always be too slow and we would arrive at the house at the
exact moment that he was ringing his bell to signal his departure. I would race through the house trying to find
him, but of course he would be gone, and then I would see the tree for the first time: all decorated and surrounded
by presents.
Each year, the tree would turn up in a different place in the house, so a big part of the fun was checking each
room to see if it was there.
Waiting for the Baby Jesus was so exciting, it was hard to sit still for the fairy tales. I loved all the Czech fairy
tales, especially The Terribly Sad Princess, Cinderella, and even the Russian classic, Grandfather Frost, but it
was difficult to concentrate when every sound in the house made me think that the Baby Jesus might be sneaking
in upstairs.
My parents were in the kitchen and my sister was reading a book in the living room, and I was afraid that we
might not hear the bell and he would come and go without us seeing him. Every time I heard a noise, I would run
to the front door.
*
After I had done this a few times, I decided to go up to the bathroom and say hello to Mr. Carp.
I trotted up to the second floor and snuck into the bathroom, this time closing the door behind me. I walked
over to the bath and stood up on my tiptoes.
“Hello, Mr. Carp!” I said.
I peeked over the rim of the tub and discovered that the bath was empty. The water had been drained and I
could hear the Nedbals laughing in the room next door. My eyes welled with tears and I ran downstairs to tell my
parents.
My mum and dad were standing in front of the kitchen counter, and I dashed into the room and stopped dead in
my tracks.
My father’s sleeves were rolled up and his hands were covered in blood, and the carp was lying on a sheet of
newspaper with its head cut off and its belly slit open. Its bulging eyes stared blankly at the ceiling as my dad took
a knife and started to scale its headless body. I thought that the Nedbals had stolen the fish, but I couldn’t imagine
that my parents had killed it.
I turned around and ran back upstairs, finding myself in front of my grandmother’s door. I pressed my cheek
against it and started to cry.
“Granny, are you there?” I sobbed.
I knocked but nobody answered, so I tried to talk through the keyhole.
“Please, come out,” I said. “Please?”
I imagined that Grandmother was standing on the other side of the door, and I closed my eyes and pictured her
kindly face and happy smile. I talked through the keyhole for a long time, then sank to my knees and curled up on
the floor.
After a while, my mother came up to find me.
“What are you doing?” she asked.
“I’m talking to Grandmother.” I sobbed. “I want her to come out.”
“You want her to come out of this room here?” my mother asked. “She’s not here, little one. She lives in
Prague. Did Mrs. Nedbal tell you that she lives in this room?”
“I think so,” I sniffed.
“Oh, Trumpet,” my mother sighed. “This is your grandmother’s room, but she doesn’t live here. She just keeps
her furniture in it. My parents live in a big apartment in Prague. This used to be their summer house until they
were forced to give it up.”
“Did Daddy make her go away?”
“No. My parents owned too many houses and the housing committee made them give some of them up. They
gave this one to me so that we could keep it in the family, and then we had an argument. My mother and my sister
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are trying to get it back.”
“Can’t they just come and live here?” I asked.
“I don’t think they want to,” my mother said sadly. “It’s very hard to explain, but your father and I aren’t
friends with my parents anymore. We think they did a bad thing, and they don’t like us because we tried to stop
them.”
“You killed Mr. Carp!” I said accusingly.
“So that’s why you're crying,” she smiled. “We killed him so that we could have a traditional Christmas. If you
kill a carp and dry some of his scales and put them in your purse, it means you’ll have lots of money next year.
Besides, if we didn’t kill him, he would have died anyway. Once you take a fish out of its pond, it doesn’t last
very long.”
“But I liked him.”
“Well, we’ll be having him for dinner,” my mother explained. “And he’ll taste very nice, because he was fresh.
Fresh fish always tastes better than the fish you can buy at the market.” (The only fish you could buy at the
market was the kind that came in cans.)
My mother pulled a handkerchief out of her pocket and made me blow my nose. She ruffled my hair and talked
to me until I cheered up, and then she took me into the living room where my sister was sitting with her book.
“Why don’t you take Dominika for a walk?” my mother asked her. “You could go to the river and feed the
swans.”
“Now?” my sister frowned. “Isn’t it early? What time is the Baby Jesus supposed to come?”
“I think he might be a little early this year,” my mother said. “Dominika’s a bit restless and a walk might do
her good.”
“Can we take Barry?” I asked.
“Yes, take Barry with you,” my mother agreed. “He’s alone in the garden, looking miserable.”
I glanced out of the living-room window and saw Barry’s huge head sticking out of his kennel. His face was
sad and the bags around his eyes seemed even bigger than usual.
“Ahoj, Barry!” I called out.
Barry immediately cheered up. He emerged from his kennel, wagging his tail.
“We’re going to feed the swans!” I told him.
Klara let out a deep sigh and went to put on her jacket and a scarf. She was thirteen now, and the novelty of
having a little sister had worn off. She had become quiet, because I did enough talking for both of us and the older
I got the harder it was for her to get a word in edgewise.
“What time do you want us to come back?” she asked.
“Let’s see.” My mother checked her watch. “It’s two-thirty now, so keep her out until five.”
“Five?” My sister sighed. “Okay. Can you give me some money to buy bread for the swans?”
“We won’t miss the Baby Jesus, will we? He won’t come while we’re away?”
“No.” My mother opened her handbag. “He never comes before six, and he has to visit all the other houses in
the street first.”
“Do you promise?” I asked.
“I promise.” She patted me on my head.
She zipped me into my red skiing outfit and helped me into my boots. Then she sent me outside, where Kiara
was struggling to get Barry on a leash.
Barry never listened to Kiara. My sister wasn’t very good with dogs, but I could get Barry to do anything. He
never failed to come when I called, and I could even make him sit and shake hands.
“Come on, Barry!” I cried as we waded through the snow.
There was at least a foot of snow at the top of our garden, and I had to lift my legs very high to step through it.
My skiing outfit had a pointy hood that was lined with lamb’s fur, but my cheeks stung in the cold. It was one of
those bright, freezing days where the sky was blue and clear, and the neighbors were outside their front gates,
shoveling the snow off their driveways.
“Hello!” I called out. “We’re off to feed the swans!”
“Ahoj, Dominika and Kiara!” they chorused. “And here comes Bohousek, looking fatter than usual.”
“His name is Barry!” I said proudly. “He was on television!”
“We know. We’ve seen him,” the neighbors smiled.
“Doesn’t she look like a little garden gnome?” Mrs. Simkova from across the road chuckled. “Maybe we could
plant her at the foot of our garden.”
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“No!” I told her. “I have to be home in time to see the Baby Jesus!”
The neighbors laughed and I followed Barry and my sister to the end of the street. Just before the bend, we
turned into the little pedestrian laneway that zigzagged down the hill. From here we could see the entire Cernosice
valley. The windows of the houses were dusted with frost, and icicles hung from every gutter.
We walked all the way down to the little row of shops, which were still open, as December 24 wasn’t a public
holiday. We went to the grocery store and tied Barry to the bicycle racks outside the front door. The windows were
decorated with flickering Christmas lights and tinsel, and there was a long line of people waiting to get in.
“They’ve probably sold all the rolls by now,” my sister muttered.
“Sit, Barry! Sedni.” I said as we joined the line.
*
We always stood in line when we went to the shops, but it wasn’t because there was a shortage of food. There
was plenty of food in Czechoslovakia; what we didn’t have was variety. The shelves were full of packages of rice
and flour and butter and sugar, but they were plain-wrapped and there was only one brand.
The practice of arriving early and standing in line was caused by the slowness of the shopkeepers, who made a
point of talking to everyone. Favored customers would be told what kind of under-the-counter goods were available and when they were expected to arrive, and shopping could be infuriatingly social. Maintaining a good
relationship with the local shopkeepers was very important, so no one complained. But it was very frustrating.
Bread and milk sold out quickly, and we often waited in line for half an hour, only to find crumbs in the bread
box and sour puddles where the bags of milk had once been. Still, I loved going to the shops, because there were
lots of little cakes in the bakery, and many different kinds of sausages in the delicatessen. If there were three
things every shop in our country could be counted upon to have in abundance, they were beer, sausages, and little
cakes.
Czech beer is world-famous, of course, but we also have a big pastry-and-sausage tradition. When I think of
my childhood, I think of little cakes and sausages, because they were symbolic of the way we lived under
communism.
Before the Second World War, we were similar to the Germans and Austrians in that we had a town mentality.
Local businesses survived because of neighborhood goodwill, and communities were tight-knit and civic-minded.
When the Communists took over, they destroyed our town mentality by coercing neighbors, friends, and even
families into denouncing each other for anti-Communist activities. In the early years, the punishments handed out
were sufficiently harsh to destroy any kind of trust between neighbors, forcing communities to live in a constant
state of fear.
After a while, this fear was replaced by a numb compliance in which neighbors would greet each other as
“comrade” and profess great admiration for the Socialist state. For forty years we did this, watching with weary
resignation as our buildings fell to pieces and our roads went unrepaired. We talked the nonsense of the system,
and the system rewarded us with cheap booze, public holidays, and little sausages and cakes.
No afternoon tea at the local Politburo was complete without an array of little cakes wrapped in pastry-shop
paper; no cigarette break at the local pub was truly satisfying unless there was a fat sausage in mustard to
accompany the several pints of beer one knocked back in quick succession.
For the majority of the Czech working class, a boring but easy state job and a barbecue every weekend was
enough to keep them going through the hard times of communism.
Which was something the people in power were counting on.
*
Standing in front of the pastry counter, I could see over twenty different kinds of little cakes. My favorites
were the marzipan fruit, the swan, and the little Indian. All the cakes were homemade and they were very cheap.
My mother had given Klara ten crowns to buy some bread rolls for the swans, but there was no question that she
would buy us some little cakes as well.
“Which one would you like?” she asked me.
“A marzipan apple and a swan?” I said hopefully. My sister nodded at the pastry-shop lady, who used a long
spatula to scoop the cakes out of the display case.
“Anything else?” the lady asked.
“And a Little Indian! Because it’s Christmas! Please?”
“Okay. Just this once,” my sister sighed.
We bought our bag of bread for the swans, and then walked outside to find Barry surrounded by his usual
crowd of admirers feeding him their Christmas groceries. He ate everything they gave him, without even
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bothering to look and see what it was. He just opened his mouth and rolled his eyes like he did in the movies,
making everyone roar with laughter.
“Let’s go, Barry!”
I grabbed his collar to let everyone know that I was his friend. The crowd was very impressed. We untied
Barry and led him down the Street, past the Hotel Slanka and across the railway tracks to the Berounka River.
There was a weir and a mill directly opposite the station, and a pedestrian bridge between the weeping willow
trees. We crossed the bridge to the middle of the river, and Klara lifted me up onto the railing so that I could see
the swans beneath us.
“Hello, swans!” I cried. “We’ve brought you some bread.”
In the old days, the Berounka River was very clean and full of beavers. Now the beavers were gone and the
water was brown, but it was still very picturesque. The water was frozen solid on the far side of the bridge, but the
fifty-meter stretch between the bridge and the weir remained unfrozen and was a favorite nesting place for ducks
and swans.
There were at least a dozen swans and they were very elegant, vaulting their necks gracefully to catch each
piece of bread we threw. The ducks were quick and rude and tried to steal the bread from the beaks of the swans.
They beat their wings and ran on the water, while the swans clacked their beaks in anger. The commotion grew so
loud that Barry decided to get in on the act. He was a good-natured dog, but he also knew how big and powerful
he was, and when he decided to bark, it could be quite frightening. He towered above my sister and me as he
stood on his hind legs and barked at the ducks.
“Sit, Barry!” I said. “Sedni! Sedni, Barry! Shhh!”
Barry looked down at me and began to lick my face. He stopped barking, but continued to lean on the railing
and look out across the river as though he was contemplating the mysteries of life.
*
When we had finished throwing bread to the swans, Kiara looked at her watch and announced that it was time
to go home. The sky had turned dark as we walked back through the town, and the street lamps snapped on with a
buzzing sound.
We zigzagged up the hill, exhaling clouds of steam and stamping our boots to keep our toes warm.
There was a Christmas tree in a window overlooking the path, lit up and glowing through the frost-encrusted
glass.
“Oh, no!” I cried. “The Baby Jesus is here already!:
I grabbed Barry’s leash and tried to make him run through the snow, but he wasn’t very interested in running.
Neither was my sister. They both continued to plod up the hill, and I was very upset by the time we got home. I
was sure that we had missed the Baby Jesus.
I dashed inside the front door and kicked off my boots, and then my heart began to pound with excitement as I
heard the sound of a bell ringing downstairs.
I raced down to the kitchen, then back up to the living room and into my parents’ bedroom, where I found
myself standing in front of the most wonderful tree. The room smelled of pine needles and potpourri, and it was
dark except for the Christmas lights and candles. Silent Night crackled softly from the radio, and I was so
overwhelmed I almost burst into tears. Then my parents switched on the lights.
“Vesele Vanoce!”
“Merry Christmas!” I ran to the window.
“Thank you, Baby Jesus! Thank you for such a lovely tree!”
The sky outside the window had just turned black, and I waved at the stars and vowed that I would thank the
Baby Jesus properly next year. My mother cleared a space in front of the tree and we all sat down to open our
presents. Each package was wrapped in colorful paper and was tied with a ribbon with a little name tag attached. I
knelt in front of the gingerbread “Bethlehem” my mother made every year, and wondered what the Baby Jesus
had brought me. I couldn't read yet, so I handed all the interesting-looking packages to my sister and asked if they
were mine.
“This one! What does this one say?” I demanded, pointing to the biggest box in the pile.
“It says … Dominika!” Klara smiled.
She placed the big present in front of me, and I untied the ribbon and tore the box open.
“It’s a pair of skis!” I squealed. “The Baby Jesus has brought me my very own pair of skis!”
The short yellow skis were unbelievably nice. They were decorated with two little rows of cartoon ducks, and
even came with a pair of matching ski poles. I ran and put on my shoes, and then strapped myself into the skis and
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spent the rest of the evening walking around the house in them.
“I can ski!” I called out. “Look! I’m good at it already!”
I tried to steer myself with the poles, but it wasn’t very easy. The skis kept getting tangled up and I kept falling
on my bum until my mum and dad took me by the hands and swung me off the ground. They carried me between
them and I skied through the air into the living room, where the table was set with our best plates and glasses.
“Here’s the Christmas carp,” my mother said, uncovering a tray she had brought from the kitchen. “It’s very
tasty, but be careful, it’s full of bones.”
She put a piece of fried carp on my plate, along with a scoop of potato salad. Savory ham rolls and soup with
liver dumplings were the traditional Christmas appetizers, and after that we would devour the fried carp. My
mother’s Christmas dinners were always delicious, but my favorite part was dessert, when we ate the biscuits we
had baked.
We had made enough biscuits to keep us going through the New Year, and I sat in front of the tree with a little
basket of biscuits and felt very happy in my little yellow skis. After that, my mother played Christmas carols on
the piano and we all sang.
“Hurry up to Bethlehem, doodleai, doodleai, doodleai day,” my father growled in his deep voice, while my
sister and I tried to harmonize above him.
Klara had a good ear for melody, but she always sang quietly, whereas I always sang as loudly as possible,
making the words and melody up as I went along.
My mother didn’t sing at all, because she wasn’t very good at it, but she was an excellent pianist and could
sight-read all the carols in the book.
I took off my skis and stood on the piano stool and turned the pages for her. She smiled at me to let me know
when she was ready. We sang with gusto, ignoring the Nedbals as they banged on the ceiling with a broom.
“Shut up!” they yelled. “We can’t hear the television!”
My father smiled like a wolf and began to sing even louder, and soon I was singing at the top of my lungs. My
mother signaled me to turn another page, and then she looked at me with tears in her eyes.
The little girl who had demanded to be born.
I stood on the stool and sang along with my family, unaware of how much hope I had brought into their lives...

The Metropolitan Cathedral of Saints Vitus, Wenceslaus and Adalbert, Prague, The Czech Republic
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The Church of St. Barbara, Kutná Hora, Central Bohemian Region, The Czech Republic

The Cathedral of St. Nicholas, České Budějovice, South Bohemian Region, The Czech Republic
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The Cathedral of St. Bartholomew, Plzeň, Plzeň Region, The Czech Republic

The Church of Sts. Peter and Paul, Karlovy Vary, Karlovy Vary Region, The Czech Republic. Detail below
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The Church of the Assumption of Our Lady, Ústí nad Labem, Ústí nad Labem Region, The Czech
Republic. Detail of the same church below.
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The Cathedral of the Divine Savior, Ostrava, Moravian-Silesian Region, The Czech Republic
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The Church of the Lord’s Heart, Liberec, Liberec Region, The Czech Republic. Below, in the same city,
The Church of Mary Magdalene
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The Cathedral of the Holy Spirit, Hradec Králové, Hradec Králové Region, The Czech Republic
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The Church of St. Bartholomew, Pardubice, Pardubice Region, The Czech Republic.

The Cathedral of St. Wenceslas, Olomouc, Olomouc Region, The Czech Republic
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The Cathedral of St. Peter and St. Paul, Brno, South Moravian Region, The Czech Republic

The Church of the Birth of the Virgin Mary, Zlín, Zlín Region, The Czech Republic
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The Church of St. Spirit, Jihlava, Vysočina Region, The Czech Republic. The same church below.
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